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APPEAL NO.: A-4-STB-05-130 

APPLICANT: 1260 BB, LLC c/o Ty Warner Hotel & Resorts, LLC 

APPELLANTS: Jacqueline Roston & James 0. Kahan; Coral Casino 
Preservation Committee 

PROJECT LOCATION: 1260 and 1281 Channel Drive, Montecito area, Santa 
Barbara County. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION: Development Plan Revision of the Four Seasons Biltmore 
Hotel and Coral Casino Beach and Cabana Club Historic Rehabilitation Plan to allow 
modifications resulting in a net increase of 4,954 sq. ft. (2,900 sq. ft. and 2,054 sq. ft. 
conversion to usable space) to the Coral Casino, a reduction of guestrooms at the 
Biltmore (from 232 to 229) and the addition of one parking space at the Biltmore. The 
proposed modifications do not increase the building footprint. 

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION: SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE DOES NOT EXIST 

Staff recommends that the Commission determine that no substantial issue exists with respect to 
the grounds on which the appeal has been filed. The motion and resolution for no substantial 
issue are found on pages 4. The appellants contend that the approved project is not consistent with 
policies and provisions of the certified Local Coastal Program and applicable policies of the Coastal 
Act with regard to historic and architectural resources, coastal access, visual resources and 
community character, nonconforming structures, mitigation of impacts, variances, conflicts of 
interest, and Public Records Act requests. The standard of review to determine substantial issue is 
whether the development conforms to the standards set forth in the certified Local Coastal Program 
or the public access policies of the Coastal Act (see Page 7 for criteria). 

The proposed project will not increase the footprint of the building, nor will it increase the building 
height, although a clear glass guard rail on the new rooftop deck would extend 1.5 feet above the 
height of the existing building. Given the other beneficial rehabilitation efforts that will take 
place and the minor nature of the changes, the project will not significantly impact architectural 
integrity, or have an adverse impact on public views to and along the ocean. Additionally, the 
proposed ramp will not adversely impact public access to the beach, but rather will improve it. In 
addition, the new restaurant will not serve more people and will not be open to the general public; 
therefore, it will not have any significant impact on availability of public beach access parking. 
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I. APPEAL PROCEDURES 

A. APPEAL JURISDICTION 

Under Section 30603 of the Coastal Act, development approved by a local government 
may be appealed to the Commission if it is located within the appealable areas, such as 
those located between the sea and the first public road paralleling the sea, within 300 
feet of the inland extent of any beach or of the mean high-tide line of the sea where 
there is no beach, whichever is greater, on state tidelands, or along or within 100 feet of 
any wetland, estuary, or stream. Further, any development approved by a local County 
government that is not designated as the principal permitted use within a zoning district 
may also be appealed to the Commission, irrespective of its geographic location within 
the coastal zone. Finally, development that constitutes major public works or major 
energy facilities may also be appealed to the Commission. (Coastal Act Section 
30603[a][5]). 

The Coral Casino Beach Club is located in the Montecito Community Plan area within 
unincorporated Santa Barbara County. The Post Local Coastal Program (LCP) 
Certification Permit and Appeal Jurisdiction map certified for the County of Santa 
Barbara indicates that the appeal jurisdiction for this area extends 300 feet from the 
beach. As . such, the subject site is located within the appeal jurisdiction of the 
Commission and any project approved for the site is therefore appealable to the 
Commission. 

B. APPEAL PROCEDURES 

The Coastal Act provides that after certification of Local Coastal Programs, a local 
government's actions on Coastal Development Permits in certain areas and for certain 
types of development may be appealed to the Coastal Commission. Local governments 
must provide notice to the Commission of its coastal permit actions. During a period of 
10 working days following Commission receipt of a notice of local permit action for an 
appealable development, an appeal of the action may be filed with the Commission~ 

1. Grounds for Appeal 

The grounds for appeal of development approved by the local government and subject 
to appeal to the Commission shall be limited to an allegation that the development does 
not conform to the standards set forth in the certified Local Coastal Program or the 
public access policies set forth in Division 20 of the Public Resources Code (Section 
30603[a][4] of the Coastal Act). 

2. Substantial Issue Determination 

Section 30625(b) of the Coastal Act requires the Commission to hear an appeal unless 
the Commission determines that no substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds 
on which the appeal was filed. When Commission staff recommends that a substantial 
issue exists with respect to the grounds of the appeal, substantial issue is deemed to 
exist unless three or more Commissioners wish tQ hear arguments and vote on 
substantial issue. If the Commission decides to hear· arguments and vote on the 
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substantial issue question, proponents and opponents will have three minutes per side 
to address whether the appeal raises a substantial issue. The only persons qualified to 
testify before the Commission at the substantial issue stage of the appeal process are 
the applicant, persons who opposed the application before the local government (or its 
representatives), and the local government. Testimony from other persons must be 
submitted in writing. It takes a majority of Commissioners present to find that substantial 
issue is raised by the appeal. 

3. De Novo Review Hearing 

If a substantial issue is found to exist, the Commission will consider the County's action 
de novo. The de novo permit may be considered by the Commission at the same time 
as the substantial issue hearing or at a later time. The applicable test for the 
Commission to consider in a de novo review of the project is whether the proposed 
development is in conformity with the certified Local Coastal Program and the public 
access and public recreation policies of the Coastal Act. If a de novo hearing is held, 
testimony may be taken from all interested persons. 

C. LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACTION AND FILING OF APPEAL 

On July 5, 2005, the County of Santa Barbara Board of Supervisors approved 
Development Plan No. 03DVP-00000-00002 to revise the Four Seasons Biltmore Hotel 
and Coral Casino Beach and Cabana Club Historic Rehabilitation Plan within the 
community of Montecito. The Notice of Final Action for the project was received by 
Commission staff on July 12, 2005. A ten working day appeal period was set and notice 
provided beginning July 13, 2005, and extending to July 26, 2005. 

An appeal of the County's action was filed by Jacqueline Roston & James Kahan and 
the Coral Casino Preservation Committee, during the appeal period, on July 25, 2005. 
Commission staff notified the County, the applicant, and all interested parties that were 
listed on the appeals. 

II. STAFF RECOMMENDATION OF NO SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 
MOTION: I move that the Commission determine that Appeal No. A-4-

STB-05-130 raises NO substantial issue with respect to the 
grounds on which the appeal has been filed under Section 
30603 of the Coastal Act. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: 

Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in a finding of No 
Substantial Issue and adoption of the following resolution and findings. If the 
Commission finds No Substantial Issue, the Commission will not hear the application de 
novo and the local action will become final and effective. The motion passes only by an 
affirmative vote by a majority of the Commissioners present. 

F 
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. RESOLUTION TO FIND SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE: 

The Commission hereby finds that Appeal No. A-4-STB-05-130 raises no substantial 
issue with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed under Section 
30603 of the Coastal Act regarding consistency with the Certified LCP and/or the public 
access and recreation policies of the Coastal Act. 

Ill. FINDINGS AND DECLARATIONS FOR NO SUBSTANTIAL 
ISSUE 

The Commission hereby finds and declares: 

A. PROJECT DESCRIPTION AND BACKGROUND 

On July 5, 2005, the Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors undertook final 
discretionary action to approve a development plan revision that will result in a net 
increase of 4,954 sq. ft. (2,900 sq. ft. and 2,054 sq. ft. conversion to usable space) to 
the Coral Casino, a reduction of guestrooms at the Biltmore (from 232 to 229) and the 
addition of one parking space at the Biltmore. The proposed modifications will not 
increase the building footprint. Nor will they increase the building height, although a 
clear glass guard rail on the new rooftop deck would extend 1.5 feet above the height of 
the existing building. 

The Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan (HRP) approved through the 
Development Plan Revision includes interior improvements, exterior alterations to the 
club's paving and pool deck area, removal of the La Perla Circle and La Perla 
restaurant interior spaces, and relocation of these functions to a proposed second story 
restaurant. An existing second story fitness room on the west side of the pool would 
also be removed and this function would be relocated to interior areas of the club. The 
existing sundeck on the second floor would be relocated to the roof of the proposed 
restaurant, and be surrounded by a 42" non-reflective glass guard rail. The project also 
proposes to add a net total of 2,900 sq. ft. and convert an additional 2,054 sq. ft. of 
existing but currently unused area to newly usable spaces, such that the square footage 
of the building would increase by 4,954 net new square feet. Interior floor plan changes 
include additions and remodels to the men's and women's locker rooms, addition of 
storage area for members behind the western cabanas, creation of a meeting room and 
improved administrative spaces, expansion of the first floor kitchen, addition of a second 
floor kitchen and addition of accessible restrooms throughout the facility. Floor plans are 
shown in Exhibit 6.1 

· 

The HRP also includes related landscaping changes, tree replacements, and paving 
treatment changes, the enclosure of a small alley on the east side of the building, 
construction of an accessible ramp to the west of the club that would provide beach 

1 The County's approval of the Development Plan Revision appears to authorize the existing development 
itself (including development constructed prior to the Coastal Act and development that was approved in 
prior COPs) as well as modifications to the existing development. However, since authorization is only 
required under the Coastal Act and LCP for new development, this report only discusses the proposed 
modifications to the existing development. 
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access to the public as well as Biltmore Hotel guests and Coral Casino members. Other 
landscaping, pool deck and paving changes are also proposed in and around the Coral 
Casino. 

Operationally, the revised Development Plan continues to limit use of the Coral Casino 
to club members and guests of the Biltmore Hotel. It also includes conditions that 
maintain the same number of seasonal members and specifies use of the proposed 
restaurant for club members, hotel guests, and guests of hotel guests only. The revised 
development plan also recognizes reciprocal club usage, allowing up to 120 members 
from reciprocal clubs to access the facilities. To offset the only newly proposed uses, 
the revised development plan also reduces the number of rooms, or keys, at the 
Biltmore by a total of three guest rooms, and calls for the addition of one parking space 
in the area of the Hotel. 

B. LOCAL PERMIT HISTORY 

On May 5, 2005 the Montecito Planning Commission approved the Four Seasons 
Biltmore Hotel and Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan Development Plan 
Revision . (Case No. 03DVP-00000-00002), with conditions. On May 16, 2005 the 
County Historic Landmark Advisory Commission (HLAC) approved the Coral Casino 
Rehabilitation Plan, adopting separate findings and applying separate conditions on its 
approval of alterations to the Coral Casino. . 

The Board of Supervisors received three appeals of the Montecito Planning 
Commission (MPC) action and three appeals of the Historic Landmarks Advisory 
Commission action. The appeals were submitted by the same three applicants: Coral 
Casino Preservation Committee, Coral Casino Members Committee, and James 0. 
Kahan and Jacqueline Roston. Subsequently, the Coral Casino Members Committee 
withdrew their appeal of the MPC and HLAC actions. 

The appeals by the Coral Casino Preservation Committee and James 0. Kahan & 
Jacqueline Roston were heard at the Board of Supervisor's July 5, 2005 hearing. The 
Conditions of Approval and Findings for Approval of the Four Seasons Biltmore Hotel 
and Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan considered at the July 5, 2005 Board of 
Supervisors hearing represented the combined language of both the MPC and HLAC 
approvals. The ~ppeals were denied by the Board of Supervisors and the final 
(combined) conditions and findings were adopted (Exhibit 1 ). 

C. APPELLANTS' CONTENTIONS 

The appeal filed by Jacqueline Roston and James Kahan is attached as Exhibit 2. The 
appeal asserts seven grounds for the appeal: (1) inconsistency with the Montecito 
Community Plan requirements for protection of the Coral Casino's architectural 
significance; (2) inconsistency with the LUP and Montecito Community Plan 
requirements for visual resources protection; (3) inconsisten·cy with the Zoning 
Ordinance for nonconforming buildings and structures; (4) inconsistency with State Law 
prohibiting variances of this nature; (5) inconsistency with conflict of interest laws; (6) 
non-compliance with Public Records Act requests; and (7) inconsistency with the public 
access policies of the Coastal Act by increasing intensity of use of the restaurant 

• 
' ' 
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thereby impacting coastal access parking and by building an access ramp that will 
extend into the beach area. 

The appeal filed by the Coral Casino Preservation Committee is attached as Exhibit 3. 
The appeal asserts five ground for the appeal: (1) inconsistency with the LUP and 
Montecito Community Plan requirements for protection of public access (traffic & 
parking); (2) inconsistency with the Montecito Community Plan requirements to 
preserve and protect properties and structures with historic significance, specifically 
including the Coral Casino; (3) inconsistency with the LUP and Montecito Community 
Plan with regard to protection of views; (4) inconsistency with the LUP and Montecito 
Community Plan requirements for commercial development to respect the scale and 
character of the surrounding residential neighborhoods; and (5) inconsistency with 
CEQA and the LCP by failing to comply with the requirement to mitigate project impacts 
to the maximum extent feasible. 

D. ANALYSIS OF SUBSTANTIAL ISSUE 

Pursuant to Sections 30603 and 30625 of the Coastal Act, the appropriate standard of 
review for the subject appeal is whether a substantial issue exists with respect to the 
grounds raised by the appellant relative to the project's conformity to the policies 
contained in the certified LCP or the public access policies of the Coastal Act. The 
appellants contend that the project, as approved by the County does not conform to the 
policies of the LCP and applicable policies of the Coastal Act with regard to historic and 
architectural resources, coastal access, visual resources and community character, 
nonconforming structures, mitigation of impacts, variances, conflicts of interest, and 
Public Records Act requests. 

Based on the findings presented below, the Commission finds that a substantial issue 
does not exist with respect to the grounds on which the appeal has been filed. The 
approved project is consistent with the policies of the County of Santa Barbara LCP and 
the public access policies of the Coastal Act for the specific reasons discussed below. 

The term "substantial issue" is not defined in the Coastal Act or its implementing 
regulations. The Commission's regulations indicate simply that the Commission will 
hear an appeal unless it "finds that the appeal raises no significant question" (Cal. Code 
Regs., title 14, section 13115(b)). 

In evaluating the issue of whether the appeals raise a substantial issue, the 
Commission considers the following factors: 

(1) The degree of factual and legal support for the local government's decision 
that the development is consistent or inconsistent with the certified LCP; 

(2) The extent and scope of the development as approved or denied by the local 
government; 

(3) The significance of coastal resources affected by the decision; 

(4) The precedential value of the local government's decision for future 
interpretation of its LCP; and 
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(5) Whether the appeal raises only local issues, or those of regional or statewide 
significance. 

In this case, for the reasons discussed further below, the Commission exercises its 
discretion and·determines that the development approved by the County does not raise 
a substantial issue with regard to the appellants' contentions regarding coastal 
resources. 

1. Historic Resources 

The Coral Casino has been designated as an official Historic Landmark by the County 
of Santa Barbara. The Coral Casino was designed by prominent San Francisco 
architect Gardner Dailey and was constructed in 1937. The structure is located on the 
beach behind a seawall. There is no dispute that this building is a significant historical 
resource in Montecito and Santa Barbara County. 

The appellants cited th~ following policies from the Montecito Community Plan (MCP; a. 
certified part of the LCP) and the County's certified Land Use Plan regarding protection 
of historic and architectural resources of significance. 

Goal CR-M-1: Preserve and Protect Properties and Structures with Historic 
Importance in the Montecito Community to the Maximum Extent Feasible. (MCP, pg. 
120) 

Policy CR-M-1.2: Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation club shall be designed 
in a manner to protect and enhance the historic use and architectural integrity of the 
property. Any renovations or new development on this property shall be constructed 
at heights that do not exceed the height of existing structures. (MCP, pg. 120) 

The Roston & Kahan appeal asserts that the "primary-problem with the proposed project 
is the second story restaurant which destroys the architectural integrity of Gardner 
Dailey's Low, Linear, and Open design." Further the appeal contends that the second 
story restaurant expansion is unwarranted because the restaurant expansion can be 
accommodated with a. design on the first floor, thereby maintaining the low, linear, and 
open design. The appellants assert that the proposed second story element alters the 
proportion, size, bulk, and scale of the original design to the extent that the Coral 
Casino will not maintain architectural integrity, and therefore will be inconsistent with 
Policy CR-M-1.2 of the Montecito Community Plan. 

The Roston & Kahan appeal further contends that the proposed second st.o.ry restaurant 
does not meet Goal CR-M-1.1 of the Montecito Community Plan because it does not 
preserve the historic integrity of the building to the maximum extent feasible, but rather 
"destroys the architeCtural integrity of the Coral Casino." Additionally, the appellants 
argue that the proposed project is inconsistent with the height restrictions in MCP Policy 
CR-M-1.2 which provides that renovations and new development shall not be 
constructed at heights which exceed the heights of existing structures. 

The Coral Casino Preservation Committee (CCPC) appeal asserts that the project is 
inconsistent with Goal CR-M-1 of the Montecito Community Plan because the landmark 
can feasibly be preserved and protected. The appeal asserts that the Levikow/Coral 
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Casino Preservation Committee Alternative in the EIR is the environmentally superior 
alternative that would avoid Class I impacts to the historic resources of the building. and 
The Levikow/CCPC Alternative calls for removal of certain non-historic building 
elements where the restaurant and members' dining room are located today, and 
relocation of these functions to the interior portion of the first floor. In both alternative 
designs, the kitchen would be enlarged to a lesser extent, and additional restrooms 
provided in fewer numbers and in alternate locations. 

The CCPC appeal further contends that the proposed project does not protect or 
enhance the landmark's architectural integrity, as required in the Montecito Community 
Plan because, though the project proposes to remove some additions that were not part 
of the original building, it is only in exchange for additions that are not part of the original 
building. 

The County provided the following analysis with regard to protection of architectural 
integrity in its June 23, 2005 staff report: 

Staff Response: Montecito Community Plan Goal CR-M-1 states: "Preserve And 
Protect Properties and Structures With Historic Importance In The Montecito 
Community To The Maximum Extent Feasible." Policy CR-M-1.2 grew out of this Goal. 
The project EIR (Attachment B) only identifies a Class I impact on the building as a 
historic resource, but does not identify a Class I impact on the building's aesthetics 
generally. The Montecito Planning Commission adopted Finding 1.5.1 that 
acknowledges potentially significant aesthetic impacts, but identifies mitigation 
measures that would reduce these effects to a less than significant level. 
The Montecito Board of Architectural Review also had generally favorable comments 
on September 13, 2004 regarding the project design (see Attachment D of the MPC 
staff report for April 20, provided in Attachment J of this Board Letter). Suggestions 
made by the MBAR were also incorporated by the applicant into the project. 

The project complies with Policy CR-M-1.2 because it will accomplish repairs, 
maintenance, and facility upgrades necessary to "protect and enhance" the historic 
use and architectural integrity of the property. Goal CR-M-1 and Policy CR-M-1.2 do 
not require that the project conform to the Secretary of the Interior's Standards. 
Thus, the Class I impact identified based on a failure of the project to conform to the 
Secretary's Standards, does not require a finding that the project will not protect and 
enhance the architectural integrity of the Coral Casino and does not require denial of 
the project. 

Additionally, the County provided the following analysis with regard to the height of 
existing structures in its June 23, 2005 staff report: 

Staff Response: The proposed restaurant would be located where an existing 
unenclosed, but partially covered, sundeck exists today. A series of cabanas along 
the western side of the second floor would be removed and replaced with the 
restaurant, which would extend southward toward the ocean, over the existing 
banquet room 

Planning and Development has determined that the existing building height is 22'8 
~", based on the height of the parapet coping around the Coral Casino tower. This 
parapet is above the proposed roof sundeck {shown at a height of 20'9" on the project 
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plans), making the addition restaurant well within the building height. While the 
height of the raitings surrounding the roof sundeck would be 24'3" high, the 
Montecito Planning Commission considered this railing to be an architectural 
projection and not a structure. Therefore, the project is consistent with MCP policy 
CR-M-1.2. 

With regard to preservation of architectural integrity, the County's analysis concluded 
that the modifications would not be consistent with the Secretary of Interior's Standards 
for Rehabilitation for historic structures and therefore the EIR identified a Class I impact 
to the building. However, the County's approval was predicated on a number of 
historical resources benefits allowing for several of the Coral Casino's features to be 
restored to their original configuration. 

The appeals are focused on the placement of a restaurant on the second story of the 
structure and the roof top deck that would be above the restaurant. These modifications 
are not part of the original design of the building. However, given the other beneficial 
rehabilitation efforts that will take place and the minor nature of the changes, the 
Commission finds that the project does not raise substantial issue with respect to 
preservation of historic structures. 

Additionally, though the height of the non-reflective glass railing would be approximately 
1.5 ft. above the height of the structure as determined by the local government, the 
insignificance of a visually permeable railing that only extends 1.5 feet above the 
structure does not rise to the level of a "substantial" issue with regard to architectural 
integrity or impairment of visual qualities. Further, the extent and scope of the 
modifications to the Coral Casino approved through the Development Plan Revision are 
primarily local architectural issues and do not adversely impact coastal resources. 

2. Coastal Access 

The appellants cited the following excerpts and policies from the Montecito Community 
Plan (a certified part of the LCP), the County's certified Land Use Plan, and applicable 
policies of the Coastal Act regarding protection of coastal access. 

MCP: ... commercial development should be limited to the amount needed to serve 
the greater Montecito community and additional tourist facilities should not be 
developed. (pg. 21) · 

MCP: At such time as the County is able to provide an equivalent amount of public 
parking elsewhere in the vicinity, parking on one side of Channel Drive shall be 
eliminated in order to accommodate bicycle lanes. ( pg. 86) 

LUP: The location and amount of new development should maintain and enhance 
public access to the coast ... ( pg. 13) 

LUP Sec. 3.7.3: The Coastal Act requires that coastal areas suited for water-oriented 
recreational activities are protected for such uses ... (pg. 83) 

LUP Sec. 3. 7.4: Local policies and recommendations are intended to provide the 
framework or implementation of the Coastal Act goal of providing maximum 
opportunities for access and recreation. (pg. 83) 

f 
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LUP Policy 7-10: The County shall provide increased opportunities for beach access 
and recreation in the Montecito Planning Area ... (pg. 89) 

Additionally, the Roston & Kahan appeal, though not specific, references the public 
access policies of the Coastal Act: 

Section 30210: In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X of the 
California Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and 
recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public 
safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners, 
and natural resource areas from overuse. 

Section 30211: Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the 
sea where acquired through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited 
to, the use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial 
vegetation. 

Section 30212(a): Public access from the nearest public roadway to the shoreline and 
along the coast shall be provided in new development projects except where: 

(1) it is inconsistent with public safety, military security needs, or the protection of 
fragile coastal resources. 

(2) adequate access exists nearby, or, 

(3) agriculture would be adversely affected. Dedicated access shall not be required 
to be opened to public use until a public agency or private association agrees to 
accept responsibility for maintenance and liability of the accessway. 

Section 30212.5: Wherever appropriate and feasible, public facilities, including 
parking areas or facilities, shall be distributed throughout an area so as to mitigate 
against the impacts, social and otherwise, of overcrowding or overuse by the public 
of any single area. 

There are a total of 454 on-site parking spaces currently serving the Biltmore Hotel and 
Coral Casino, as required by the County's 1998 Development Plan. The EIR reports 
that there are 35 on-street public parking spaces provided along Hill Road, directly 
adjacent to the Biltmore Hotel and 23 public parking spaces on Channel Drive, directly 
in front of the Coral Casino. An additional 70 on-street parallel spaces are provided 
along the Section of Channel Drive from the Coral Casino to the Breakers Building (33 
spaces on the north side and 37 spaces on the south side, for a total of 128 on-street 
spaces in the immediate project vicinity). Additional public parking is provided on-street 
along Channel Drive to the north and west of the Coral Casino and Biltmore Hotel. 
Parking in these areas is limited and heavily used for public coastal access, and 
presumably use by guests of the Coral Casino and Biltmore Hotel. The beach, Butterfly 
Beach, adjacent to the Coral Casino is a popular year-round beach for a variety of 
public recreational uses. 

Regional access to the Coral Casino is from Highway 101, which is located north of the 
site. The site is access via Olive Mill Road to Channel Drive. Parking exists along the 
west side of Olive Mill Road between Hill Road and Channel Drive. Parking also exists 
between red curb zones on the transitions section of Olive Mill Road, continuing into 
Channel Drive, for the length of the Biltmore Hotel frontage. A parking aisle is also 
provided along Channel Drive, across from the Biltmore Hotel, as well as a series of 
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perpendicular parking stalls immediately adjacent to the Coral Casino. A sidewalk exists 
along the west side of Olive Mill Road, -continuing to the north side of Channel Drive, 
form Coast Village Road and all along the Biltmore Hotel frontage. Sidewalks are also 
provided on the south side of Channel Drive,-west of the Coral Casino, and continue the 
length of the Biltmore Hotel frontage. The site is accessible via the public bus system 
and though a formal bicycle path is not striped on Channel Drive to connect the Class II 
bicycle lane on Olive Mill Road to the Class I bicycle lane on Fairway Road, the scenic 
route along Channel Drive can receive significant use by bicyclists. 

The Roston & Kahan appeal asserts that the expanded use of the restaurant facilities 
will contribute additional demand for parking that will further restrict parking for the 
popular beaches in the immediate area, thereby impairing access to the beach and 
other coastal resources inconsistent with the public access policies of the Coastal Act. 
Additionally, the appeal asserts that the proposed public access ramp does not conform 
with the public access policies of the Coastal Act because the ramp will not be built 
entirely behind the existing seawall and will extend into the existing beach area. They 
assert that the ramp would therefore inhibit access to coastal resources by removing the 
underlying beach area. The appellants suggest that if the ramp were built several feet 
behind the existing railing, coastal access might not be impaired. 

The Coral Casino Preservation Committee (CCPC) appeal argues that the additional 
traffic and parking demand caused by this ·new restaurant will prevent a bicycle lane 
from being built along Channel Drive because the elimination of parking on one side of 
Channel Drive would become impossible after implementation of the proposed project. 
Further, the appellant argues that traffic and parking are already a problem in this 
neighborhood, resulting in congestion, public safety risks and public beach access 
impacts. 

The proposed new restaurant area will be larger than the existing restaurant and would 
operate 7 days per week serving 3 meals per day, rather than the existing 2-3 nights per 
week for dinner and 3 days for lunch. Additionally, the restaurant would be available to 
hotel guests, rather than limited to Coral Casino members. Both appeals argue that this 
use will not maintain and enhance public access to the neighboring beach because 
coastal visitors will compete with restaurant patrons for the limited parking spaces. 

Additionally, the CCPC appeal asserts that the commercial nature of the restaurant is 
inconsistent with the provisions of the Montecito Community Plan because it serves as 
a tourist facility. 

The proposed restaurant facility will receive intensified use as a result of the complete 
weekly dining schedule. However, as provided in Condition 62 of the County's approval, 
indoor restaurant seating shall not exceed 97 seats at any given time, and up to 113 
seats for peak events. The outdoor dining area shall not exceed 62 seats associated 
with the restaurant service. Currently, there are a total of 113 indoor dining seats and 
112 outdoor dining seats. Therefore there will be a net reduction in the total seating 
area. 

There are two reasons why the restaurant use is not anticipated to contribute adverse 
impacts to the parking situation. First, the site is to be used primarily by club members 

- . 
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or Biltmore Hotel guests and parking is already provided for them at the Hotel. Because 
the Coral Casino is operated in conjunction with the Biltmore Hotel, parking for the Coral 
Casino is located on the Biltmore parcels. Coral Casino member parking is primarily 
provided in the northeast parking lot. Second, Condition 19 of the County's approval 
requires that complimentary valet parking be provided at the Coral Casino on 
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., or when the members' dining 
room is open for business or whenever there are events of over 50 in attendance. All 
valet parking is required to use Biltmore parking lots and passenger loading zones shall 
be limited to drop-off and pick up. Use of the restaurant by guests of hotel patrons could 
potentially contribute to on-street parking; however this is not anticipated to substantially 
increase use. of coastal access parking. Therefore, the Commission finds there is no 
substantial issue with regard to coastal access parking and because the parking 
situation is virtually the same, there would be no substantial change. as to the future 
potential bicycle path along Channel Drive. 

The proposed access ramp will be available to the public and will meet ADA 
accessibility requirements. This will enhance the existing public access to the coast in 
this location, even if it occupies a small area of the sandy beach. Additionally, the 
Commission finds that due to the significant limitations on use of the Coral Casino 
facilities and the restaurant and the fact that it replaces an existing restaurant that 
serves hotel guests, th~ facility is not a new tourist-oriented commercial facility and 
maintains the character of the existing uses. · 

3. Visual Resources & Community Character 

The appellants cited the following policies from the Montecito Community Plan (a 
certified part of the LCP) and the County's certified Land Use Plan regarding protection 
of visual resources and community character. 

MCP Goal VIS-M-1: Protect the Visual Importance of the Santa Ynez Mountain Range 
and Ocean Views as Having Both Local and Regional Significance and Protect from 
Development Which Could Adversely Affect This Quality. 

MCP Policy VIS-M-1.3: Development of property should minimize impacts to open 
space views as seen from public roads and viewpoints. 

MCP: .. commercial development should be limited to the amount needed to serve the 
greater Montecito community and additional tourist facilities should not be 
developed ... (pg. 21) 

MCP Land Use-Commercial Goal: Strive to Ensure that all Commercial Development 
and Uses Respect the Scale and Character of Surrounding Residential 
Neighborhoods (pg. 51) 

Section 3.4.2 of the LUP: The scenic resources of Santa Barbara's coastal zone are of 
incalculable value to the economic and social well-being of Santa Barbara County. 
The beauty of the Santa Barbara coastline is world-renowned; it is the basis of the 
County's strong tourist and retirement economies and is a source of continuing 
pleasure for the local populace. 

LUP Policy 1-2: Where policies within the land use plan overlap, the policy which is 
the most protective of coastal resources shall take precedence (pg. 11) 
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LUP Policy 4-4: In areas designated as urban on the land use plan maps and in 
designated rural neighborhoods, new structures shall be in conformance with the 
scale and character of the existing community. (pg. 36) 

LUP Policy_ 4-5: In addition to that required for safety, further bluff setbacks may be 
required for oceanfront structures to minimize or avoid impacts on public views from 
the beach. Blufftop structures shall be set back from the edge sufficiently far to 
insure that the structure does not infringe upon views from the beach except in areas 
where existing structures on both sides of the proposed structure already impact 
views from the beach. In such cases, the new structure shall be located no closer to 
the bluff's edge than adjacent structures. 

LUP Policy 7-28: Visitor-serving commercial recreational development that involves 
construction of major facilities, i.e., motels, hotels, restaurants, should be located 
within urban areas, and should not change the character or impact residential areas. 
(pg 98) 

Coastal Act Section 30251 (incorporated into the certified LCP): The scenic and visual 
qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a resource of public 
importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to protect views to 
and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of natural 
land forms, to be vis_ually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, 
where feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas. New 
development in highly scenic areas such as those designated in the California 
Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of Parks and 
Recreation and by local government shall be subordinate to the character of its 
setting. 

The Coral Casino is located on the beach behind a seawall, with a public beach located 
upcoast, delineated by Channel Drive and a seawall. Downcoast uses include the 
Bonneymede Shores and Montecito Shores cOndominiums. Ocean Meadows, a 
planned unit development, is contiguous to and immediately east of Montecito Shores. 

The Roston & Kahan appeal argues that "although some might not consider the seawall 
to be a bluff, it has the same practical effect as a bluff, i.e. it blocks views. There are no 
structures to the west of the Coral Casino and between the seawall and Channel Drive. 
Therefore, the in-fill exception should· not apply to- allow higher structures such as the 
second story restaurant. In other words, new construction should not be allowed to 
further degrade views." The appellants also assert that the project would create a 
second story closer to the ocean, thereby blocking the public's view of the landmark 
lighthouse tower and the Santa Ynez Mountains from certain locations along the beach 
and in the surf. --

The CCPC appeal asserts that the project contributes to adverse visual impacts by 
exceeding the height requirement for the Coral Casino provided in the Montecito 
Community Plan. The appeal contends that the County defined an arbitrary point on the 
building as "the height of existing structures;" however, the MCP restriction on 
renovations and new development was specifically defined in terms of "heights." The 
appeal suggests that if the County had used a different method, in consideration of the 
irregular shape and multiple facades of the original structure (not including additions 
that were permitted subsequent to 1937), the restaurant would not be consistent with 
the height requirement. Additionally, the appellant asserts that the project will have 
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adverse impacts on the public's view of this historic landmark and that the commercial 
restaurant facility is not in character with the residential neighborhood. 

The CCPC appeal also contends that the community character and character of the 
property shall be impacted due to the mass, bulk, and scale of the modifications and the 
expanded use by the hotel. The second floor deck with private cabanas will be replaced 
by a more heavily used second floor restaurant. The appellants argue that there will be 
increased commercialization of the property because there are no restrictions on hotel 
usage of the second floor and the Hotel could choose to have events in the ballroom 
and second floor restaurant simultaneously with normal private member and hotel use. 

The County provided the following analysis with regard to the height of existing 
structures in its June 23, 2005 staff report: 

Staff Response: The proposed restaurant would be located where an existing 
unenclosed, but partially covered, sundeck exists today. A series of cabanas along 
the western side of the second floor would be removed and replaced with the 
restaurant, which would extend southward toward the ocean, over the existing 
banquet room 

Planning and Development has determined that the existing building height is 22'8 
W', bas~d on the height of the parapet coping around the Coral Casino tower. This 
parapet is above the proposed roof sundeck (shown at a height of 20'9" on the project 
plans), making the addition restaurant well within the building height. While the 
height of the railings surrounding the roof sundeck would be 24'3" high, the 
Montecito Planning Commission considered this railing to be an architectural 
projection and not a structure. Therefore, the project is consistent with MCP policy 
CR-M-1.2. 

As stated previously, though the height of the non-reflective glass railing would be 
approximately 1.5 ft. above the height of the structure as determined by the local 
government, the insignificance of a visually permeable railing does not rise to the level 
of a "substantial" issue with regard to views to and along the coast. 

Given that the existing legal development includes second story structures, the second 
story restaurant expansion, though visible from the public beach, would not substantially 
modify the public views to and along the ocean. The certified LCP does not provide 
provisions to protect views of the building itself for the public. Additionally, Condition 28 
restricts free-standing umbrellas on the roof deck. The modifications to the existing 
structure do not extend the footprint of the development and do not change the type of 
use, except to allow use by Biltmore guests rather than limiting use to private members 
only. For the reasons listed above, the proposed changes do not substantially impact 
the community character or surrounding residential neighborhoods. 

4. Other Grounds for Appeal 

The appellants cited the following policies from the County's certified Zoning Ordinance 
regarding nonconforming structures. 
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Article II, Sec. 35-58: NONCONFORMING STRUCTURE: A building or structure, the 
setbacks, height, or location of which was lawful prior to the adoption of this Article 
or any amendments hereto, or previously adopted County Zoning Ordinances and 
which does not conform to the present regulations of the zoning district in which it is 
situated. 

Article II, Div. 10, Sec. 35-60 (Purpose and Intent) states, in part: It is further the intent 
of this Article, subject to only very limited exceptions as specified to prevent 
nonconforming uses and structures from being enlarged, expanded or extended, or 
being used as grounds for adding other structures or uses prohibited elsewhere in 
the same district. 

Article II, Sec. 35-162 (Nonconforming Buildings and Structures) states, in part: If a 
building or structure is conforming as to use but nonconforming as to setbacks, 
height, lot coverage, or other requirements concerning the building or structure, such 
structure may remain so long as it is otherwise lawful, subject to the following 
regulations. 

1. Structural Change, Extension, or Expansion. A nonconforming building or 
structure may be enlarged, extended, moved, or structurally alternated provided 
that any such extension, enlargement, etc. complies with the setback, height, lot 
coverage, and other requirements of this Article. 

The Roston & Kahan appeal argues that the proposed development will enlarge the 
nonconforming structure, including portions of the building within setback areas, 
inconsistent with the requirements of the certified Zoning Ordinance for nonconforming 
structures. Additionally, the appellants assert that portions of the structure would have 
to be reconstructed, for example foundation modifications to support the second story 
expansion for the restaurant, in order to allow the additions. This reconstruction would 
extend the life of the nonconforming portions of the building which would be inconsistent 
with the Article II nonconforming structure provisions. 

The County provided the following analysis with regard to the project's setback 
modifications in its June 23, 2005 staff report: 

Staff Response: The project design requires two modifications, which can be 
approved as part of a Development Plan, per Section 35-174.8 of Article II. The first 
modification is for the enlargement of an existing equipment access well to the east 
of the front entrance, such that the well would extend approximately eight feet into 
the required front yard setback. The second modification is needed pursuant to 
Section 35-174.8 to allow an existing alley on the eastern side of the building to be 
enclosed as part of the interior improvements to the Coral Casino. 

Justification for these modifications is discussed in the P&D staff memorandum to 
the MPC, dated April 27, 2005, provided in Attachment K. The County granted a 
variance in 1937 to allow the Coral Casino to be located in the front yard setback, as 
part of the original project design. This variance therefore makes the structure legal 
by permanently changing the setback in that location, also confirmed through 
approval of the as built development plan, 98-DP-031. 

The justifications for the front yard modification is based on the fact that the 
equipment access well would be a minor extension of an existing basement vent, 
would allow equipment access into the proposed new laundry area as needed but 
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likely less than once a year, and would be screened by landscaping along the building 
frontage. Justifications for the interior yard setback modification to allow the alley to 
be enclosed along the same line as the existing building, include the fact that infi/1 of 
this space would not exacerbate the building's encroachment as the infi/1 area would 
match the existing eastern walls of the building, and it would allow for other floor 
areas to accommodate storage functions for members' deck furniture, ocean kayaks, 
thereby reducing noise and aesthetic impacts of the unenclosed alley used as a 
storage area. Such justifications, or evidence, have been incorporated in the 
recommended Findings (Attachment C). 

Staff Response: The County's Article II, Section 35-174.8, specifically allows the 
Planning Commission (or other appropriate decision maker) to grant modifications at 
the time of Development Plan approval. 

Sec. 35-174.8 states, in pertinent part: 

At the time the Preliminary or Final Development Plan is approved, or subsequent 
Amendments or Revisions are approved, the ... Pianning Commission or Board of 
Supervisors may modify the building height limit, distance between buildings, 
setback, yard, parking, building coverage, or screening requirements specified in the 
applicable zone district when the Director, Zoning Administrator, Planning 
Commission or Board of Supervisors finds the project justifies such modifications. 

As a condition of approval of any Preliminary or Final Development Plan, 
the ... Pianning Commission or the Board of Supervisors may impose any appropriate 
and reasonable conditions or require any redesign of the project as they may deem 
necessary to protect persons or property in the neighborhood, to preserve the 
neighborhood character, natural resources or scenic quality of the area, to preserve 
or enhance the public peace, health, safety, and welfare, or to implement the 
purposes of this Article. 

In the present case, modifications were justified because they were deemed 
necessary by the Planning Commission and granted under section 35-174.8. A 
variance was not sought nor was one granted. 

The MPC approved modifications for the equipment access well along the front of the 
building, and the alley enclosure along the east side of the building. The 
modifications are supported by the recommended Findings, provided in Attachment 
C, which are supported by the evidence in the record and specifically articulated in 
Planning and Development's April 27, 2005 memorandum to the Montecito Planning 
Commission (see Attachment K). In the present case the findings and evidence 
support the grant of the modification pursuant to section 35-174.8. 

As described in the above County excerpt, two minor modifications were approved 
within zoning setbacks: (1) the enlargement of an existing equipment access to the east 
of the front entrance, such that the well would extend approximately eight feet into the 
required front yard setback and (2) the enclosure of an existing alley on the eastern side 
of the building. The LCP allows for minor modifications such as these to be made 
pursuant to a Development Plan approval. Additionally, the LCP allows for 
nonconforming buildings to be enlarged, extended, moved, or structurally altered 
provided that any such modification complies with the setback, height, lot coverage and 
other requirements of this article. The second story restaurant, roof deck, and other 
modifications are consistent with this requirement. These modifications have no 
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significant impact on public views to and along the coast or the architectural integrity of 
the property. 

The CCPC appeal states that both the CEQA and MCP require protection of the historic 
landmark to the maximum extent feasible, given that the EIR acknowledges that there 
will be a Class I impact to historic resources and there is an environmentally superior 
alternative that would mitigate this impact. The appeal further states that the Class I 
impact to historic resources and the inconsistencies with the MCP are caused by one 
element of the plan: the placement of a new restaurant on the second floor which 
requires removal of the historic fabric; and this in turn, requires the placement of a new 
private deck at a height in excess of the MCP limits for this building. Additionally, the 
appellant asserts that the proposed findings and statement of overriding considerations 
approving the plan are not supported by evidence as required by CEQA, the LCP, MCP, 
and the coastal zoning ordinance. 

The County provided the following analysis with regard to the project alternatives and 
County findings in its June 23, 2005 staff report: 

Staff Response: The project EIR, s.ection 8.0, reviewed four alternatives, including two 
alternative design options. Both Alternative F and the Levikow/CCPC Alternative call 
for removal of certain non-historic building elements where the restaurant and 
members' dining room are located today, and relocation of these functions to the 
interior portion of the first floor. In both alternative designs, the kitchen would be 
enlarged to a lesser extent, and additional restrooms provided in fewer numbers and 
in alternate locations. ·· 

In addition to not meeting several project objectives, summarizing project 
components listed on page 222 and 225 of the FEIR, both alternatives would not meet 
one of ttie four primary project objectives: provision of "a second floor restaurant 
offering a first class dining experience and views of the Pacific Ocean" (page 61 of 
FEIR). The lack of meeting this primary project objective, not just a desired project 
element, was the basis for rejecting these alternatives, as noted in Findings 1.6.2 and 
1.6.3 of both the MPC and HLAC Findings. 

Additionally, the applicant's representatives have stated at both the Montecito 
Planning Commission and the Historic Landmarks Advisory Commission hearings 
that the applicant would simply not build these alternative projects, and may not 
therefore purske a comprehensive rehabilitation of the building. Without such a 
thorough rehabilitation effort, it is reasonable to assume that some deferred 
maintenance could worsen. This statement (p. 21 of the April 20 staff report) was a 
statement of fact, and not cited as "evidence of infeasibility", as suggested by the 
appellant. 

Through its certification of the proposed FEIR, and its adoption of Findings 1.6.2 and 
1.6.3, the MPC acknowledged the infeasibility of these alternatives meeting the 
primary project objectives stated by the applicant. 

Staff Response: CEQA's allowance for decision makers to adopt statements of 
overriding considerations provides a tool for recognizing significant impacts, and 
also recognizing project benefits that may outweigh such impacts. The applicant's 
statement that the "enhanced private view from the private restaurant - which is the 
source of the Class I Impact under CEQA- does not create any benefit that would 
outweigh the unmitigated impacts to historic resources ... " is an opinion which 
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overlooks the other project benefits that outweigh the historic resource impacts 
resulting from addition of the restaurant. 

As enumerated in the recommended Board Findings provided in Attachment C (and 
based on Findings 1.7.1 through 1.7.6 adopted by both the MPC and the HLAC), 
project benefits that outweigh the Class I impact include, among others: 

• Overall rehabilitation of the Coral Casino, 

• Removal of certain non-historic additions (La Perla Circle, La Perla restaurant 
addition, second floor exercise room), 

• Restoration of two cabanas on the east side of the pool, 

• Structural upgrades to the Coral Casino tower, 

• ADA upgrades throughout the building, 

• Installation of a storm drain and filtration system to treat off-site and on-site 
surface runoff, 

• Provision of a vehicle turnout area to smooth traffic flow, 

• Provision of an accessible beach access ramp to serve the Coral Casino 
members and the public, and 

• Improved fire access 

CEQA prohibits a proposed development from being approved if there are feasible 
alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen 
any significant adverse effect, which the activity may have on the environment. As 
described in the above sections, the proposed project does not have any significant 
adverse impacts on coastal resources and therefore mitigation is not required. The 
project is also consistent with the requirements of the LCP that were adopted to insure 
that development does not have significant adverse impacts on coastal resources. 

5. Other Contentions That Are Not A Basis of Appeal 

Pursuant to Sections 30603 and 30625 of the Coastal Act, the appropriate standard of 
review for the subject appeals is whether a substantial issue exists with respect to the 
grounds raised by the appellants. 

Section 30603 provides: 

The grounds for an appeal pursuant to subdivision (a) shall be limited to an allegation 
th;,t the development does not conform to the standards set forth in the certified local 
coastal program or the public access policies set forth in this division. (Section 
30603(b)(1 )). 

Section 30625 provides: 

The commission shall hear an appeal unless it determines the following: ... (2) With 
respect to appeals to the commission after certification of a local coastal program, 
that no substantial issue exists with respect to the grounds on which an appeal has 
been filed pursuant to Section 30603. (Section 30625(b)(2). 
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In this case, the Roston & Kahan appeal on the County's final action includes three 
issues which do not meet the grounds for an appeal of the local action to the 
Commission. The grounds for appeal are limited to an allegation that the action does 
not conform to the LCP or public access policies of the Coastal Act. 

The applicants' contentions with regard to variances under State law, conflicts of 
interest, and Public Records Act requests are not a grounds of appeal under the 
Coastal Act, pursuant to Section 30603 of the Coastal Act. Therefore, these issues 
cannot form the basis for the Coastal Cof"!lmission's review of the County's action in 
approving the Development Plan Revision for the Coral Casino Rehabilitation Plan. 

E. CONCLUSION 

For the reasons discussed above, no substantial issue is raised with respect to the 
consistency of the approved development with the policies of the County's certified LCP 
regarding historic and architectural resources, coastal access, visual resources and 
community character, ·nonconforming structures, mitigation of impacts, variances, 
conflicts of interest, and Public Records Act requests. Applying the factors identified on 
page 7, the Commission finds that the proposed project will not increase the footprint of 
the building or increase the building height, although a clear glass guard rail on the new 
rooftop deck would extend 1.5 feet above the height of the existing building; therefore, it will 
not significantly impact architectural integrity, or have an adverse impact on public views 
to and along the ocean. The proposed ramp will not adversely impact public access to 
the beach, but rather will improve it. In addition, the new restaurant will not serve more 
people and will not -be open to the general public; therefore, it will not have any 
significant impact on availability of public beach access parking. Therefore, the 
Commission finds that the appeals filed by Rosten & Kahan and the Coral Casino 
Preservation Committee, do not raise a substantia~ issue as to the County's application 
of the policies of the LCP in approving the proposed development. 

. 
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County of Santa Barbara 
Planning and Development 

Dianne Meester, Assistant Director 

NOTICE oF FINAL ACTION !.OJ 1 c(r1iJ 1~,-i\'\_r;:-,:J 17r .c 'r-~1. 11 /,''I I I__, 1 
I !i-ii I lu'L:=U \1'/ i IIJ ! .. . .__,'..::..J J ,, I ,, July 8, 2005 

TO: California Coastal Commi~sion 
Shana Gray 
89 South Califo:mi<i. .Street, Suite 200 
Ventura, Cahfor-1i~~ (}3001 

LJ:I~ L~Ui 
L_, JUL 1 2 2005 ~~ 

CM!FORNIA 
COASTAl COMMISSIOii 

SOUTH CENTRAl COAST DISTRICT 

On July 5, 2005, Santa Barbara County took final action on the appealable development desc1ibcd 
below: 

0 Appealable Coastal Development Permit 
0 Appealable Coastal Development Permit following discretionary case 
X Discretionary action on a revised Development Plan, Case No. 03DVP-00000-00002 

Project Applicant: 
Jon Dohm, AICP, agent 
Suzanne Elledge Planning & Pennitting 
800 Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
(805) 966-2758 

Property Owner: 
1260 BB LLC 
c/o Ty Warner Hotel & Resorts, LLC 
Mr. Greg Rice 
1180 Channel Drive 
Santa Barbara, CA 93108 
!80S) 695-8887 

Project Description: The rcque~t of Jw L\~h:n, ::t~enL for the owners, to consider Case No. C:JDVP-
00000-00002 for a Development Plan r<.c-':i:;im, Jilikr Section 35-174, in the C-V Zone District of 
Article II, to allow the Four Seasons Biltm•)ft: Ev~t! ;mJ Coral Casino Beach and Cabana Club Histotic 
Rehabilitation Plan to allow modifications resultmg in a net increase of 4,954 squar~ feet (2,900 squar~ 
foe>! addition and 2,054 square foot conversion •.c usable space) to the Coral Casino, a reduction ~1f 
guestrooms at the Biltmore (from 232 to 229) &r.d the addition of one parking space at the Biltmore. 

Location: The property involve!) AP Nos. 009-352-009, 009-351-012, and 009-354-001located on the 
north and south side of Channe1 Dlive between Butterfly Lane and Olive Mill Road, commonly known 
as 1260 and 1281 Channel Drive, Montecito area, First Supervisorial District. 

The receipt of this letter and the attached materials start the 10 working day appeal period during 
which the County's decision may be appealed to the Coastal Commission. Appeals must be in writing 
to the appropriate Coastal Commission district office. 

Please contact Laura Bridley, the case planner at (805) 966-7260 if you have any questions regarding 
the County's action or this notice. 

~~cb1d4 _ 7_. 1- v~ 
Laura Bridley, Project anner ( Date 

Attachment: Final Action Letter dated July 8, 2005 

cc: Case File: 03DVP-00000-00002 
Cintia Mendoza, Hearing Support 

-G:\GROUP\Permitting\Case Files\APL\2000s\05 cases\OSAPL-00000-00007-12- Coral Casino\no r.:::::-::=-:=--:--------. 
EXHIBIT 1 

123 EastAnapamu Street · Santa Barbara, CA 93101-2058 
Phone: (805) 568-2000 Fax: (805) 568-2030 

Local Action Notice 
A-4-STB-05-130 
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County of Santa Barbara 
Planning and Development 

July 8, 2005 

Cynthia Ziegler and Charles Maunz, 
Coral Casino Preservation Committee 
P.O. Box 2148 
Santa Barbara, CA 93120 

James Kahan 
3709 Dixon Street 
SantaBarbara, CA 93105-2419 

Jacqueline Roston 
1600 Garden Street, #23 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

Dianne Meester, Assistant Director 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 
HEARING OF JULY 5, 2005 

RE: Four Seasons Biltmore and Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan, 
OSAPL-00000-0007 through 12 

Hearing to consider the appeal of the Montectio Planning Commission's Approval of the Four 
Season's Biltmore He tel & Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan Development Plan Revision, 
Case No. 03DV'P-OOOG0-00002 by the Coral Casino Preservation Committee lAppeai Case No. 05 
APL-00000-00007], the Coral Casino Members Committee [Appeal Case No.· 05APL-00000-00009, 
and James Kahan and Jacqueline Roston [Appeal Case No. 05APL-00000-0001.0] and to consider the 
Historic Landmark Advir.ory Commission's approval of the Four Season's Biltmore & Coral Casino 
Historic Rehabilitation Plan by the Coral Casino Members Committee [Appeal Case No. 05AP.L-
00000-00008], the Coral Casino Preservation Committee [Appeal Case No. 05APL-00000-00011] , 
and by James Kahan and Jacqueline Roston[Appeal Case no. 05APL-00000-00012], located at 1260 
and 1281 Channel Drive, Montecito area, First Supervisorial District. 

Dear Mr. Dohm: 

At the Board of Supervisors' hearing of July 5, 2005, Supervisor, Supervisor Carbajal moved, 
seconded by Supervisor Gray and carried by a vote of 5-0 to: 

1. Accept the withdrawal of appeals by the Coral Casino Members Committee [Appeal Case Nos. 
05APL-00000-00009 and 05APL-00000-00008] of the Montecito Planning Commission 
approval and the Historic Landmark Advisory Commission approval with conditions, per the 
Coral Casino Members Committee Letter dated June 7, 2005, provided in Attachment A of the 
Board Letter; 

2. Certify the proposed final Environmental Impact Report (04EIR-00000-00006), provided in 
Attachment B of the Board Letter, and adopt the mitigation monitoring program contained in 
the Montecito Planning Commission's Action Letter dated May 26, 2005, provided in 
Attachment D of the Board Letter; 

123 EastAnapamu Street · Santa Barbara, CA 93101-2058 
Phone: (805) 568-2000 Fax: (805) 568-2030 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Adopt the required findings as reflected in the July 1, 2005 Memorandum "Coral Casino 
Revised Findings" included as Attachment C-1 of the Board Letter, based on both the 
Montecito Planning Commission approval (per MPC Action Letter dated May 26, 2005, 
provided in Attachment D) and Historic Landmark Advisory Commission's approval (per 
HLAC Notice of Action Letter, dated May 25, 2005, provided in Attachment E); 

Deny the appeal of the Coral Casino Preservation Committee dated May 12, 2005, of the 
Montecito Planning Commission approval with conditions of the Four Season's Biltmore Hotel 
& Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan Development Plan Revision, Case No. 03DVP-
00000-00002 (provided in Attachment F of the Board Letter); 

Deny the appeal of the Coral Casino Preservation Committee dated May 26, 2005, of the 
Historic Landmark Advisory Commission's approval with conditions of the Coral Casino 
Historic Rehabilitation Plan (provided in Attachment G of the Board Letter); 

Deny the appeal of James 0. Kahan and Jacqueline G. Roston dated May 16, 2005, of the 
Montecito Planning Commission approval with conditions of the Four Season's Biltmore Hotel 
& Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan Development Plan Revision, Case No. 03DVP-
00000-00002 (provided in Attachment H of the Board Letter), 

Deny. +1-.e np-enl o+ Tom· e" 0 Kahan a-d Jo~~uol;- 0 G Dosto- rln+orl 1-lfn., ')?,. '"'00.:;: of +ho 1 u1 a p a 1 Jal 1 .:;, • '\.. J u a'-''i """'J.Jl\... • .1.'- u uaL\...tU lVJ.a.y ... v, ,.. -'' u""' 

Historic Landmark Advisory Commission's approval with conditions of the Coral Casino 
Historic Rehabilitation Plan (provided in Attachment I of the Board Letter); 

Grant a de novo approval of Development Plan 03DVP-00000-00002, based on findings and 
conditions of approval provided in Attachment C of the June 23, 2005 Board Letter, as revised 
in the June 29 and July 1 Memoranda and as revised at ul.e July 5 hearing (provided in 
Attachment C of the Board Letter); 

Grant a de novo approval of the Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan, based on Board 
findings and conditions of approval (provided in Attachment C of the Board Letter). 

REVISIONS TO THE FINDINGS 

Finding 1.4.1, language is added: 

1.4.1 Historic Resources: The relocation of a restaurant to the second floor contributes to the loss of 
historic fabric including, without limitation, the second floor cabanas and is considered 
significant and unavoidable due to the removal of original historic fabric from portions of the 
Coral Casino building, an identified historic resource. This removal, in part, would not comply 
wi~h the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. 

Finding 1.6.2, language is deleted and added: 

1.6.2 Alternative F Redesign 

Alternative F was identified by the applicant as an option that met some of the project objectives, 
including removal of the non-historic La Perla Circle addition and the entire La Perla Restaurant 
addition. Th1s alternative would locate the replacement restaurant primarily in the existing bar and 
members' lounge area, and relocate these uses to the base of _the tower. Alternative F would also 
provide new restrooms at the western edge of the La Pacifica ballroom (Banquet Room), and locate an 
expanded kitchen in the basement. While this alternative would reduce many impacts due to the 
omission of the second story restaurant, it could result in other impacts to the historic building by 
virtue of increased excavation needed to accommodate the kitchen in the basement. Because this 

,_. 

·. 
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alternati1•'e does aot achieve oae of the project's primary objectives, a second floor, high quality ocean 
Yiew restaurant as discussed ia Section 4 .4 page 61 of the Final EIR, this alternative is found to be 
infeasible aad therefore rejected. 

Alternatives under CEQA are supposed to attain most of a project's basic objectives and avoid or 
substantially lessen the project's significant effects. The project's goals and objectives are set forth in 
Section 4.4, page 61 of the Final EIR as follows: 

1. To rehabilitate the Coral Casino. The Club is in need of repairs, due to its age and proximity to 
the ocean which has taken its toll on the structural elements of the site. A comprehensive 
rehabilitation of the Coral Casino is required in order to preserve the buildimr, address long
standing deferred maintenance and correct ill-desi!med additions that have occurred in the past 
which compromise the building's integrity. 

2. To provide a first-class recreational experience, amenities and social functions that are typical 
of this beach club facility and that have historically been provided and required by a contractual 
obligation with members. 

3. To return to the historic vision for the Coral Casino by removin!! certain building elements that 
compromise the original design of Gardner Dailey. 

4. To provide a second-floor restaurant offering a first-class dining experience, and views of the 
Pacific Ocean, in place of the existing first floor dining area. The applicant has also indicated 
that it is necessary to have a kitchen on the same floor as the restaurant to provide the multi-star 
rating sought by theowner. 

In the process of formulating the project, the applicant compiled a list of required uses for the Coral 
Casino Rehabilitation Project from three sources: (1) all uses contained in the original Gardner Dailey 
design; (2) uses that have been added over time; and (3) new elements required by current codes and 
ordinances. These uses are set forth in Appendix A to David Van Hoy's letter of June 29, 2005 to the 
Board of Supervisors. As set forth below, Alternative F fails to meet many of the goals and objectives 

··- .of the project and does not provide many of the required uses: 

1. ·The original Coral Casino dining room had views from all seats. The majority of dining room 
seats in Alternative F will not have a view of the ocean. The northern half of the room has no 
windows. From the southern half of the dining room views are limited to the pool area on the 
east and views to the south are blocked by the yoga area, historic clock tower, and pool bar. 
The seating capacity is significantly less than the existing dining room. 

2. The original dining room also had an enclosed open-air courtyard, which provided access to the 
sun and protection from the sea breeze. Alternative F does not provide a cotiity~d. 

3. Alternative F's proposed dining room restrooms are inadequate in size and will require members 
and guests to traverse the banquet room to use the facilities. 

4. Alternative F proposes the bar and lounge ere f!roposed by Alternative Fin the same plan 
location as the historic bar, however this area has been remodeled to become a windowless 
room with no light or view since the adjacent banquet room was created in 1958. 

5. No additional kitchen or restroom space was provided when the banquet room was originally 
created. The specialized equipment required for large production banquet cooking is 
completely separate from the equipment required for an a-la-carte dining room. Alternative F 
proposes that the kitchen be located in a new basement. This location creates operational 
difficulties because of its distance from the dining room. 
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6. Alternative F proposes that The construction of this new basement called for in Alternative F 
will cause additional stress and potential harm to the historic structure durin!! construction, and 
may require partial demolition of the western wing of the existing building. 

7. A major desi!!ll element of the Coral Casino Rehabilitation Plan is the separation of member 
and non-member activities on-site. Alternative F does not separate member and non-member 
activities and does not provide for a guest entrance to the dining room, which· are objectives of 
the project. 

8. Alternative F proposes the removal of the existing exercise room addition but does not identify 
a new or replacement location. 

9. Alternative F eliminates the existing private member lounge. 

10. Alternative F does not provide a new location for the multi-purpose room which is displaced by 
the proposed bar/lounge. 

11. Alternative F proposes the removal of the existing private members dinin2: room. but no new 
location is identified for this element. 

12. Alternative F does not p·rovide for second level restrooms. 

13. Alternative F does not provide for required ADA accessibility to the upper level or the 
proposed new basement functions. 

In summary, Alternative F is incomplete. does not provide for many of the required functions and 
spatial relationships, does not meet the project goals and objectives and for these reasons is found to be 
infeasible and is therefore rejected. 

Finding 1.6.3, language is deleted and added: 

1.6.3 Levikow/CCPC Alternative 

The Levikow/CCPC alternative removes the non-historic La Perla Circle addition and half of the La 
Perla Restaurant addition, and places the relocated restaurant in the existing Bar and Member's 
Lounge. The Bar and Lounge function would move to the base of the tower (similar to Alternative F). 
The kitchen would remain in the same location, and be slightly enlarged by incorporation of areas now 
used for table and chair storage, a few new restrooms would be added adjacent to the kitchen, and the 
storage function would be relocated to the basement, along with additional restrooms, but without 
accessible elevators. Storage is also suggested to move offsite in this alternative. The entrance for · 
banquet room functions would remain from the west end of the building under this Alternative. 
Alternatives under CEQA are supposed to attain most of a project's basic objectives and avoid or 
substantially lessen the project's significant effects. The project's goals and objectives are set forth 
The Levikow/CCPC Alternative also does not meet one of the project's primary objectives, a second 
floor, high quality ocean viev,z restaurant as discussed in Section 4.4, page 61 of the Final EIR as 
follows: this alternative is found to be infeasible and is therefore rejected. 

1. To rehabilitate the Coral Casino. The club is in need of repairs due to its age and proximity to 
the ocean, which has taken its toll on the structural elements of the site. A comprehensive 
rehabilitation of the Coral Casino is required in order to preserve the building, address long
standing deferred maintenance and correct ill-designed additions that have occurred in the past 
which compromise the building's integrity. 
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8. The CCPC's Alternative calls for locating ban%uet restrooms in a new basement. which is 
impractical given the restrooms must serve the 1 s floor banquet room, which has a 300-person 
occupancy capacity. 

9. In addition. the construction of the new basements called for by the CCPC plan will cause 
additional stress and potential harm to the historic structure during construction. and may 
require partial demolition of the western win!! of the existing building. 

10. A major design element of the Coral Casino Rehabilitation Plan is the separation of member 
and non-member activities on-site. The CCPC plan continues the conflicts that exist today, and 
does not provide for a guest entrance to the dinin2: room. which is an objective of the project. 

11. The CCPC' s Alternative plan eliminates the existing exercise room addition, but does not 
identify a new location. 

12. The CCPC's Alternative plan eliminates the existing private member lounge. 

13. The CCPC's Alternative plan does not provide a new location for the multi-purpose room 
which is displaced by the proposed bar/loun2:e. 

14. The CCPC's Alternative plan proposes to remove the existing private members' dining room, 
but does not identify a new location for this element. 

15. The CCPC's Alternative plan does not provide for second level restrooms. 

16. The CCPC's Alternative plan does not provide for required ADA accessibility to the upper 
level or the proposed new basement functions. 

In summary, the Levikow/CCPC Alternative is incomplete, does not provide for many of the required 
functions and spatial relationships, does not meet the project goals and objectives and for these reasons 
is found to be infeasible and is therefore rejected. · 

REVISIONS TO CONDIDONS OF APPROVAL 

Condition 8, language is added and deleted.· 

88. In order to preserve and restore the historic views from the southeastern cabanas and pool deck, 
no more than three semi-permanent umbrellas shall be installed adjacent to the La Pacifica 
ballroom. A total of five additional umbrellas may be used for specific events, but must remain 
portable and not placed in. permanent ground fixtures. At no time may more than lL.g 
umbrellas be used in this area south of the La Pacifica ballroom. (HLAC Condition 12) 

Condition 92 (new condition), language is added: ( 

92. Existing materials from the north side cabanas on the existing second story sundeck shall be 
salvaged and stored on site or incorporated into other project details as adaptive re-use of the 
specified cabana elements, as technologically feasible. 

The attached findings and conditions reflect the Board of Sup~i-sors' action of July 5, 2005. 
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The time within which judicial review of this decision must be sought is governed by Section 65009 (c) 
of the California Government Code and Section 1094.6 of the California Code of Civil Procedure. 
You are advised to consult an attorney immediately if you intend to seek judicial review of this 
decision. 

Sincerely, 

Steve Chase 
Deputy Director, Development Review 
FOR DIANNE MEESTER, ASSIST ANT 
DIRECTOR 

cc: Case File:05APL-00000-00007-12 & 03DVP-00000-00002 
Planping Commission File 
Records Management 
Shana Gray, California Coastal Commission, 89 S. California Street, Suite 200, Ventura, CA 93001 
Montecito Association, P.O. Box 5278, Santa Barbara, CA 93108 
Address File: 1260 Channel Drive/1281 Channel Drive 
Owner/Applicant: Greg Rice, Ty Warner Hotels and Resorts, 1180 Channel Drive, Santa Barbara, CA 93108 
Agent: Jon Dohm, Suzanne Elledge Planning & Permitting, 800 Santa Barbara St. Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
Attorney: Richard Monk, Hollister and Brace, 1126 Santa Barbara Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 
David Allen, Deputy County Counsel 
Jennifer Klein, Deputy County Counsel 
Laura Bridley, Planner 

Attachments: 

SC:lmb 

Board of Supervisors' Minute Order dated July 5, 2005 
Attachment C-1 - Findings 
Attachment C-2 - Conditions of Approval 

G:\GROUP\PERMrrnNG\CASE Fn.Es\APL\2000S\05 CASES\OSAPL-00000-00007-12- CoRAL CASINo\BOARDACTION- CoRAL 
CASINO.DOC \ 



ATTACHMENT C-1 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS FINDINGS 

JULY 5; 2005 

1.0 CALIFORNIA ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY ACT (CEQA) FINDINGS 

FINDINGS PURSUANT TO PUBLIC RESOURCES CODE SECTION 21081 AND THE CEQA 
GUIDELINES SECTIONS 15090 AND 15091: 

1.1 CONSIDERATION OF THE EIR and FULL DISCLOSURE 

The Board of Supervisors has reviewed and considered the Final Environmental Impact Report 
(EIR), 04-EIR-00000-00006, dated April 2005, and its appendices pursuant to CEQA Guidelines 
Section 15096, and the environmental effects of the project as shown in the EIR prior to approval. 
The Board has determined that the document is adequate for this proposal. In addition, (J.ll voting 

Board members have reviewed and considered the complete record before it, including testimony 
and additional information presented at or prior to the public hearing of July 5, 2005. The Board 
further finds that the EIR analyzes a reasonable range of alternatives to the proposed project. The 
EIR reflects the independent judgment of the Board of Supervisors. 

1.2 FULL DISCLOSURE 

-~ 1.3 

The Board of Supervisors finds and certifies that the Final EIR constitutes a complete, accurate, 
adequate and good faith effort at full disclosure under CEQA. The Board further finds and 
certifies the Final EIR has been completed in compliance with CEQ A. 

LOCATION OF RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS 

The documents and other materials which constitute the record of proceedings upon which this 
decision is based are in the custody of the Clerk of the Board, 105 East Anapamu Street, and 
related files with the Secretary of the Montecito Planning Commission, Mr. Steve Chase, and with 
the Secretary of the Historic Landmarks Advisory Commission, Ms. MaryLouise Morgan Ward, 
both of Planning and Development, located at 123 E. Anapamu St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101. 

1.4 FINDINGS THAT CERTAIN UNA VOIDABLE IMP ACTS ARE MITIGATED TO THE 
MAXIMUM EXTENT FEASIBLE 

The Final Environmental Impact Report for the Coral Casino project identifies environmental 
impacts within the historic resources area that cannot be mitigated to a level of insignificance 
and are therefore 'considered unavoidable. The project has substantially lessened these impacts 
by the incorporation of changes .or alterations into the project where feasible, including 
retention of a bench around the northern portion of the pool deck and adaptive reuse of building 
features related to the second floor cabanas. To the extent the impacts remain significant and 
unavoidable, such impacts are acceptable when weighed against the overriding social, 
economic, legal, technical, and other considerations set forth in the Statement of Overriding 
Considerations included herein. The "Class I" impacts identified by the Final EIR are discussed 
below, along with the appropriate findings as per CEQA Section 15091: 

1.4.1 Historic Resources: The relocation of a restaurant to the second floor contributes to the loss of 
historic fabric including, without limitation, the second floor cabanas and is considered 
significant and unavoidable due to the removal of original historic fabric from portions of the 
Coral Casino building, an identified historic resource. This rerp.oval, in part, would not comply 
with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation .. 

·' , ..... 
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To address this impact, mitigation measures identified in the Final EIR, Section 5.7.5, were 
adopted on May 5, 2005 by the MPC and on May 16, 2005 by the HLAC as conditions of 
approval, cited below. These mitigation measures are summarized below, with full text of 
conditions provided in Attachment D (MPC Action Letter) and Attachment E (HLAC Notice of 
Action Letter) to the Board Letter, and are adopted by the Board as provided in Attachment C: 

Mitigation 

a. The applicant shall complete a documentation survey of the property in accordance with the 
Historic American Building ~urvey (HABS) standards, including archival quality photographs 
of significant interior and exterior features, and elevations with an emphasis placed on historic 
features to be demolished, and preparation of detailed "as built" site and floor plans. 
(Mitigation Measure 5.7.5.B.l/MPC Condition 39/HLAC Condition 2) 

b. A County approved historic preservation professional shall review treatments for non-structural 
building components and refurbishments and shall review project plans prior is issuance of 
applicable permits. (Mitigation Measure 5.7.5.B.2/ MPC Condition 40/ HLAC Condition 3) 

c. A County approved architect specializing in historic preservatiol) shall review project working 
drawings to assure the retention of historic building fabric where it is not specifically slated for 
removal, and that alterations comply with the Secretary of the Interior's Standards as much as 
possible. To the extent feasible, the landscape plan for the property shall be based upon 
documented historical and forensic evidence, retaining on site extant plantings from the period 
of significance or replacing them in-kind with compatible, suitable substitute plant materials. 
(Mitigation Measure 5.7.5.B.3/ MPC Condition 411 HLAC Condition 4) 

d. Create an interpretive plan for the property for display in a permanent, publicly accessible on
site or off-site location. (Mitigation Measure 5.7.5.B.4/ MPC Condition 42/HLAC Condition 5) 

e. Prepare a. historic preservation protocol plan for construction personnel that specifies how 
treatments of interior and exterior building fabric must be handled during site construction 
activities, including hazardous material abatement, and provide for the presence of a P&D 
approved historic resources professional on site during these stages. (Mitigation Measure 
5.7.5.B.5! MPC Condition 421 HLAC Condition6) 

f. The MBAR, in conjunction with HLAC, shall meet jointly and review and approve in separate 
actions the Preliminary and Final working drawings. with architectural, landscape and building 
plans prior to the approval of applicable Coastal Development Permits for the project. HLAC's 
review shall b~ limited to the historical aspects of the project, consistent with County Code 
Section 18A, Section 5. (Not included in EIRI MPC Condition 821 HLAC Condition 7) 

However, such mitigation measures may not significantly reduce the identified Class 1 impacts to the 
building below a level of insignificance. 

1.5 FINDINGS THAT CERTAIN IMPACTS ARE MITIGATED TO INSlGNIFICANCE BY 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL . 

The Final ElR, 04-ElR-00000-00006 identified several subject areas for which the project is 
considered to cause or contribute to significant, but mitigable environmental impacts. Each of 
these impacts is discussed below along with the appropriate findings as per CEQA Section 15091. 
To address these impacts, applicable mitigation measures identified in the Final ElR were 
adopted on May 5, 2005 by the MPC and on May 16,2005 by the HLAC (where applicable) as 
conditions of approval, summarized below and specifically cited parenthetically. These 
measures are adopted by the Board of Supervisors on July 5, 2005 (Attachment C): 
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1.5.1 Aesthetics. 

Potentially significant aesthetic impacts that can be feasibly mitigated or avoided are associated with 
visual impacts from relocation of the restaurant to the second story, building massing as seen from the 
beach, visibility of umbrellas on the first floor, awnings outside the second floor restaurant, and 
potential impacts of night lighting both on and off-site (lighting of the ocean in front of the Coral 
Casino). The project would contribute incrementally to potentially significant aesthetic impacts from 
reasonably foreseeable cumulative development. 

Applicable policies incorporated as mitigation measures in section 5.1.5 of the FEIR, as well as those 
provided in the adopted Montecito Architectural Guidelines and Development Standards, would 
mitigate these impacts ~o a level of insignificance, are summarized below: 

Mitigation Measure 

a. The design, scale, and character of the project architecture shall be compatible with vicinity 
development, with particular attention to color, visibility, design of the proposed znd story 
restaurant and proposed restaurant roof sundeck, including awnings and umbrellas. (Mitigation 
Measure 5.1.5.1/ MPC Condition 26 

) 
b. Future structures, including rail treatments around the relocated restaurant on the second floor, 

shall not exceed the heights identified in the project description and on the project plans. 
(Mitigation Measure 5.1.5.21 Reflected in MPC Condition 1) 

c. Shade structures on the restaurant roof sundeck shall be limited to chairs with individualized 
canopies/awnings, and no. umbrellas shall be permitted on this restaurant roof sundeck 
(Mitigation Measure 5.1.5.31 MPC Condition 28) 

d. The applicant shall prepare a Tree Protection Plan designed to preserve during construction all 
trees and specimen plantings identified to remain, as indicated on the project landscape plans. 
(Mitigation Measure 5.1.5.41 MPC Condition 29) · 

e. Night-lighting and its intensity shall be minimized to the extent feasible for security and safety 
purposes and night-lighting shall be reduced following the close of activities on-site any given 
day. Any exterior night lighting installed on the project site shall be of low intensity, low glare 
design, and, with the exception of in-ground uplights, shall be hooded to direct light downward 
onto the subject parcel and prevent spill-over onto adjacent parcels. (Mitigation Measure 
5.1.5.51 MPC Condition 30) 

f. A trash storage area shall be installed which is architecturally compatible with the project 
design. The storage area shall be enclosed with a solid wall or gate of sufficient height to 
screen the area and shall include a gate. (Mitigation Measure 5.1.5.6/ MPC Condition 31) 

Mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measures identified above have been found to 
mitigate this impact to a level of insignificance. 

1.5.2 Air Quality 

Potentially significant project impacts related to the use of motor vehicles by employees, members and 
guests of the Coral Casino facility are not expected to create air quality impacts. Due to the project 
involving primarily remodeling, limited grading, and few operational_ changes in the future, it is not 
expected to cause ambient air quality to degrade below federal and state standards. Long term 
operational emissions of NOx, ROG and CO normally associated with increased vehicle trips are 
considered adverse but less than significant. Air Pollution Control District (APCD) staff indicated that 
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the project could be found consistent with the Clean Air Plan due to the insignificant contribution to air 
quality impacts resulting from the project. 

Mitigation 

a. Applicant shall complete the "Asbestos Demolitions/Renovation Notification form, provided 
with APCD memo dated March 17,2003. (Mitigation Measure 5.2.5.1/ MPC Condition32) 

b. Dust generated by the development activities shall be retained onsite and kept to a minimum by 
dust control measures listed in section 5.2 of the FEIR. Reclaimed water shall be used 
whenever possible. (Mitigation Measure 5.2.5.21 MPC Condition 33) 

c. The applicant shall develop or document a Transportation Demand Management Program for 
the combined Coral Casino and Biltmore Hotel sites. Components of such a program shall be 
designed to effectively reduce vehicle demand and peak hour trips associated with the project, 
and could include purchase of, or discounts on, Metropolitan Transit District (MTD) bus passes, 
provision of employee· amenities that encourage alternative transportation use, including bicycle 
storage lockers, and an employee lunchroom, refrigerator, microwave oven, sink, food preparation 
area, tables, and chairs. (Recommended Measure 5.2.5.3.a., b., and d only! MPC Condition 34) 

d. Orientation of employ~es regarding the Ridesharing Program or similar successor programs 
administered by the Santa Barbara County Association of Governments or successor agency. 
(Mitigation Measure 5.2.5.3.c/ MPC Condiiion 34 a., b., and d.) 

e. The Hotel operator. shall participate in any shuttle pass program developed by the County of Santa 
Barbara. (Mitigation_Measure 5.2.5.3.d MPC Condition 35 f) 

f. The Coral Casino shall continue to maintain employee work shifts that avoid the peak hours of 
adjacent street traffic (7-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m.). (Mitigation Measure 5.2.5.3.f/ MPC Condition 34 
g) 

Mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measures identified above have been found to 
,-~tigate this impact to les~ than significant levels. 

1.5.3 Archaeology: 

Potentially significant archaeology impacts that could be feasibly mitigated or avoided are associated 
with the potential for significant, unknown buried cultural remains to be encountered within the project 
site during grading. 

Mitigation 

a. I1i the event that archaeological remains are encountered during grading, worf shall be stopped 
and the applicant shall fund evaluation of the resources encountered and shall implement 
recommended mitigation, consistent with County Archaeological Guidelines. (Mitigation 
Measure 5.3.5.11 MPC Condition 35) 

Mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measure identified above have been found to 
mitigate this impact to less than significant levels. 

1.5.4 Biological Resources: 

The Coral Casino site is not located near an Environmentally Sensitive Habitat area or riparian corridor 
and does not contain significant biological habitat area, although it is located adjacent to the Pacific 
Ocean. A number of trees are proposed to be replaced with similar species, but in smaller sizes,· 
including the series of Giant Yuccas located in front of the building. These plants are a non-native 

. 
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species that are neither threatened nor are host to other biological resources such as butterflies or 
raptors. One 28-inch Monterey Pine tree is proposed to be removed at the northeastern comer of the 
building. No significant wildlife has been documented near the project site, and since the facility has 
existed with night lighting and activity next to the existing ocean environment for many years, indirect 
impacts associated with noise and night lighting are considered adverse, but less than significant. 
Overall, biological resource impacts can be considered less than significant. · 

The improvement of the storm drain system through the Coral Casino site, as well as the re-direction of 
pool drain discharge to the Montecito Sanitary District system will improve surface runoff conditions 
that have gone to the ocean previously. 

Mitigation 

a. During construction, washing of concrete, trucks, paint, or equipment shall occur only in areas 
where polluted water and materials can be contained for subsequent removal from the site. 
Wash water shall not be discharged to the storm drains, street, drainage ditches, creeks, or 
wetlands, and shall not be allowed near sensitive biological resources. Areas designated for 
washing functions shall be identified. (Mitigation Measure 5.4.4.11 MPC Condition 54) 

b. To minimize pollutants impacting the sea, storm drain filters/inserts, inline clarifiers, or 
separators shall be installed in the project area storm drain inlets and/or paved areas. The 
filters/inserts shall be maintained in working order. (Mitigation Measure 5.4.4.21 MPC 
Condition 52) 

Mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measure identified above have been found to 
mitigate this impact to less than significant levels. 

1.5.6 Geology 

Potentially significant geologic impacts that can be feasibly mitigated or avoided are associated with 
ground shaking from potential earthquakes (potential structural impacts), and potential erosion, 
sedimentation and runoff as a result of grading and construction activities.· 

Mitigation 

a. Buildings shall be designed consistent with California Building Code or the State Historic 
Building Code requirements. (Mitigation Measure 5.6.4.11 MPC Condition 371 HLAC Condition 
15) ' 

b. Erosion control\ measures shall be implemented in accordance with an approved Grading and 
Erosion Control Plan to prevent transport of sediment during construction. (Mitigation Measure 
5.6.4.21 MPC Condition 38) 

The mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measures stated above have been found to 
mitigate these impacts to less than significant levels. 

1.5.7 Historic Resources 

The project proposes complete removal of an historic element of the Coral Casino that can not be 
mitigated to less than significant levels. Other areas of work may also create potentially significant 
impacts to historic features of the building, but many of these areas have either already been altered, or 
are not considered character defining features, and therefore such-ehanges have not been determined to 
be inconsistent with the Secretary's Standards. Therefore, work on these areas (e.g. interior work in 
the La Pacifica ballroom, eastern cabanas) is considered potentially significant but mitigable with the 
conditions 39-43 and 82 of the MPC action, summarized above under Finding 1.4.1, as well as 
additional conditions provided below, incorporated as HLAC conditions as parenthetically referenced 
below: 

'· .__ 
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a. Detailed design recommendations from the 2002 Historic Structure Report by Preservation 
Planning Associates shall be incorporated. (HLAC condition 8) 

b. The project shall retain the 28" Monterey Pine tree and other historic landscaping character. 
(HLAC condition 9) 

c. The existing tower door shall remain understated in appearance and follow specified design 
restrictions. (HLAC condition 10) 

d. The concrete bench at the north end of the pool shall be retained, as offered by the applicant 
during HLAC hearings. (HLAC condition 11 ), 

e. The number of semi-permanent umbrellas that can be allowed adjacent to the La Pacifica 
ballroom shall be limited. (HLAC condition 12) 

f. Required storage of bar-b-que equipment and other portable items shall be located away from 
the viewshed between the clock tower and the members' lounge. (HLAC condition 13) 

g. The second floor and roof sundeck deck glass guardrails shall meet certain design restrictions 
(i.e. no cap, specified glass type). (HLAC condition 14) 

h. The structures shall be designed using the California or State Historic Buiiding Code to the 
maximum extent feasible. (HLAC condition 15) 

Mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measures stated above have been found to mitigate 
historic impacts to less than significant levels. 

1.5.8 Land Use 

The project would maintain the use of the Biltmore Hotel and Coral Casino as a resort and visitor 
serving land use, consistent with its zoning designation. The Board of Supervisors finds that as an 
architectural projection and not a roofed structure, the rooftop sundeck railing does not result in an 
inconsistency with Policy CR-M-1.2 of the Montecito Community Plan. Other land use related issues 
such as noise, traffic, air quality have been addressed in those topical areas in these findings and in the 
EIR.. 

Mitigation 

None required 

1.5.9 Noise 

Noise associated with creation of the outdoor seating area at the proposed second story restaurant would 
not represent a substantial increase in the ambient noise level. Potentially significant impacts that could 
be reasonably mitigated include short term construction noise and outdoor amplified music at the 
proposed second story restaurant. 

Mitigation 

a. Construction activity for site preparation and construction equipment maintenance shall be 
limited to the hours between 7:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday, with no 
construction on State holidays (e.g., Thanksgiving, Labor Day). (Mitigation Measure 5.9.5.11 
MPC Con_dition 44) 

,_. 
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b. Stationary construction equipment that generates noise which exceeds 65 dBA at the project 
boundaries shall be shielded. to P&D's satisfaction and shall be located as far as possible from 
occupied residences. (Mitigation Measure 5.9.5.21 MPC Condition 45) 

c. Construction routes shall be limited to Olive Mill Road, Channel Drive, and North Jameson 
Lane, and notice shall be provided to County Permit Compliance of the construction activity, 
schedule and routes. (Mitigation Measure 5.9.5.3, amended by MPC Condition46) 

d. No outdoor music shall be allowed on the first floor after 10:00 p.m. except Friday, Saturday, 
Fiesta week, and holidays, when music shall cease at 12:00 midnight. (Mitigation Measure 
5.9.5.4, Modified as MPC Condition 47) 

e. Outdoor amplified music shall not be permitted at the outdoor dining area of the proposed 
second story restaurant, or on the restaurant roof sundeck, at any time. (Mitigation Measure 
5.9.5.51 Modified as MPC Condition 47) 

Mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measures stated above have been found to mitigate 
noise impacts to less than significant levels. 

1.5.10 Public Services- Sewer 

Potentially significant sewer impacts that can be feasibly mitigated or avoided are associated with 
required upgrades of the building and compliance with requirements of the Montecito Sanitary District. 
Such requirements also include future coordination with the District regarding maintenance of the pool 
and its drainage. 

Sewer Mitigation 

a. The applicant shall submit final working drawings to the Montecito Sanitary District that 
include specifications for future wastewater flows, upgrades of kitchen equipment and grease 
interceptors consistent with District standards. (Mitigation Measure 5.10.l.D.l/ MPC 
Condition 48) 

~ 4>. Coordinate future ):iming of pool drainage with the Montecito Sanitary District. (Mitigation 
Measure 5.10.l.D.2/ MPC Condition 49) 

Mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measure stated above have been found to mitigate 
sewer impacts to less than significant levels. 

1.5.11 Public Services- Solid Waste 

The Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan would result in a net increase of floor area, which serves 
as the· only basis for estimating solid waste impacts. The project may generate a total of 33.35 tons per 
year of new solid waste, based only on the net increase in floor area, calculated as an eating and 
drinking establishment, and not on specific programmatic details. This figure is below project specific 
and cumulative thresholds, so this impact is considered less than significant, but would contribute 
cumulatively to generation of increased solid waste going to area landfills. 

Recommended Solid Waste Mitigation 

a. ·Preparation of a long term Solid Waste Management Plan and implementation of this plan for 
the life of the project. (Mitigation Measure 5.10.2.E.l/ MPC Condition 50) 

b. Demolition and/or construction material shall be separated and recycled. (Mitigation Measure 
5.10.2.£.2/ MPC Condition 51) 
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Mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measure stated above are recommended to address 
the project's contribution to cumulative solid waste generation, but is not required as the project is 
anticipated to have a less than significant impact in this issue area .. 

1.5.12 Public Services- Water Resources/Flooding 

During construction activities, the Coral Casino project is expected to create water quality impacts 
resulting from construction . equipment, erosion and sedimentation. The project's long term 
improvements to drainage both off-site and on-site, along with filtration methods planned for onsite 
surface drainage, would be considered a beneficial impact of the project. While the project would not 
require its own National Pollution Discharge and Elimination System (NPDES) permit, it would be 
required to comply with the County's NPDES permit through application of best management practices 
and related water quality mitigation measures. 

The project would not be increasing flooding hazards, and the conversion of the basement area to 
offices and storage space are expected to meet County flood control standards. Therefore, flooding 
impacts are considered less than significant. 

The levels of facility use resulting from the project would not change substantially from today's 
condition, and due to the availability of adequate water supplies in the Montecito groundwater basin, 
the project would have a less than significant effect on groundwater resources. 

Mitigation 

a. Implementation of related erosion control measures from the Geology findings. 

b. Installation of storm drain filters/inserts, clarifiers or separators in project area storm drain 
inlets a:nd/or paved areas; design of a clearly defined permanent overland escape path, and 
implementation of a comprehensive drainage plan. (Mitigation Measure 5.10.3.D.l/ MPC 
Condition- 52) 

c. Implementation of best available erosion and sediment control measures during grading and 
construction activities, including sediment basins, gravel bags, silt fences, geo bags or gravel 
and geotextile fabric berms and other tools. (Mitigation Measure 5.10.3.D.21 MPC Condition 
53) . 

d. Limitation of washing of construction vehicles and prohibition of discharging any polluted 
water or materi~s to the storm drain system or street. (Mitigation Measure 5.10.3.D.31 MPC 
Condition 54) \ \ 

e. Application of seal coat only during dry weather and covering of storm drains and manholes 
during this time. (Mitigation Measure 5.10.3.D.41 MPC Condition 55) 

f. Use of water saving mechanisms for indoor water use, including water efficient laundry and 
dishwashing facilities, lavatories and drinking fountains. (Mitigation Measure 5.10.3.D.5/ MPC 
Condition 57) 

Mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measures stated above have been found to mitigate 
water quality impacts to less than significant levels. 

1.5.13 Recreation 

The Coral Casino project proposes construction of a new ramp, west of the Coral Casino western gate, 
which would connect to Biltmore Beach and be acc~ssible per the Americans with Disabilities Act 
standards. Potential loss of lateral beach area to accommodate this ramp would be considered adverse, 
but less than significant. The creation of the accessible ramp, along with recordation of a vertical 

.. 
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easement that would connect with an existing lateral beach easement, is considered a beneficial impact 
of the project. Therefore, no mitigation· measures are required for this issue area. 

1.5.14. Transportation 

Physical improvements to the Coral Casino include the creation of a valet parking queue area at the 
northwest corner of the building to more smoothly accommodate special event parking need at the 
club. Operational changes proposed in the project (allowance for guests of registered overnight 
Biltmore Hotel guests to access the new restaurant, and recognition of reciprocal member uses of the 
club) would generate 20 average daily trips (ADT) and 1 PM peak hour trip. However, this traffic 
would be mitigated through the project's simultaneous loss of three lodging spaces known as "keys", or 
rooms, at the Biltmore Hotel. Therefore, the overall project related traffic would be reduced by 7 ADT, 
2 AM peak hour trips and 1 PM peak hour trip. · 

Parking demand associated with the operational changes cited above would increase by one space, 
which will. be provided at the Biltmore in the parking lot serving the "back of house" uses, or the 
northwest parking lot. This new space would increase the total parking on site serving the Biltmore 
Hotel and Coral Casino from 454 spaces to 455 spaces. Peak parking demand occurs 3-5 times 
annually, when the hotel experiences 100% occupancy at the same time as many events are booked at 
the combined Biltmore and Coral Casino facilities. During these times, a parking demand of 432 in the 
afternoon, to 561 parking spaces in the evening, was identified in the EIR (Table 5.12-10, page 191). 
With additional valet services, the onsite parking supply could be increased by 49 spaces to a total of 
504 on site spaces. This would leave a remaining parking deficiency of 57 spaces during peak demand 
periods which occur 3-5 times per year. 

Such. a deficiency has existed for over 25 years, based on the prior acknowledgement by the County 
and California Coastal Commission in its approval of 78-CP-014, authorizing an addition of hotel 
rooms and parking spaces. As noted in the EIR, Section 5.12.3.G (p. 186 of FEIR), The Coastal 
Commission, in approving Coastal Development Permit # 4-82-5/31909, recognized that a parking 
deficiency of 125 spaces would remain after the project, and following the provision of 454 parking 
spaces as required by 78-CP-014. During such busy periods, the hotel and club operators also 
implement increased incentives for employees to use alternative means of transportation or carpool to 
lessen staff use of the onsite parking supply, and will continue to do so under the revised Development 
Plan. · 

Mitigation 

a. Continued compliance with the conditions of approval carried forward from 98-CP-031 AM01, 
including specification of the number of Biltmore hotel guest rooms, Coral Casino memberships, 
and number of parking spaces; continued compliance in scheduling Hotel and Coral Casino 
activities to coincide with off-peak traffic and beach utilization periods, continued compliance 
with requiring reservations for Sunday Brunch; implementation of valet parking during specific 
events and prohibition of parking lot area use for special event staging areas. (MPC Conditions 1, 
3,4,5, 15- 22) 

b. Implementation of a construction period parking management plan and use of traffic control 
monitors during construction. (Mitigation Measure 5.12.5.8.1 & 21 MPC 60 and 61) 

c. Limitation of indoor and outdoor seating capacity at the Coral Casino's second story restaurant to 
97 (and up to 113) indoor seats, and 62 seats outdoors. (Mitigation Measure 5.12.5.B.3/ MPC 
Condition 62) 

d. Implementation on a long term basis of an operational parking plan, and collection of parking data 
after the first year of operation, for filing with County P&D and forwarding to the MPC as an 
informational item. (Mitigation Measure 5.12.5.B.4/ MPC condition 63) 

. •.''"" 
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e. Preparation of a compliance report listing the number of members, member events, special events, 
fundraisers by outside groups, conference groups using the Coral Casino and the number of 
people using the new second story restaurant. The compliance report will be filed with P&D staff, 
and provided as information to the MPC. (MPC Condition 64) 

Mitigation measures including, but not limited to, the measures stated above have been found to mitigate 
traffic, circulation and parking impacts to less than significant levels · 

1.6 FINDINGS THAT IDENTIFIED PROJECT ALTERNATIVES ARE NOT FEASIBLE 

The Final EIR, 04-EIR.-00000-00006, prepared for the project evaluated a no project/routine 
maintenance alternative, two alternative designs, and an alternative location as methods of 
reducing or eliminating potentially significant environmental impacts. These alternatives are 
infeasible for the following reasons: 

1.6.1. No Project/Routine Maintenance Alternative 
.. 

This alternative would achieve none of the project objectives and would forego all the project's benefits, 
itemized in the Statement of Overriding Considerations, and is therefore rejected. 

1.6.2 Alternative F Redesign 

Alternative F was identified by the applicant as an option that met some of the project objectives, 
including removal of the non-historic La Perla Circle addition and the entire La Perla Restaurant 
addition. This alternative would locate the replacement restaurant primarily in the existing bar and 
members' lounge area, and relocate these uses to the base of the tower. Alternative F would also 

-~ provide new restroorils at tlie western edge of the La Pacifica ballroom (Banquet Room), and locate an 
expanded kitchen in the basement. While this alternative would reduce many impacts due to the 
omission of the second story restaurant, it could result in other impacts to the historic building by 
virtue of increased excavation needed to accommodate the 19tc.ben in the basement. 

Alternatives under CEQA are supposed to attain most of a project's basic objectives and avoid or 
_substantially lessen the project's significant effects. The project's goals and objectives are set forth in 

.~>Section 4.4, page 61 of the Final EIR as follows: 

1. To rehabilitate the Coral Casino. The Club is in need of repairs, due to its age and proximity to 
the ocean which ·has taken its toll on the structural elements of the site ... A comprehensive 
rehabilitation of the Coral· Casino is required in order to preserve the building, address long
standing deferred maintenance and correct ill-designed additions that have occurred in the past 
which compromise the building's integrity. 

2. To provide a first-class recreational experience, amenities and social functions that are typical 
of this beach club facility and that have historically been provided and required by a contractual 
obligation with members. 

3. To return to the historic vision for the Coral Casino by removing certain building elements that 
compromise the original design of Gardner Dailey. 

4. To provide a second-floor restaurant offering a first-class dining experience, and views of the 
Pacific Ocean, in place of the existing first floor dining area. The applicant has also indicated 
that it is necessary to have a kitchen on the same floor as the restaurant to provide the multi-star 
rating sought by·the owner. ,_ -· -

In the process of formulating the project, the applicant compiled a list of required uses for the Coral 
Casino Rehabilitation Project from three sources: (1) all uses contained in the original Gardner Dailey 
design; (2) us~s that have been added ov:_r time; and (3) new elements required by current. codes and 
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ordinances. These uses are set forth in Appendix A to David Van Hoy's letter of June 29, 2005 to the 
Board of Supervisors. As set forth below, Alternative F fails to meet many of the goals and objectives 
of the project and does not provide many of the required uses: 

1. The original Coral Casino dining room had views from all seats. The majority of dining room 
seats in Alternative F will not have a view of the ocean. The northern half of the room has no 
windows. From the southern half of the dining room views are limited to the pool area on the 
east and views to the south are blocked by the yoga area, historic clock tower, and pool bar. 
The seating capacity is significantly less than the existing dining room. 

2. The original dining room also had an enclosed open-air courtyard, which provided access to the 
sun and protection from the sea breeze. Alternative F does not provide a courtyard. 

3. Alternative F's proposed dining room restrooms are inadequate in size and will require members 
and guests to traverse the banquet room to use the faci·lities. 

4. Alternative F proposed the bar and lounge in the same plan location as the historic bar, however 
this area has been remodeled to become a windowless room with no light or view since the 
adjacent banquet room was created in 1958. 

5. No additional kitchen or restroom space was provided when the banquet room was originally 
created. . The specialized equipment required for large production banquet cooking is 
completely separate from the equipment required for an a-la-carte dining room. Alternative F 
proposes ·that the kitchen be located in a new basement. This location creates operational 
difficulties because of its distance from the dining room. 

6. The construction of this new basement called for in Alternative F will cause additional stress 
and potential harm to the historic structure during construction, and may require partial 
demolition of the western wing of the existing building. 

7. A major design element of the Coral Casino Rehabilitation Plan is the separation of member 
and non-member activities on-site. Alternative F does not separate member and non-member 
activities and does not provide for a guest entrance to the dining room, which are objectives of 
the project. 

8. Alternative F proposes the removal of the existing exercise room addition but does not identify 
a new or replacement location. 

\ . 
9. Alternative F eliminates the existing private member lounge. 

10. Alternative F does not provide a new location for the multi-purpose room which is displaced by 
the proposed bar/lounge. 

11. Alternative F proposes the removal of the existing private members dining room, but no new 
location is identified for this element. 

12. Alternative F does not provide for second level restrooms. ( 

13. Alternative F does not provide for required ADA accessibility to the upper level or the 
proposed new basement functions. 

In summary, Alternative F is incomplete, does not provide for lJlaTIY of the required functions and 
spatial relationships, does not meet the project goals and objectives and for these reasons is found to be 
infeasible and is therefore rejected. · 
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1.6.3 Levikow/CCPC Alternative 

The Levikow/CCPC alternative removes the non-historic La Perla Circle addition and half of the La 
Perla Restaurant addition, and places the relocated restaurant in the existing Bar and Member's 
Lounge. The Bar and Lounge function would move to the base of the tower (similar to Alternative F). 
The kitchen would remain in the same location, and be slightly enlarged by incorporation of areas now 
used for table and chair storage, a few new restrooms would be added adjacent to the kitchen, and the 
storage function would be relocated to the basement, along with additional restrooms, but without 
accessible elevators. Storage is also suggested to move offsite in this alternative. The entrance for 
banquet room functions would remain from the west end of the building under this Alternative. 

Alternatives under CEQA are supposed to attain most of a project's basic objectives and avoid or 
substantially lessen the project's significant effects. The project's goals and objectives are set forth in 
Section 4.4, page 61 of the Final EIR as follows: 

1. To rehabilitate the Coral Casino. The club is in need of repairs due to its age and proximity to 
the ocean, which has taken its toll on the structural elements of the site. A comprehensive 
rehabilitation of the Coral Casino is required iri order to preserve the building, address long
standing deferred maintenance and correct ill-designed additions that have occurred in the past 
which compromise the building's integrity. 

2. To provide a first-class recreational experience, amenities and social functions that are typical 
of this beach club facility and that have historically been provided and required by a contractual 
obligation with members. 

3. To return to the historic vision for the Coral Casino by removing certain building elements that 
compromise the original design of Gardner Dailey . 

4. To provide a second floor restaurant offering a first-class dining experience; and views of the 
Pacific Ocean, in place of the existing first floor dini'ng area. The applicant has also indicated 
that it is necessary to have a kitchen on the same floor as the restaurant to provide the multi-star 
rating sought by the owner. 

"'--In the process of formulating the project, the applicant compiled a list of required uses for the Coral 
- Casino Rehabilitation Project from three sources: (1) all uses contained in the original Gardner Dailey 

design; (2) uses that have been added over time; and (3) new elements required by current codes and 
ordinances. These uses are set forth in Appendix A to David Van Hoy's letter of June 29, 2005 to the 
Board of Supervisors. -

The Levikow/CCPC alternative floor plan describes only the western half of the main level of the Coral 
Casino which constitutes approximately 25% of the club. The CCPC Alternatives does not provide a 
design for the remaining 75% of the facility. This leaves the resolution of the majority of the required 
program elements unresolved. No exterior elevation drawings are provided to illustrate the proposed 
design. The Levikow/CCPC Alternative fails to meet many of the goals and objectives of the project 
and does not provide many of the required uses as set forth below: 

1. The original Coral Casino dining room had views from all seats. The majority of dining room 
seats in the CCPC alternative will not have a view of the ocean. The northern half of the room 
has no windows. From the southern half of the dining room views are limited to the pool area 
on the east and views to the south are blocked by the yoga area, historic clock tower, and pool 
bar~ leaving only one or two windows on the west with an ocean view. 

2. The original dining room also had an enclosed open-air courtyard, which provided access to the 
sun and protection from the sea breeze. The CCPC plan does not provide a courtyard. 
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3. The CCPC's proposed location of the dining room continues the status quo of a non-historic 
addition which blocks western views from the pool area, occupies space originally designed for 
pool related activities, and ignores the original historic building footprint. 

4. The CCPC' s proposed dining room restrooms are inadequate in size and will require members 
and guests to traverse the banquet room to use the facilities. 

5. The CCPC Alternative proposes the bar and lounge in the same plan location as the historic bar, 
however this area has been remodeled to become a windowless room with no light or view 
since the adjacent banquet room was created in 1958. 

6. No additional kitchen or restroom space was provided when the banquet room was originally 
created. The specialized equipment required for large production banquet cooking is 
completely separate from the equipment required for an a-la-carte dining room. The CCPC 
plan increases the space available for the kitchen, but does not create enough for the required 
equipment. 

7. The CCPC Alternative proposes to provide banquet storage in a new basement creates 
operational difficulties and will require a large freight elevator, which is not shown on the plan. 
Incorporation of the freight elevator will further reduce the space available for the kitchen. 

8. The CCPC' s Alternative calls for locating ban~uet restrooms in a new basement, which is 
impractical given the restrooms must serve the 1 floor banquet room, which has a 300-person 
occupancy capacity. 

9. 

10. 

~-H. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

In addition, the construction of the new basements called for by the CCPC plan will cause 
additional stress and potential harm to the historic structure during construction, and may 
require partial demolition of the western wing of the existing building. 

A major design element of the Coral Casino Rehabilitation Plan is the separation of member 
and non-member activities on-site. The CCPC plan ·continues the conflicts that exist today, and 
does not provide for a guest entrance to the dining room, which is an objective of the project. 

The CCPC's Altemative plan eliminates the existing exercise room addition, but does not 
identify a new location. 

The CCPC's Alternative plan eliminates the existing private member lounge. 

The CCPC's Alternative plan does not provide a new location for the multi-purpose room 
which is displaced by the proposed bar/lounge. 

The CCPC's Alternative plan proposes to remove the existing private members' dining room, 
but does not identify a new location for this element. ""/"". 

The CCPC's Alternative plan does not provide for second level restrooms. 

The CCPC's Alternative plan does not provide for required ADA accessibility to the upper 
level or the proposed new basement functions. 

In summary, the Levikow/CCPC Alternative is incomplete, does not provide for many of the required 
functions and spatial relationships, does not meet the project goals and objectives and for these reasons 
is found to be infeasible and is therefore rejected. 
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1.6.4. Alternative Site Project Size 

Provision of some of the project objectives, including the second story ocean view restaurant, may be 
realized at an alternative site. One such alternative location is the Biltmore Hotel, also owned by Ty 
Warner Hotels and Resorts. The Biltmore currently has an ocean view first floor restaurant, set back from 
Channel drive against an expanse of lawn. An addition to this portion of the structure may compromise 
the architectural or historic integrity of this alternative location. Additionally, due to the site specific 
nature and relation of some of the project objectives to members of the Coral Casino Beach and Cabana 
Club, provision of another restaurant off site would not meet several other primary project objectives, 
such as the comprehensive rehabilitation of the Coral Casino facility, and provision of a second floor 
ocean view restaurant. Therefore, this alternative is infeasible and is also rejected. 

1.7 STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS 

The Final EIR for the Coral Casino identifies project impacts to Historic Resources as significant 
environmental impacts which are considered unavoidable. The Board of Supervisors therefore 
makes the following Statement of Overriding Considerations which warrants approval of the 
project notwithstanding that all identified impacts are not fully mitigated. Pursuant to CEQA 
Sections 15043, 15092 and 15093, any remaining significant effects on the environment, 
including cumulative impacts are acceptable due to the following overriding considerations: 

1.7.1 Historical Resources Benefits. 

a. The Project will cause the rehabilitation of an historical landmark that is in need of repair 
and structural upgrades. 

b. The Project will cause the replacement of two cabanas constructed when the Coral Casino 
was originally built but removed during one of the subsequent remodels. 

c. The Project will result in the reinforcement of the historic tower structure. 

d. The Project will cause the Coral Casino building to be in full compliance with Americans 
with Disabilities Act standards. 

e. The Project will result in the removal of non-historic additions such as a second story 
fitness room, La Perla Circle and La Perla dining room. 

f. The re~oval of the La Perla Circle and the La Perla dining room addition will restore and 
recapture the original Gardner Dailey historic views of the ocean from the pool, deck and 
second floor cabanas. · 

g. The Project will restore the historic bar area next to the clock tower. 

h. The Project will result in the restoration of historic landscape features .. 

1. The Project will restore a portion of the sundeck and railings that were removed when the 
non-historic fitness room was added. 

1.7.2. Environmental Benefits. 

a. The Project will result in the removal of all asbestos in the Coral Casino's buildings. 

b. The Project will result in a reduction of traffic due to the reduction of three (3) keys at the 
Biltmore Hotel, ensuring no significant increases in traffic would occur, and the project 
would be consistent with circulation policies. An hnprovement to on site parking supply, 
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and continuation of parking management strategies would be ensured with the project, 
addressing long-term parking deficiencies in the area. 

c. The Project will replace, upgrade and modernize the utility infrastructure for safety and 
efficiency, thereby conserving electricity, water and gas consumption. 

d. The Project will provide a pull-out area adjacent to the existing stone entry gate to be 
removed and reconstructed. 

e. The Project will improve water quality through the upgrading and diversion of existing 
drainage patterns such that off- and on-site surface runoff (including water on and around 
the pool deck) would be redirected to the storm drain system, and that pool water 
discharge will be treated with improved filtering systems and direcied to the Montecito 
Sanitary District wastewater treatment facilities. 

f. The Project will cause the reduction of 687 square feet of meeting space thereby resulting 
in potentially fewer people at meetings and vehicle trips associated with that function. 

g. The Project will result in the removal of existing noisy roof-top equipment and the 
reduction of 60% of the heat extract (cooling capacity) off-site via the existing Biltmore 
central cooling plant. 

h. The Project will result in the removal of the teny cloth laundry which will fmther reduce 
the concentration of equipment and hot air exhaust on site. 

1. 7.3 Aesthetic Benefits. 

a. The Project will cause the concealment of the delivery area. 

b. The Project will restore historic landscape features. 

c. The Project will result in the repair of substantial deferred maintenance which, if left 
unattended, would cause significant damage to the historically designated portions of the 
Coral Casino buildings. 

1.7.4 Recreation and Visitor Serving Benefits. 

a. The Project will result in the construction of an accessible ramp access to the beach in full 
compliance with the accessibility provisions of the California Building Code. An offer to 
dedicate public access over the ramp to the beach below will be provided. 

b. The Project will result in the provision of elevator service to the basement and second 
floor. 

c. The Project will result in the addition of bathrooms to the banquet facilities. 

d. The Project will be accomplished without any interference with lateral beach access 
routes. 

1.7.5 Economic Benefits to Local Government. 

a. The new construction resulting from the rehabilitation of the Coral Casino's buildings will 
cause a reassessment of the improvements pursuant to the California Revenue and 
Taxation Code thereby resulting in increased property tax revenue to the County of Santa 
Barbara. 
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b. The Project will create temporary construction jobs thereby benefiting the local economy. 

1.7.6 Technological, Traffic, and Public Safety Benefits. 

1.8 

a. The Project will result in improved fire access. 

b. The Project's buildings will be constructed to Uniform Building Code seismic zone 4 
standards, or allowable standards contained within the State Historic Building Code. 

c. The Project's buildings will have improved noise insulation. 

d. The Project will cause the preparation of a Traffic Demand Management Plan. 

e. The Project will cause the preparation of a Parking Demand Management Plan. 

f. The Project will result in the storage of chemicals in a secure storage area. 

g. The Project will provide an additional parking stall in the "back-of-house" area on the 
Biltmore Hotel site. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REPORTING AND MONITORING PROGRAM 

Public Resources Code Section 21081.6. requires the County to adopt a reporting or monitoring 
program for the changes to the project which ithas adopted or made a condition ofapproval in 
order to mitigate or avoid significant effects on the environment. The approved project description 
and conditions of approval, with their· corresponding permit monitoring requirements, are hereby 
adopted as the· monitoring program for this project. The monitoring program is designed to ensure 
compliance during project implementation. 

.. 
I 
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2.0 ZONING ORDINANCE FINDINGS 

FINDINGS PURSUANT TO ARTICLE II, THE COASTAL ZONING ORDINANCE 

2.1 FINDINGS REQUIRED FOR APPROVAL OF A DEVELOPMENT PLAN PURSUANT TO 
SECTION 35-174.7.1 

A Development Plan shall only be approved if all of the following findings are made: 

2.1.1 That the site for the project is adequate in size, shape, location, and physical characteristics to 
accommodate the density and level of development proposed. 

The Biltmore and Coral Casino sites have been developed with hotel and recreational club uses 
for many decades and have received the review and approval of a variety of permits over the years 
as discussed in detail in the project EIR. The current operating permit 98-DP-031 AM01 was 
approved in February 2005. As part of that approval, the above finding was made by the Board of 
Supervisors regarding the sites appropriateness for the density and level of development proposed. 
The proposed project includes no new development on the Biltmore Hotel site and only minimal 
new development on the Coral Casino site. As a result, the finding can still be made that the site is 
adequate in size, shape, location, and physical characteristics to accommodate the density and 
level of development proposed. 

2.1.2 That adverse impacts are mitigated to the maximum extent feasible. 

All of the EIR mitigation measures have been incorporated into the project conditions of approval. 
These include measures identified in the EIR to reduce significant impacts to less than significant 
levels, as well as measures designed to minimize impacts identified as adverse, but less than 
significant. Tbe remaining Class I significant unmitigable impacts will be addressed through 
decisionmakers' adoption of overriding considerations, provided in these findings. Additional 
review and requirements incorporated into the final grading, drainage, building and landscape 
plans in response to final plan review and sign-off by County departments and MBAR final 
approval will serve to further mitigate adverse impacts to the maximum extent feasible. 

2.1.3 That streets and highways are adequate and properly designed to carry the type and quantity of 
traffic generated by the proposed use. 

As identified in the EIR traffic section and the policy consistency discussion regarding circulation 
policies in sectioh 6.2 of the staff report, the area street network is adequate and properly designed 
to carry the type and quantity of traffic generated by the project. Further, the project will cause a 
net reduction of 7 average daily trips, 2 AM peak hour trips and 1 PM peak hour trip due to the 
reduction of three keys at the Hotel. · 

2.1.4 That there are adequate public services, including but not limited to fire protection, water supply, 
sewage disposal, and police protection to serve the project. · 

Public services are currently serving the project site and would continue to provide s~rvice for the 
project as proposed, including, but not limited to treatment of swimming pool water by the 
Montecito Sanitary District, as the swimming pool water currently drains to the storm drain 
system. 

2.1.5 That the project will not be detrimental to the health, safety, comfort, convenience, and general 
welfare of the neighborhood and will not be incompatible with the surrounding area. 

The Biltmore and Coral Casino uses have existing in this neighborhood for nearly 70 years, prior 
to many of the residential uses ~stablished later. Further, the Biltmore and Coral Casino 

,_ ...._ 

.••... l_., .... 
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operations have not been the subject of many complaints received by the County over the last ten 
years, indicating that on the whole, these institutions have been, and are expected to be, 
compatible with the surrounding neighborhood. The changes to the existing building and 
operational conditions would not significantly increase the level of activities documented in recent -
years at the Coral Casino. 

2.1.6 That the project is in confonnance with the applicable provisions of Article II and the Coastal 
Land Use Plan. 

As discussed in the Issue Sununary, Comprehensive Plan Consistency,· and Ordinance 
Consistency sections of the April 20, 2005 :MPC staff report, the project would be consistent with 
the applicable provisions of Article IT and the Coastal Land Use Plan, including, but not limited 
to, the Montecito Conununity Plan. Modifications for the location of the proposed equipment well 
in the front yard setback and enclosure of the eastern alley are addressed in Finding 2.2.1 below. 

2.1.7 That in designated rural areas the use is compatible with and subordinate to the scenic, 
agricultural and rural character of the area. 

The project is not located within a rural area. 

2.1.8 That the project will not conflict with any easements required for public access through, or public 
use of a portion of the property. 

The project would remove existing concrete platforms existing along the beach below the Coral 
Casino, thereby improving lateral access along the beach. The project includes construction of a 
new accessible ramp to the beach and an offer to dedicate a public access easement will be given 
by the applicant. This "offer to dedicate" would connect to an existing lateral easement south of 
the seawall to the mean high tide line. 

2.2 FINDINGS REQUIRED FOR A DEVELOPMENT PLAN MODIFICATION 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 35-174.8.1 

In addition to the findings for Development Plans set forth in Sec. 35-174.7. (Development Plans), 
the Planning Commission or Board of Supervisors may modify setback requirements when 
justified by the project. 

2.2.1 The Board of Supervisors finds that the project justifies a modifications the required front and 
side yard setbacks. 

The proposed equipment well in the front yard setback is justified because it would be a minor 
extension of an existing access vent, would be used not more than once per year on average, and 
would be surrounded by landscaping that would screen the vent. The enclosure of the eastern alley 
is also justified because it would fill in a small alley that exists along the otherwise continuous 
length of this eastern fa~ade of the building, which is not a highly visible side of the structure. 

2.3 FINDINGS REQUIRED FOR APPROVAL OF A DEVELOPMENT PLAN IN THE C-V ZONE 
DISTRICT PURSUANT TO SECTIONS 35-81.4.1 AND 35-81.4.2. 

In addition to the findings for Development Plans set forth in Sec. 35-174.7. (Development Plans), 
no Preliminary or Final Development Plan shall be approved for property zoned or to be rezoned 
to Resort/Visitor Serving Conunercial unless the Planning Commission also makes the following 
findings: 

·-. 

,. 
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2.3.1. For development in rural areas as designated on the Coastal Land Use Plan Maps, the project 
will not result in a need for ancillary facilities on nearby land, i.e., residences, stores, etc. 

The project is not located in a rural area. 

2.3.2. For developments surrounded by areas zoned residential, the proposed use is compatible with the 
residential character of the area. 

The Biltmore and Coral Casino are long established and permitted uses within the neighborhood. 
The changes to the existing sites/permits would not substantially alter the existing level of 
development or activities on-site or within the surrounded residential area. 

2.4. ADDITIONAL FINDINGS REQUIRED FOR APPROVAL OF A DEVELOPMENT PLAN IN 
THE C-V ZONE DISTRICT PURSUANT TO SECTION 35-280.1 

2.4.1. Improvements to resort visitor serving hotels have been designed to be consistent lt'ith the existing 
historic "Cottage Type Hotel" tradition from the early days of Montecito 

The proposed changes to the Coral Casino, in part a recreational component of the Biltmore, 
would provide repair and reconstruction to the aging historic facilities. The proposal would 
facilitate long-term preservation of this Historic Landmark from the "early days of Montecito." 

2.4.2. The facility is compatible in mass, bulk, scale, and design with the residential character of the 
surrounding neigh~orhoods. 

The surrounding neighborhood includes a variety of structures with regard to mass, bulk, scale 
and design. Besides the Biltmore and Coral Casino structures, residential development in the 
area varies, and includes multi-story, multi-unit condominiums, duplexes, smaller cottage type 
residences, as well as a number of large and visible estate residences. The appearance of the 
facility would not change substantially and would remain compatible with the residential 
character of the surrounding neighborhood. 

~- 2.5 ADDIDONAL FINDINGS REQUIRED PURSUANT TO THE MON OVERLAY DISTRICT 
SECTIONS 35-215.1 AND 35-215.3. 

2.5.1. In addition to the findings that are required for approval of a development project (as 
development is defined in the Santa Barbara County Coastal Plan), as identified in each section 
of Division 11 -Permit Procedures of Article II, a finding shall also be made that the project 
meets all the applicable development standards included in the Montecito Community Plan of the 
Coastal Land Use Plan. 

As discussed in the policy consistency section of the April 20 MPC staff report, section 6.2, the 
project would be consistent with all applicable development standards included in the Montecito 
Community Plan. 

2.5.2. For projects subject to discretionary review, a finding shall be made that the development will not 
adversely impact recreational facilities and uses. 

The project would remove existing concrete platforms located along the beach below the Coral 
Casino, thereby improving lateral access along the beach. The project would also provide a new 
accessible ramp to the beach and an offer to dedicate a public access easement will be given by 
the applicant. 

G:\GROUP\Permitting\Case Files\APL\2000s\05 cases\OSAPL-00000-00007-12- Coral Casino\Coral Casino Board Board Findings 6-
23-05 Final.doc 
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ATTACHMENT C-2 

BOARD OF SUPERVISORS CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 

BILTMORE & CORAL CASINO CONDITIONS 

CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL FOR 03DVP-00000-00002 
(incorporating 98-DP-031 AMOl, 04AMD-00000-00001, 04APL-00000-00026) 

JULY5,2005 

BILTMORE HOTEL AND CORAL CASINO HISTORIC REHABILITATION PLAN 
03DVP-00000-00002 

1. This project Development Plan, dated April 20, 2005, is based upon and limited to compliance 
with the project description, the hearing Exhibits F to the staff report dated April 20, 2005, and 
conditions of approval set forth below. Any deviations from the project description, exhibits. or 
conditions must be reviewed and approved by the County for conformity with this approval. 
Deviations may require approved changes to the permit and/or further environmental review. 
Deviations without the above described approval will constitute a violation of permit approval. 
Approval of this Development Plan includes the proposed restaurant roof sundeck shown of 

exhibit F. 

The Santa Barbara Biltmore Hotel is an exjsting cottage-type resort hotel. The Biltmore is 
located in Montecito on several parcels. 

The main hotel complex is located on Parcel No. 3 (APN 009-352·009)which is approximately 
12.32 acres in size. The hotel complex is comprised of 21 separate buildings housing a total of 
229 guestrooms. 

In addition, the Biltmore facilities have two maintenance buildings, 2 maintenance sheds, a 
guard shack, a pool and spa, and 3 tennis courts. 455 parking spaces are located onsite: 234 
spaces (in northwest lot), 123 (in northeast lot), 44 (in back of house parking lot), 53 (in valet 
lot for Hotel), and 1 (in the Anacapa space).. · 

Parcel No. 1 (APN 009-351-012) is approximately 2.02 acres in size and is located at the 
northwest corner of complex. Parcel No. 1 is used solely for parking, and accommodates 234 
parking spaces. 

' 

Parcel No. 2 CAPN 009-354-001) is approximately 1.68 acres in size, and is located at the · 
northeast corner of complex. This parcel accommodates 123 parking spaces and 3 tennis 
courts. 

The Coral Casino is a private beach and cabana club, operated in conjunction with the Biltmore 
Hotel, and is located southeast of the Biltmore on an adjacent 3.26 acre parcel, APN 009-353-
15. The existing two-story club facilities are approximately 28,058 square feet in size and 
include a lounge, meeting rooms, a ballroom, two dining areas, two kitchens, service areas, 
storage, administrative area, locker rooms, exercise areas, two spa-pools, a children's pool, and 
a swimming pool. Parking is located on the adjacent Biltmore parcels, with member parking 
primarily provided in the northeast parking lot. 

The development currently obtains water from the Montecito Water District and on-site wells, 
sanitary services from the Montecito Sanitary District. Access is taken via Channel Drive and 
Hill Road. 

The grading, development, use, and maintenance of the property, the size, shape, arrangement, 
and location of structures, parking areas and landscape areas, and the prott:lCtion and preservation 
of resources shall conform to the project description above and the hearing exhibits and conditions 

... 
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of approval below. The property and any portions thereof shall be sold, leased or financed in 
compliance with this project description and the approved hearing exhibits and conditions of 
approval hereto. 

This Development Plan (03DVP-00000-00002) represents a revision to the previous operating 
permit (98-DP-031 AMOl) and supersedes all prior permits for the Biltmore Hotel & Coral 
Casino sites. 

BILTMORE HOTEL ONLY: 

2. Uses approved by this Development Plan shall be limited to those uses regularly associated 
with a cottage-type resort hotel and private recreational and social club. 

3. The number of guestrooms or keys shall not exceed 229. 

4. The total group of and convention occupancy, that is persons using the seminar or conference 
facilities, at the Biltmore Hotel shall be limited at any one time as follows: 

a. Sunday night through Thursday night, 150 rooms 

b. Friday and Saturday nights, 100 rooms 

The Biltmore Hotel will submit semi-annual reports to the Santa Barbara County Planning 
Department specifying the size of, but not the name of, conventions and groups utilizing the 
hotel and the nights of their occupancy, Reports will be due February 1 and August 1 of each 
year and will cover periods from July 1 to December 31 and January 1 to June 30, respectively. 

5. Except for residents of Santa Barbara County and contiguous counties, group and convention 
use of the Biltmore facilities will be limited to registered guests actually occupying the 
Biltmore. Occupants of other hotels are not to utilize Biltmore group or convention facilities. 

6. The use of the hotel health spa shall be available to registered overnight hotel guests and 
members of the general public with priority given to registered overnight hotel guests. The 
areas of the hotel spa available for limited public use include the ten spa treatment rooms, the 
dressing/locker room area and the lobby. Use of the exercise/fitness room and the pool shall be 
restricted to registered overnight hotel guests only. Treatments at the spa shall be by 
appointment only. To ensure priority use of the spa by registered overnight hotel guests, spa 
appointments for the general public shall not be reserved more than three weeks in advance of 
the spa appointment date. Hotel personnel taking spa appointment reservations shall inform 
public users of the hotel spa to use the Biltmore's complimentary valet parking service. 

7. During the low season (the day after Labor Day until just prior to the Memorial Day weekend) 
no more than 25 appointments per day shall be allowed for use by the general public. During 
the high season (the Memorial Day weekend through Labor Day) no more than 15 appointments 
per day shall be allowed for use by the general public. 

8. Within one year of issuance of the follow-up Coastal Development Permit the Montecito 
Planning Commission will review compliance reports to determine whether the limited public 
use of the Biltmore Hotel health spa is in compliance with the conditions of approv~ (review to 
occur during Planning & Development Divisional Briefing on Administrative Agenda). The 
applicant shall maintain records documenting the number _of spa users who are registered 
overnight hotel guests or members of the general public-and shall file semi-annual compliance 
reports with P&D. If the Montecito Planning Commission determines that the applicant is not 
in compliance with the conditions of approval allowing limited public use of the hotel spa, or if 
the applicant requests changes to the conditions based upon information in the reports, then the 
limitedpublic use of the spa shall £e reconsidered consistent with Section 35-174.10 of Article 

,_ "-
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II, Substantial Confonnity, Amendments and Revisions with any changes to be considered by 
the Montecito Planning Commission (on Standard Agenda). Plan Requirements and Timing: 
The compliance reports shall include information quantifying the number of users who are 
overnight hotel guests or members of the general public. 

9. Tennis Court Conditions: 

a) Tennis court development shall be in substantial conformance with exhibit D, first 
considered by the Board of Supervisors on May 21, 1979. Use is limited to hotel guests 
and Coral Casino members only. 

b) Nighttime use of the courts, for tennis or any other activity which may require the lights, 
shall be prohibited between the hours of 9:00p.m. and 7:00a.m. 

c) Glare-free, minimum spillover lighting fixtures only shall be used. 

d) The installation of practice backboards and bleachers is prohibited. 

e) Noise due to tennis court sweeping shall not increase the ambient noise levels at 
adjacent residences. Courts shall be swept manually if necessary to comply with this 
condition 

10. Permittee shall maximize effectiveness and guest use of airport limousine and charter bus 
services. In the event airport limousine service is not available to guest of the Hotel, the 
permittee shall provide such service~ 

'· 

11. The Biltmore· will ptovide housing subsidies for no less than eight of its employees. 

12. Permittee shall operate neither of the two onsite wells continuously, to allow water level 
recovery in the wells during periods of non-use, an_d minimize the extent of drawdown caused 
by well use. Should sustained daily maximum water use require operation of the new well at 50 
gallons per minute for more than approximately fifty percent of the time, permittee shall 
undertake measures to reduce laundry I ancillary or recreational water use during these periods. 

13. Permittee shall mai~tain backflow prevention devices to prevent commingling of Hotel water 
and District water. "' 

. 14. Permittee shall '\continue to use the "fire brigade" concept and organization among its staff to 
provide internal prevention and protection. 

15. Sunday brunch shall be by reservation only and attendance shall not exceed a number which 
can be accommodated in the onsite parking lots, excluding the north-east parking lot where 
priority parking shall be given to Coral Casino users "'-

16. All signing shall comply with provisions of Chapter 35 of the Code of Santa Barbara County 
(Sign Regulations) except as approved by this Development Plan When appropriate, Permittee 
shall place "Registration - Valet Parking" and "Registration - Self Parking "signs at the front 
entrance and at the intersection of Hill Road and Olive Mill Road, and provide appropriate 
arrows guiding guests, visitors, and Coral Casino members to the front for valet parking and to 
the rear for self-parking. There shall be no internally illuminated signs. Signs shall be in 
compliance with a sign approved by this Planning Commission. 

17. Permittee shall schedule Hotel and Coral Casino activities to coincide with off- peak traffic and 
beach utilization periods. Activities shall be scheduled so that arrival and departure times do 
not coincide with arrival and departure times for other activities. Events which cannot be 
appropriately scheduled shall be eliminated or restructured. 

~ 

' 
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18. Group and convention events will not be scheduled at the Coral Casino on Saturday, Sunday, 
and holidays during the period from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m. at which attendance of more than a 
total of 50 non-registered Biltmore Hotel guests (excluding Coral Casino members) is expected. 
Such events at such times may be scheduled at the Biltmore Hotel provided the total; of 

nonregistered guests, excluding Coral Casino members, does not exceed a number which can be 
accommodated in the onsite parking lots, excluding the northeast parking lot where priority 
shall be given to Coral Casino users. 

19. Valet parking shall be provided as follows: 

a) for the Biltmore Hotel at all times; 

b) for the Coral Casino: on Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m.; 
on weekdays when the members' dining room is open for business or whenever there are 
events of over 50 in attendance. Valet shall remain until the last person using the valet 
parking has been supplied with his or her keys. In addition, valet parking will be supplied 
when requested by the Coral Casino Members Committee provided, however, that if 
management believes such requests to be unreasonable the request may be applied to the 
Montecito Planning Commission, which shall decide said appeal. All valet parking will be 
in the onsite parking lots. No charge for valet parking or parking lot use will be made to 
Coral Casino members and their guests. Except for delays reasonably necessary during 
pickup and delivery of automobiles, driveways and passenger loading zones will be kept 
free of automobiles. 

20. Use of all onsite parking lots will be limited to users of the Biltmore Hotel and Coral Casino by 
attendants or mechanical devices employed for such purposes as follows: Saturday, Sunday, and 
holidays from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.; weekdays at the northeast parking lot during periods 
requested by the Coral Casino Members Committee provided, however that if management 
believes such' requests unreasonable, it may appeal such requests to the Montecito Planning 
Commission, which shall decide said appeal based upon the standards set out in Article II. 

21. Parking lots at the Biltmore Hotel shall not be used to host or stage special events (e.g. 
automobile shows-, cover with tents, etc.) such that they limit the availability of parking for 
hotel guests, Coral Casino members and employees of hotel and club. 

· 22. Coral Casino Conditions: 

a) The Coral Casino shall remain a private club. 

b) Guest membership shall be limited to 

1) 600 -permanent members 
2) 50 - seasonal members, for guests of the Biltmore 
3) Up to 120 members per month from reciprocal clubs located at least 75 miles away from 

the Coral Casino. 
t 

c) Regular use of the facility shall be limited to club members, their guests, registered 
overnight Biltmore Hotel guests only. Guests of registered Biltmore Hotel guests may also 
use the second story restaurant when accompanied by the registered hotel guest. Such 
regular use also includes guest privileges afforded to the general manager of the club, for 
business purposes incidental to the operation_of the club. Outside groups may use the 
facility for special functions. · 

d) No outdoor music after 10:00 p.m. except Friday, Saturday, Fiesta week, and holidays, 
when music shall cease at 12:0~ midnight. 

,_ ...__ 
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e) Activities at the Coral Casino shall be those normally associated with a social, swim, and 
tennis club. 

f) Use of the restaurant roof sundeck shall only be during daylight hours, through sunset, and 
during night time hours not more than four times annually. 

23. A committee of at least seven members of the Coral Casino elected from time to time by the 
membership, known as the Coral Casino Member Committee, shall be consulted on all 
substantial changes in major Coral Casino policies including but not limited to, hours of 
operation, dues, staffing level, conditions of membership, and membership applications. 

24. Nighttime truck deliveries are prohibited. 

25. Studio location filming or filming which contributes to traffic congestion shall be subject to 
approval by the Planning Commission 

CONDITIONS DERIVED FROM EIR (04-00000-00006) MITIGA 'fiON MEASURES: 

Aesthetics 

26. The design, scale, and character of the project architecture shall be compatible with vicinity 
development, with particular attention to color, visibility, design of ·the proposed 2nd story 
restaurant and proposed restaurant roof sundeck, including awnings and umbrellas. Particular 
attention should be paid to the proposed removal of the 28-inch Monterey Pine tree at the 
northeast comer of the building. Pl~n Requirements and Timing: The applicant shall submit 
landscape and archit~ctural drawings of the project. 

for review and approval by the Montecito Board of ·Architectural Review prior to approval of 
applicable Coastal Development Permits for the project.--

27. Deleted 

.,.. · 28. Shade mechanisms (portable or otherwise) on the restaurant roof sun deck shall be limited to 
chairs with individualized canopies/awnings as shown on project plans dated December 2004. 
Umbrellas, cabanas, dining tables and chairs or other higher profile shade structures shall not be 
permitted on this restaurant roof sundeck. Plan requirement: This measure shall be included 
on building plans. Timing: Plans shall be submitted prior to approval of applicable Coastal 

. Development Permits. 

MONITORING: Placement of chairs. and not umbrellas shall be checked by Building and 
Safety and Permit Compliance staff prior to final occupancy. <--= 

29. The applicant shall prepare a Tree Protection Plan designed to preserve during' construction all 
trees and specimen plantings identified to remain, as indicated on the project landscape plans. 
Plan Requirements and Timing: The Tree Protection Plan shall be adhered to throughout the 
construction period or for the life of the project as applicable. The Tree Protection Plan shall be 
submitted to and approved by P&D prior to approval of applicable Coastal Development 
Permits for site work (demolition of exterior surfaces or utility work) or building construction. 
The plans shall be implemented prior to the commencement of grading/construction. P&D shall 
check the plan for compliance with this measure. 

MONITORING: Pennit compliance shall check in the field during grading. 

. 
' 
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30. Night-lighting and its intensity shall be minimized to the extent feasible for security and safety 
purposes and night-lighting should be reduced following the close of activities on-site any 
given day. Any exterior night lighting installed on the project site shall be of low intensity, low 
glare design, and, with the exception of in-ground uplights, shall be hooded to direct light 
downward onto the subject parcel and prevent spill-over onto adjacent parcels. The height of 
night-lighting shall also be minimized to reduce its visibility from off-site. This would apply to 
both the height of light fixtures as well as minimizing the location of night lighting in the upper 
portion of the structure, particularly those at the highest elevations on-site (e.g., relocated La 
Perla restaurant, member's sun deck, tower). Applicant shall develop a lighting plan 
incorporating these requirements and provisions for dimming lights after 10:00 p.m., except 
when activities end at, or later than 10:00 p.m. For these exceptions, lighting shall be dimmed to 
the maximum extent feasible and at the earliest possible time after 10:00 p.m. The lighting plan 
shall also show how interior lighting will be designed so as not to increase visibility or glare to 
off-site locations. At a minimum, the lighting plan shall show all proposed lighting on or along 
structures, walkways, and garden and patio areas. Plan Requirements and Timing: The 
locations of all exterior lighting fixtures and an arrow showing the direction of light being cast 
by each fixture and the height of the fixtures shall be depicted on a Lighting Plan to be 
reviewed and approved by P&D and the MBAR. P&D and MBAR shall review a lighting plan 
for compliance with this measure prior to approval of applicable CDP's for structures or prior to 
CDP' s for grading (if trenching for lighting is required). 

MONITORING: Permit Compliance shall inspect structures upon completion to ensure that 
exterior lighting fixtures have been installed consistent with their depiction on the final lighting 
plan. 

31. A trash storage area shall be installed which is architecturally compatible with the project 
design. The storage area shall be enclosed with a solid wall or gate of sufficient height to 
screed the area and shall include a gate. The trash storage area shall be maintained in good 
repair. P!an Requirement/Timing: Location and design of trash storage area shall be denoted 
on project plans prior to approval of Coastal Development Permits. Trash storage area shall be 
installed prior to occupancy clearance. 

MONITORING: Permit Compliance shall inspect structures upon completion to ensure that 
exterior lighting fixtures have been installed consistent with their depiction on the final lighting 
plan. 

Air Quality 

32. The applicant shall complete the "Asbestos Demolitions/Renovation Notification form, 
provided with APCD memo dated March 17, 2003. The completed form should be mailed to 
the Santa Barbara APCD and EPA Region IX no later than the date specified in number 2 of the 
instructions. Plan Requirements and Timing: The APCD shall verify prior to approval of a 
CDP for demolition activities. 

33. Dust generated by the development activities shall be retained onsite and kept to a minimum by 
following dust control measures listed below. Reclaimed water shall be used whenever 
possible. 

a. During clearing, grading, earth moving, or excavation, water trucks or sprinkler systems 
are to be used in sufficient quantities, after each day's activities cease, to prevent dust 
from leaving the site and to create a crust. 

b. After clearing, grading, earth moving or excavation is completed, the disturbed area 
must be treated by watering or revegetation; or by spreading solid binders until the area 
is paved or otherwise developed so that dust generation will not occur. 
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c. During construction, water trucks or sprinkler systems are to be used to keep all areas of 
vehicle movement damp enough to prevent dust from leaving the site. At a minimum 
this would include wetting down such areas in the late morning and after work is 
completed for the day. Increased watering frequency will be required whenever the 
wind speed exceeds 15 mph. 

d. Soil stockpiled for more than two days shall be covered, kept moist, or treated with soil 
binders to prevent dust generation. 

e. Trucks transporting soil, sand, cut or fill materials and/or construction debris to or from 
the site shall be tarped from the point of origin. 

f. The contractor or builder shall designate a person or persons to monitor the dust control 
program and to order increased watering, as necessary, to prevent transport of dust 
offsite. Their duties shall include holiday and weekend. 

g. periods when work may not be in progress. The name and telephone number of such 
persons shall be provided to P&D and the Air Pollution Control District prior to 
approval of a Coastal Development Permit. 

Plan Requirements and Timing: All requirements shall be shown on grading and building 
plans prior to approval of applicable CDP's involving these plans. Timing: This condition 
shall be adhered to throughout all grading and construction periods. 

MONITORING: P&D shall ensure measures are on plans. Permit Compliance, Grading, and 
Building inspectors shall spot check; Grading and Building shall ensure compliance on-site. 
Permit Compliance and APCD inspectors shall respond to nuisance complaints. 

34. The applicant shall develop or document a Transportation Demand Management Program for 
the combined Coral Casino and Biltmore Hotel sites. Components of such a program shall be 
designed to effectively reduce vehicle demand and peak hour trips associated with the project. 
The provisions of the Transportation Demand Management Program should include the 
following: 

a. Employer purchase of, or discounts on, Metropolitan Transit District (MTD) bus passes or 
the equivalent for Coral Casino employees. . Transit use should also be facilitated by 
distribution of bus routes and schedules in a central (public) location accessible to 
employ¥s. 

b. Provision of male and female employees' shower and locker facilities in a 

c. Restroom that is made available for use before, during, and after work hours. 

d. Orientation of employees regarding the Ridesharing Program or similar successor 
programs administered by the Santa Barbara County Association of Governments or 
successor agency. 

e. Provision of employee. amenities that encourage alternative transportation use, including 
bicycle storage lockers, and an employee lunchroom, refrigerator, microwave oven, sink, 
food preparation area, tables, and chairs. 

f. The Hotel operator shall participate in any shuttle pass program developed by the MTD 
and/or the County of Santa Barbara. 

g. The Coral Casino shall continue to maintain employee work shifts that avoid the peak 
hours of adjacent street traffic (7-9 a.m. and 4-6 p.m.) • ' , ··< , 

.f . 
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Plan Requirements and Timing: APCD and P&D shall review and approve the. TDM Program 
prior to approval of any applicable Coastal Development Permits for structures. The provisions 
of this Program shall be included in the lease/rental agreements of future hotel operators as a 
required "Transportation Demand Management Program." A copy of the clause in the 
lease/rental agreement needed to comply with this condition shall be provided to P&D and the 
APCD prior to occupancy clearance. 

MONITORING: Permit Compliance shall ensure APCD and P&D have received a satisfactory 
lease agreement clause prior to signing off on occupancy clearance and shall respond to 
complaints. 

Archaeology 

35. All contractors and construction personnel shall be alerted to the potential for disturbing 
unknown archaeological artifacts .and remains during grading and ground disturbance. In the 
event archaeological remains are encountered during grading, work shall be stopped 
immediately or redirected until a P&D qualified archaeologist and Native American 
representative are retained by the applicant to evaluate the significance of the find pursuant to 
Phase 2 investigations of the County Archaeological Guidelines. If remains are found to be 
significant, they shall be subject to a Phase 3 mitigation program consistent with County 
Archaeological Guidelines and funded by the applicant. Plan Requirements/ Timing: This 
condition shall be printed on ail building and grading plans. 

MONITORING: P&D shall check plans prior to approval of applicable Coastal Development 
Permits for the Historic Rehabilitation Project and shall spot check in the field 

Fire Protection 

36. The applicant shall work with :MFPD to ensure access and design through completion of the Fire 
Department Access Plan that complies with MFPD requirements. Any modifications to the Fire 
Code requirements necessitated by field changes or other project modifications that occur 
during project construction shall be approved by the MFPD prior to implementation of the field 
changes or project modifications. Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to approval of a CDP 
for grading or development, the plans shall be reviewed and approved by the MFPD to ensure the 
project circulation design, fire suppression water, and sprinklers are consistent with Fire District 
requirements. 

MONITORING: Montecito Fire Protection District shall ensure compliance prior to. 
occupancy clearance. Permit compliance and building inspectors shall field check to ensure 
compliance during the construction phase. 

Geology:.· 

37. Structures shall be designed to earthquake standards of the California or State Historic Building 
Code. Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to plan check, the applicant shall submit 
building plans indicating standards to the satisfaction of Building & Safety Division. 

MONITORING: Building inspectors shall site inspect prior to occupancy clearance. 

38. Erosion control measures shall also be implemented in accordance with an approved Grading 
and Erosion Control Plan to prevent erosion or transport of sediment during construction. 
These measures may include, but are not limited to, placement of silt fencing, straw bales, 
and/or sand bags in appropriate locations. Plan Requirements and Timing: The Grading and 
Erosion Control Plan shall be submitted to and approved by P&D and Flood Control prior to 
approval of any applicable Coastal Development Permits for the Histon-e Rehabilitation Plan. 
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The plans shall be implemented prior to the commencement of grading/construction. P&D shall 
check the plan for compliance with this measure. 

MONITORING: P&D shall verify placement of erosion control measures prior to issuance of 
applicable Coastal Development Permits for demolition and/or grading. P&D Permit 
Compliance and Grading staff shall perform site inspections throughout the construction phase 

Historic Resources 

39. Prior to the approval of Coastal Development Permits, the applicant shall, in consultation with 
a County approved historic preservation professional, produce a documentation survey of the 
property in accordance with the Historic American Building Survey (HABS) standards. This 
documentation shall include archival quality photographs of exterior features, elevations and 
significant interior features of the Coral Casino, with an emphasis placed on historic features to 
be demolished. Scaled, "as built" site plan and floor plans shall also be produced and an historic 
documentation report inclqded in the documentation package. The documentation package will 
be archived at an appropriate location determined by the County Plan Requirements and 
Timing: P&D shall review and approve the documentation survey, including photographs, as
built site and floor plans, and a historic documentation report prior to approval of any applicable 
Coastal Development ~ermits for grading, vegetation removal or architectural work on structures. 

40. 

MONITORING: P&D will review the documentation survey and permit compliance will 
archive the survey and related materials in an appropriate location. 

Prior to approval of applicable Coastal Development Permits for the Rehabilitation Plan, the 
applicant shall submit to P&D for review and approval by a County approved historic 
preservation . professional, treatments for non-structural building components and 
refurbishments, such as restoration of the original flag pole on the west elevation, restoration of 
the original canvas awnings on the 2nd floor cabanas (east side of pool), and recreation of 
original umbrella and chair designs. Plan Requirements and Timing: P&D shall review the 
working drawings or plans, and a historic docurtierttation report prior to approval of any 
applicable Coastal Development Permits for grading, vegetation removal or architectural work on 
structures. 

MONITORING: P&D will· review the documentation survey and permit compliance will 
archive the survey and related materials in an appropri~te location. 

41. Prior to approval of applicable Coastal Development Permits for the Rehabilitation Plan, design 
specifications fd,r permanent alterations to the building shall be reviewed and approved by a 
County approved architect specializing in historic preservation, including the following: 

a. Historic building fabric shall be retained where it is not specifically slated for removal. 
Repairs of historic building fabric shall conform to the Secretary ~of the Interior's 
Standards, and utilize historically appropriate materials and finishes. 

b. The restoration or replication of historic features and elevations, where proposed, shall 
be based on documentary evidence of the original design of these features. 

c. All structural alterations shall be designed in accordance with the Secretary's Standards 
in order to minimize the introduction of architecturally incompatible elements and the 
destruction of historic building fabric. 

d. To the extent it is technically and environmentally feasible, the landscape plan for the 
property shall be based upon documented historical evidence. Where extant plantings 
from the period of historic significance are to be removed, they shall be relocated where 
feasible, or replaced in-kind, or with compatible, suitable substitute plant materials. 

.. . 
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Landscape planters shall be restored, where proposed, in a manner that does not result in 
the removal of historic building fabric. To the greatest extent feasible, the design of 
these planters should be based on historic and forensic evidence of their original 
location and dimensions. 

Plan Requirementsffiming: Prior to approval of applicable Coastal Development Permits for 
demolition or grading, the applicant shall submit a copy of the final grading and building plans 
and Landscape Plan to P&D for review and approval. All aspects of the historic preservation 
notes cited above shall be noted on said plans and shall be implemented as approved. Timing 
on each measure shall be stated where applicable; where not otherwise stated, all measures 
must be in place throughout all grading and construction activities. 

MONITORING: . Permit Compliance shall conduct site inspections throughout all phases of 
development to ensure compliance with, and to evaluate the success of, preservation notes and 
measures. 

42. In consultation with a County approved historic preservation professional, the applicant shall 
. produce an interpretive plan for the property for display in a permanent, publicly accessible on

site or off-site location. Displayed materials may include photographs (current and historic) and 
written materials describing and interpreting the historical and architectural themes associated 
with the property. 

Pian RequiremenisJTiming: Prior to approval of applicable Coastal Development Permits, 
the applicant shall submit a copy of the final site and building plans for review and approval by 
P&D, showing the location and type of interpretive materials to be displayed on site or a nearby 
off-site location. 

MONITORING: Planning and Development will review and approve an interpretive display 
plan prior to, approval of applicable CDP's, and inspect on site during construction of the 
display and project. 

43. As part of construction plan preparation and specification development, the applicant shall 
prepare a historic preservation protocol plan that specifies how treatments of interior and 
exterior building fabric must be handled during site construction activities, including hazardous 
material abatement. This plan shall also identify stages during which portions of the 
landmarked building will be disturbed, and provide for the presence of a County qualified 
historic resources professional on site during these stages. All contractors and construction 
personnel shall be alerted to the potential for disturbing historic building materials or fabric. In 
the event some portion of the historic fabric "is disturbed as unidentified on the project building 
plans, work shall be stopped immediately or redirected until a P&D approved historic resources 
professional is retained by the applicant to evaluate the significance of the work. The historic 
preservation protocol plan shall be reviewed by a County approved historic preservation 
professional, prior to approval of applicable Coastal Development Permits for the project. Plan 
Requirementsffiming: P&D shall review and approve the historic preservation protocol plan, 
which shall be printed as part of all building and grading plans. P&D shall monitor in the field 
as needed. 

MONITORING: P&D shall check plans prior to approval of applicable CDP's and shall spot 
check in the field. 

44. Construction activity for site preparation and for future development shall be limited to the 
hours between 7:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. No construction shall occur 
on State holidays (e.g., Thanksgiving, Labor Day). Construction equipment maintenance shall 
be limited to the same hours. N~n-noise-generating construction activities, such as interior 

·- .._ 
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painting, are not subject to these restrictions. The contractor or builder shall designate a person 
or persons to monitor noise-related restrictions and shall submit that designee's name and 
telephone number to P&D and the public, including written notification to the management of . 
the Bonnymede residential condominium homeowner's association. Plan Requirements: 
Signs stating these restrictions shall be provided by the applicant and posted on site at the 
existing service driveway in the northeast comer of the site, in a location visible from the street. 
Timing: Signs shall be in place prior to beginning of and throughout grading and construction 

activities. Violations may result in suspension of permits. 

MONITORING: Permit Compliance shall site inspect to ensure required signs are posted 
prior to and during construction. Building inspectors and Permit Compliance shall spot check 
and respond to complaints. , 

45. Stationary construction equipment that generates noise which exceeds 65 dBA at the project 
boundaries shall be shielded to P&D's satisfaction and shall be located as far as possible from 
occupied residences. Plan Requirements: The equipment area with appropriate acoustic 
shielding shall be designated on building and grading plans. Timing: Equipment and shielding 
shall remain in the designated location(s) throughout construction activities. 

46. 

MONITORING: Permit Compliance shall perform site inspections to ensure compliance and 
shall respond to complaints. 

Construction routes for heavy equipment and large construction vehicles shall be limited to 
Olive Mill Road, Channel Drive, and North Jameson Lane unless the limitation of use of these 
roads creates an u11safe situation. The applicant shall provide all adjacent residents and Permit 
Compliance with a construction activity schedule and construction routes seven days in advance 
of construction activities. Any alterations or additions shall require seven-day prior notification 
unless infeasible due to unanticipated events (e.g. traffic accident resulting in a road closures). 
Plan Requirements and Timing: The applicant shall submit a copy of the activity schedule 
and mailing list to P&D at least seven days prior to initiation of any earth movement. 

MONITORING: Permit Compliance shall perform periodic site inspections to verify 
compliance with activity schedules and shall respond to complaints. 

47. Outdoor, amplified music shall not be permitted at the outdoor dining area of the proposed 
second story restaurant, or on the outdoor restaurant roof sundeck, at any time. No music or 
organized activities shall be allowed on the restaurant roof sundeck. Live unamplified 
background music may be permitted on the outdoor dining area of the second story restaurant. 
Timing: This condition shall be enforced throughout the life of the project. 

48. 

MONITORING: Permit Compliance shall respond to complaints. 

The applicant shall submit final working drawings to the Montecito Sanitary District that 
include specifications for anticipated wastewater flow volumes and that indicate upgrades of 
kitchen equipment· and grease interceptors consistent with District standards. Plan 
Requirements and Timing: Prior to submitting applicable plans to P&D for review, the 
applicant shall receive confirmation from MSD that the final project design is acceptable to the 
MSD. P&D shall confirm sign-offs prior to issuance of applicable CDP's. Plans shall identify 
the location of the sewer easement and existing sewer lines. 

MONITORING: P&D shall perform site inspections to ensure compliance with the approved 
plans, and the applicant shall coordinate with the Montecito Sanitary District prior to drainage ' 
of pool water. 
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49. The timing for the draining of the pools must be coordinated with the District, including 
possible testing and testing and/or de-chlorination before the water enters the District's system. 
The pool filters and the method for backwashing these filters must be reviewed and approved 
by the District prior to installation. Plan Requirements and Timing: Prior to issuance of 
applicable CDP's, P&D shall confirm sign-offs by MSD that final project design and 
specifications are acceptable to the MSD. Plans shall identify the location of the sewer 
easement and existing sewer lines. 

MONITORING: The applicant shall coordinate with the MSD prior to planned drainage of 
the pool and/or Jacuzzis as needed for regular maintenance activities. 

Solid Waste 

50. The applicant shall prepare a Solid Waste Management Plan (SWMP) for the renovated Coral 
Casino facilities on-site. The SWMP shall be implemented during the life of the Development 
Plan, unless a modification to the plan is approved by County Public Works, Solid Waste 
Division, in consultation with P&D. Plan Requirements: The program shall include, but not 
be limited to, the following: 

a. On-site provision of adequate space and/or covered bins for storage of recyclable 
materials generated throughout the site; 

b. . Designation and/or expansion of a central recyclable material pickup area on-site; 

c. Continued and expanded participation in the County's recyclables and greenwaste 
collection programs; 

d. Development of a plan for accessible collection of increased volumes of recycle 
materials, particularly during peak use periods; 

e. hnplementation of a monitoring program (quarterly, bi-annually) to ensure participation 
in recycling efforts and requiring written documentation in the form of receipts; 

f. Encourage the use of reusable cups and place settings at special events held onsite to 
minimize solid waste generation; 

g. Development of a plan for recycling/reuse of yard waste on-site. This shall include on
site mul9hing and use of the mulch on-site as well as location of adequate green waste 
pick-up containers acceptable to area collection service. 

Timing: The applicant shall submit a Final Solid Waste Management Plan for the expanded 
facilities to P&D and Public Works Department, Solid Waste Division for review and approval 
prior to approval of applicable CDP's, program components shall be implemented prior to 
occupancy clearance and throughout the life of the project. 

MONITORING: P&D and Public Works shall site inspect periodically during construction, 
prior to occupancy, and after occupancy to ens.ure solid·waste components are established and 
implemented. 

51. Demolition and/or excess construction material shall be separated for reuse/recycling or proper 
disposal (e.g., concrete and asphalt). During grading and construction, separate bins for 
recycling of construction materials and brush shall be provided onsite. Plan Requirements: 
This requirement shall be printed on the grading and construction plans. Permittee shall provide 
P&D and Public Works with receipts for recycled materials or for separate bins. Timing: 
Materials shall be recycled as necessary throughout construction. All materials shall be 
recycled prior to occupancy clearance. 

· .• ':...?i.:: ... .''.l' 
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MONITORING: P&D Permit Compliance and Public Works shall review receipts prior to 
occupancy clearance. 

Water Resources/Drainage 

52. To minimize pollutants impacting downstream waterbodies or habitat, storm drain filters/ 
inserts, inline clarifiers, or separators shall be installed in the project area storm drain inlets 
and/or paved areas. The filters/inserts shall be maintained in working order. Plan 
Requirements: Prior to approval of applicable CDP's, the applicant shall submit grading and 
building plans identifying the type and location of filters/inserts to P&D for review . and 
approval. The location of such filters/inserts shall be noted on grading and building plans . 

. Timing: Filters/inserts shall be installed prior to final occupancy of the building and shall be 
cleaned using approved methods at least twice a year, once immediately prior to November 1 
(i.e. before the start of the rainy season) and once in January. 

MONITORING: P&D shall site inspect periodically· throughout the construction phase to 
ensure proper installation. Records of maintenance shall be maintained by Coral Casino 
management and shall be submitted to P&D on an annual basis prior to the start of the rainy 
season and for five years thereafter. After the fifth year the records shall be maintained by the 
landowner or HOA and be made available to P&D on request. P&D shall review the 
maintenance records and site inspect as needed following completion of construction to ensure 
periodic cleanout. · 

53. Best available erosion and sediment control measures shall be implemented during grading and 
construction. Best available erosion and sediment control measures may include but are not 
limited to use of sediment basins, gravel bags, silt fences, geo-bags or gravel and geotextile 
fabric berms, erosion control blankets, coir rolls, jute net, and straw bales. Storm drain inlets 
shall be protected from sediment-laden waters by use of inlet protection devices such as gravel 
bag barriers, filter fabric fences, block and gravel filters, and excavated inlet sediment traps. 
Sediment control measures shall be maintained for the duration of the grading period and until 
graded areas have been stabilized by structures, long-term erosion control measures or 
landscaping. Construction entrances and exits shall be stabilized .using gravel beds, rumble 
plates, or other measures to prevent sediment from being tracked onto adjacent roadways. Any 
sediment or other materials tracked off site shall be removed the same day as they are tracked 
using dry cleaning methods. Plan Requirements: An erosion and sediment control plan shall 
be submitted tq and approved by P&D and Flood Control prior to approval of applicable CDPs 
for the project. 1 The plan shall be designed to address erosion and sediment control during all 
phases of development of the site. Timing: The plan shall be implemented prior to the 
commencement of grading/construction. 

MONITORING: P&D staff shall perform site inspections throughout the construction phase. 

54. During construction, washing of concrete trucks, paint, equipment, or similar activities shall 
occur only in areas where polluted water and materials can be contained for subsequent removal 
from the site. Wash water shall not be discharged to the storm drains, street, drainage ditches, 
creeks, wetlands or beach. Aroos designated for washing functions shall be at least 100 feet 
from any storm drain, waterbody or sensitive biological resources. The location(s) of the 
washout area(s) shall be clearly noted at the construction site with signs. Plan Requirements: 
The applicant shall designate a washout area, acceptable to P&D, and this area shall be shown 
on the construction and/or grading and building plans. Timing: The wash off area shall be 
designated on all plans prior to approval of applicable Coastal Development Permits. The 
washout area(s) shall be in place and maintained throughout construction. 

.· . .i" .. :,·· ····'• 
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MONITORING: P&D staff shall check plans prior to approval of applicable CDP's and 
compliance staff shall site inspect throughout the construction period to ensure proper use and 
maintenance of the washout area(s). 

55. To prevent storm water contamination during roadwork or pavement construction, concrete, 
asphalt, and seal coat shall be applied during dry weather. Storm drains and manholes within 
the construction area shall be covered when paving or applying seal coat, slurry, fog seal, etc. 
Plan Requirements and Timing: These requirements shall be specified on the grading and 
building plans submitted to P&D prior to approval of applicable CDP's. 

MONITORING: P&D shall site inspect, as needed during construction. 

56. The landowner shall be responsible for the long-term maintenance of the water quality 
conditions of approval (mitigation measures 1-4 above). Plan Requirements and 

Timing: The proposed maintenance responsibilities and schedule shall be included in a 
maintenance program submitted by the landowner for commercial/industrial sites. The 
maintenance program shall be submitted for review by P&D, Flood Control and the Water 
Agency prior to approval of applicable CDPs. Annual records of the maintenance activities 
shall be maintained by the landowner and submitted to P&D upon request. 

MONITORING: P&D shall review the maintenance records or site inspect, as needed. Costs 
shall be borne by the Owner. 

57. Indoor water use shall be limited through the following measures, where feasible: 

a. All hot water lines shall be insulated. 

b. Recirculating, point-of-use, or on-demand water heaters shall be installed. 

c. Water efficient laundry facilities and dishwashers shall be installed. 

d. Lavatory, shower and water closet fixtures shall comply with State of California water 
conservation requirements. 

e. Drinking fountains shall be equipped with self-closing valves. 

Plan Requirements: Prior to approval of Coastal Development Permits, indoor water
conserving measures shall be graphically depicted on building plans, subject to P&D review 
and approval. Timing: Indoor water-conserving measures shall be implemented prior to 
occupancy clearance. 

MONITORING: P&D shall inspect for all requirements prior to occupancy clearance. 

58. The project shall be designed with a clearly defined permanent overland escape path (preferable 
a street) for storm runoff. The escape path should be free of obstructions such as fencing, 
sound walls, etc. · ' 

MONITORING: P&D and/or Flood Control shall review and approve all drainage plans prior 
to approval of a Coastal Development Permit. · 

59. Drainage shall be consistent with an approved Drainage Plan. Where drainage waters are 
discharged from the project site in a concentrated manner (e~g., streets, channels, culverts), such 
drainage shall be conveyed to established water courses in a non-erosive manner. Plan 
Requirements: The final Drainage Plan shall be submitted to P&D and Flood Control for 
review. and approval. Timing: TE-e Drainage Plan shall be reviewed and approved by Flood 
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Control and P&D prior to approval of any applicable Coastal Development Permits for grading. 
Components of the Drainage Plan shall be implemented at appropriate times during the 
grading/construction phase and shall be completed prior to approval of applicable Coastal 
Development Permits for structures. The plan shall include the following: 

a. Location(s) of all proposed pipelines, the entire length of all proposed pipelines, trees 
located within fifteen feet of the pipeline, pipe diameters, and locations where the 
pipe(s) would surface in or near the Pacific Ocean, and amount of water that would flow 
from each pipeline. 

b. Provisions to smoke test the two existing storm drain lines to locate their points of 
discharge which are not currently ascertainable. 

c. Provision for openings in walls and curbs where they block flows that have historically 
passed through the area. 

d. Elimination of.flow under proposed structures. 

e. Demonstration of positive drainage away from the exterior edge of new structures to 
reduce risk of water entry and oversaturation of the local earth materials. 

f. Conveyance of all runoff water from impervious areas by impervious conduits to 
existing drainages. 

g. Provision qf a French drain system to intercept and transport all excess subsurface fluids 
away from all building components including floor slabs and retaining walls that are to 
be placed below existing ground surface to an appropriate disposal site. . 

h. Provision for dewatering devices placed at least 18 inches below finish grade of the 
various components as appropriate. 

1. 

j. 

Provisions for storm drain outlets to dissipate the energy flows and ensure minimal 
erosion during storm events, and to prevent children from entering the storm drain 
system. Storm drains and drainage inlets shall be sized for a peak 25-year runoff event. 
Minimum size for storm drains shall be 18 inches unless otherwise approved by the 

Flood Con.trol Engineer. Storm drains shall He covered with silt fence until landscaping 
or other suitable ground cover is in place. 

Hydrauli~ data shall be included on enginee~ng plans for all drainage channel, pipes, 
etc. as required by the Flood Control Engineer. 

k. Provisions for notifying the Flood Control District five working qays in advance of 
storm drain and attendant auxiliary construction. (The District may peri<;>dically inspect 
during construction.) A note to this effect shall be placed on the drainage plans. 

1. Signature of a California Registered Civil Engineer. 

m. Provisions for the Flood Control District to review and approve in writing any 
significant design revisions to the approved Plans prior to construction of the proposed 
revisions. 

n. Provision for "as-built" plans to be submitted to the Flood Control District as soon as 
practical upon completion of construction. 

MONITORING: P&D and/or Flood Control shall site inspect during grading. 
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Transportation 

60. To reduce the potential for construction-related traffic and parking to add to existing congested -
traffic conditions in the vicinity of the project site, the applicant shall prepare a construction 
period parking management plan which shall include but not be limited to the following measures. 
Consideration will be given to limiting Coral Casino construction when interior renovations are 

61. 

being completed at the Biltmore Hotel. Plan Requirements and Timing: The following 
provisions shall be incorporated into the 

construction management and parking plans and shown on exhibits as part of the plan, and shall 
be reviewed and approved by P&D prior to approval of applicable Coastal Development Permit 
for the project: 

a. Materials delivery trucks and large construction equipment, including dump trucks, not parked 
onsite (including at the Biltmore Hotel overnight) shall make all reasonable efforts to arrive at 
the site after 9:00 a.m. and depart before 4:00p.m. 

b. Equipment and delivery trucks shall minimize use of roadways within the Montecito area (i.e., 
use Highway 101 as much as possible) to access the work site. 

c. Construction workers' vehicles, construction equipment, and/or delivery trucks shall park only 
in designated areas within the Biltmore parking lot at the northwest comer of Hill Road and 
Olive·:r-.1ill Road, or in an alternative off site location, with approval fro1~1 P&D. 

d. Construction-related vehicles or equipment shall not be parked overnight on public roadways 
on a regular basis. 

e. Work that causes delays and/or redirecting of local traffic shall be discouraged prior to 9:00 
a.m. and ~ter 4:00 p.m. 

f. The applicant shall designate a person located at ihe.site to receive and respond to complaints 
from the public regarding traffic. This designee's name, office location, and telephone 
number shall be prominently displayed at the site throughout the construction. The applicant 
also shall provide this information in individual written notification sent to all residences 
within 1,600 feet of the hotel property, the Bonnymede Homeowners' Association and 
Montecito Shores Homeowner's Association and P&D. 

·-
g. To the maximum extent feasible, deliveries for events in the La Pacifica ballroom shall be 

directed to the valet turnout area and back 'bf house areas on the Biltmore campus. 

MONITORING: Permit Compliance shall periodically spot check and respond to complaints. 

The applicant shall ensure that a traffic control monitor (flag person) is posted on.:: public roadways 
as needed during construction. Plan Requirements: The monitor(s) shall direct traffic whenever 
heavy construction equipment is traversing and/or operating on or near Channel Drive and Olive 
Mill Road, or Hill Road, within the immediate project vicinity, whenever the roadway would be 
obstructed or delayed b construction vehicles or related activities, and any other{time(s) and 
location(s) warranted to ensure public safety. Plan Requirements: This provision shall be noted 
on project grading and drainage plans, and included in any encroachment permit application filed 
by the applicant. Timing: P&D and Public Works Department shall review and approve project 
grading and drainage plans prior the issuance of any coastal development permit for the project. 
The traffic monitor shall be posted throughout the demolition and construction periods, as 
necessary. 

·. 
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MONITORING: Permit Compliance shall spot check during demolition and construction to 
verify traffic monitor(s) present as needed. The applicant's designee and Public Works, Roads 
Division shall respond to complaints. 

62. Indoor restaurant seating in the new second story restaurant, including the member's dining room, 
private dining room, bar and lounge areas and regular restaurant seating, shall not exceed 97 seats 
at any given time, and up to 113 seats for peak events. Outdoor dining area shall not exceed 62 
seats associated with restaurant service (not including cabana, Raft, or pool deck lounge service). 
Plan Requirements and Timing: The Coral Casino Floor and Site Plans shall indicated seating 
areas and shall be reviewed and approved by P&D prior to any approval of a Coastal 
Development Permit. 

63. 

64. 

MONITORING: Permit Compliance and shall respond to complaints. 

A Hotel Campus/Coral Casino Parking Plan will be required and shall be reviewed by P&D. 
This Plan shall provide for designation of a traffic and parking coordinator, examples of notices to 
inform members and guests of parking procedures and locations, parking signage, an overall site 
parking exhibit and an exhibit indicating where additional on-site parking could be provided. The 
Biltmore Hotel/Coral Casino Parking Plan shall be implemented as approved. Implementation of 
said plan shall include collection of parking occupancy data on site and on public streets adjoining 
the Biltmore Hotel and Coral Casino once during the high season (summer) and once during the 
low season during the second year of operations. This information will be forwarded by Planning 
and Development to the Montecito Planning Commission as information in a Planning and 
Development Divisional briefing on an Administrative Agenda. Plan Requirements and 
Timing: The applicant shall comply with the Hotel Campus/Coral Casino Parking Plan as 
approved by P&D.' · 

1\fONITORING: Permit Compliance and Public Works, Roads Division Staff shall respond. to 
complaints. 

At a minimum, for the first two years of operation: the applicant shall prepare a compliance 
report listing ·the number of members, member events, special events & fundraisers, and 
conference groups using the Coral Casino. The compliance report shall provide the date, hours 
of event, number .of people using the Coral Casino, including the use of the second floor 
restaurant by guests of registered Biltmore Hotel guests, and the number of employees working 
at the site if ·deemed necessary by P&D Permit Compliance staff. Plan Requirements and 
Timing: The Coral Casino Compliance Plan shall be reviewed and approved by P&D prior to 
approval of any Coastal Development Permit. 

MONITORING: Permit Staff shall review annual compliance reports respond to complaints. 

65. The applicant shall apply for a County Road Encroachment permit fot project related 
improvements within the public right-of-way, including frontage improvements and the 
proposed valet tum out area. The application for a Road Encroachment permit 'Shall attempt to 
provide for improved pedestrian and bicycle access and bicycle parking areas in front of the 
Coral Casino, along Channel Drive. Plan Requirements and Timing: The Cora} Casino 
encroachment permit request shall be reviewed and approved by P&D and Public Works prior to 
approval of any Coastal Development Permit. 

MONITORING: Public Works, Roads Division Staff shall respond to complaints. 

STANDARD and DEVELOPMENT PLAN CONDITIONS 

66. Compliance with the following Departmental/ Agency conditions: 

a) Department of Public Works March 16,2005. 

.· 
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b) Montecito Sanitary District Letter dated March 22, 2005 

c) Air Pollution Control District letter dated October 22, 2004 

67. No signs of any type are approved with this action unless otherwise specified. All signs require 
a separate Coastal Development Permit and Montecito Board of Architectural Review approval 
and shall comply with the Santa Barbara County Code Chapter 35, Article I (Sign Regulations). 

68. To prevent construction and/or employee trash from blowing offsite, covered receptacles shall 
be provided onsite prior to commencement of grading or construction activities. Waste shall be 
picked up weekly or more frequently as directed by Permit Compliance staff. Plan 
Requirements and Timing: Prior to Land Use/Coastal Development Permit approval, 
applicant shall designate and provide to Planning and Development the name and phone 
number of a contact person(s) to monitor trash/waste and organize a clean-up crew. Additional 
covered receptacles shall be provided as determined necessary by Permit Compliance staff. This 
requirement shall be noted on all plans. Trash control shall occur throughout all grading and 
construction activities. 

MONITORING: Permit Compliance staff shall inspect periodically throughout grading and 
construction activities. 

69. A coastal vertical access easement shall be dedicated to the County that covers the proposed 
accessible ramp from Channel Drive to Biltmore Beach. Said easement shall be described in 
such a manner to connect to the existing lateral easement along the seawall. Plan 
Requirements: The offer shall be in form and language acceptable to Santa Barbara County. 
The specific location of the easement and the extent, location and design of any improvements 
shall be submitted by the applicant for review and approval of the Park Department and P&D. 
Timing: The easement and all plans shall be submitted for review and approval prior to 
issuance of applicable CDP's for the project. 

MONITORING: Park Department and P&D shall review plans prior to issuance of applicable 
COP's. Parks shall review easement for compliance with plans and provisions prior to 
occupancy clearance. 

70. Approval of this Development Plan Revision shall expire five (5) years after approval by the 
Montecito Planning Commission unless prior to the expiration date, substantial physical 
construction has been completed on the development or a time extension has been applied for 
by the applicant. The decision-maker with jurisdiction over the project may, upon good cause 
shown, grant a time extension for one year. 

71. If the applicant requests a time extension for this permit/project, the permit/project may be 
revised to include updated language to standard conditions and/or mitigation measures and 
additional conditions and/or mitigation measures which reflect changed circumstances or 
additional identified project impacts. Mitigation fees shall be those in effect at the time of 
approval of applicable COP's. · 

72. The applicant shall obtain final approval from the Montecito Board of Architectural Review 
(BAR) prior to approval of a LDP. 

COUNTY RULES & REGULATIONS/LEGAL REQUIREMENTS 

73. Additional Permits Required: Before using any land or structure, or commencing any work 
pertaining to the erection, moving, alteration, enlarging, or rebuilding of any building, structure, 
or improvement, the applicant shall obtain a Coastal Development and Building Permit from 
Planning and Development. These Permits are required by ordinance and are necessary to 

.·~~. 
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ensure implementation of the conditions required by the Planning Commission. Before any 
Permit will be issued by Planning and Development, the applicant must obtain written 
clearance from all departments having conditions; such clearance shall indicate that the 
applicant has satisfied all pre-construction conditions. A form for such clearance is available 
from Planning and Development. 

74. Signed Agreement to Comply Required: Prior to approval of Coastal Development Permits 
for the project, the owner shall sign and record an agreement to comply with the project 
description and all conditions of approval. 

75. Plan Requirements and Timing: Applicant shall submit departmental signatures on 
departmental sign-off sheet to P&D prior to approval of applicable CDP's. P&D shall ensure 
receipt of all necessary signatures (departments with condition letters) prior to approval of 
CDP' s affected by project condition letters. 

76. Print & illustrate conditions on plans: All applicable final conditions of approval (pursuant to 
the final action letter on the DP) shall be printed in their entirety on applicable pages of 
grading/construction or building plans submitted to P&D or Building and Safety Division. 
These shall be graphically illustrated where feasible. 

77. Mitigation Monitoring required: The applicant shall ensure that the project complies with all 
approved plans and all project conditions including those which must be 

monitored after the project is built and occupied. To accomplish this the applicant agrees to: 

a. Contact P&D compliance staff as soon as possible after project approval to provide the 
name and phone number .of the future contact person for the project and give estimated 
dates for future project activities. 

b. Contact P&D compliance staff at least two weeks prior to commencement of construction 
activities to schedule an on-site pre-construction meeting with the owner, compliance staff, 
other agency personnel, and with key construction personnel. 

c. Pay fees prior to approval of Coastal Development Permits as authorized under ordinance 
and fee schedules to cover full costs of monitoring as described above, including costs for 
P&D to hire and manage outside ·consultants when deemed necessary by P&D staff (e.g. 
non-compliance situations, special monitoring needed for sensitive areas including but not 
limited to b~ologists, archaeologists) to assess damage and/or ensure compliance. In such 
cases, the applicant shall comply with P&D recommendations to bring the project into 
compliance. The decision of the Director of P&D shall be final in the event of a dispute. 

78. Fees Required: Prior to issuance of Coastal Development Permit, the applicant shall pay all 
applicable P&D permit processing fees in full. 

79. Change of Use: Any change of use in the proposed building or structure shall be subject to 
environmental analysis and appropriate review by the County including building code 
compliance. 

80. Indemnity and Separation Clauses: Developer shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless the 
County or its agents, officers and employees from any claim, action or proceeding against the 
County or its agents, officers or employees, to attack, set aside, void, or annul, in whole or in 
part, the County's approval of the Development Plan. In the event that the County fails promptly 
to notify the applicant of any such claim, action or proceeding, or that the County fails to 
cooperate fully in the defense of said claim, this condition shall thereafter be of no further force 
or effect. 

... . 

·. 
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81. Legal Challenge: In the event that any condition imposing a fee, exaction, dedication or other 
mitigation measure is challenged by the project sponsors in an action filed in a court of law or 
threatened to be filed therein which action is brought within the time period provided for by 
law, this approval shall be suspended pending dismissal of such action, the expiration of the 
limitation period applicable to such action, or final resolution of such action. If any condition is 
invalidated by a court of law, the entire project shall be reviewed by the County and substitute 
conditions may be imposed. 

82. The MBAR, in conjunction with HLAC, shall meet jointly and review and approve in separate 
actions the Preliminary and Final working drawings with architectural, landscape and building 
plans prior to the approval of applicable Coastal Development Permits for the project. HLAC's 
review shall be limited to the historical aspects of the project, consistent with County Code 
Section 18A, Section 5. Requirementsffiming: Prior to the issuance of applicable CDP's, 
the applicants shall obtain Preliminary and Final approvals from the MBAR and HLAC. 

MONITORING: The applicant shall submit plans to MBAR and HLAC for Preliminary and 
Final approvals. 

83. The applicant shall make all reasonable efforts to ensure that construction vehicle parking and 
construction staging areas are accommodated within the Biltmore Hotel/Coral Casino campus. 
Construction parking and staging proposed to be located within portions of the public road 
right-of-way shall be .subject to standard reviews and approvals, assured through P&D's 
approval of encroachment pef!!lits issued tP.rough the Public Works Depa...rtment. 

CONDITIONS FROM HLAC ACTION MAY 16, 2005: 

84. The following mitigation measures are incorporated to insure that there will be no significant 
impacts to historic resources beyond those addressed in the project's Final EIR (04-EIR.-00000-
00006) from the proposed demolition and alterations and that the proposed project will be 
compatible with the historic materials, features, size, scale, and proportion, and massing of the 
Coral Casino (Standard 9) (HLAC Condition 8). 

A. All new exterior construction shall match the adjacent historic materials, textures, and 
colors or to colors discovered through on-site chromochronological research. (PPA #2) 

B. The roof line of the new second floor restaurant shall be no higher than the existing 
pavilion and shall have the thickness of the existing shade pavilion. The members' 
private dining room shall have a roof height no higher than the faceted parapet which 
forms the roof of the second floor central cabana, and shall have the thickness of the 
existing shade pavilion. (PP A #3) 

C. The existing railings shall be retained and the new railings on the second floor shall 
match them in design. The new railings on the roof deck shall be glass to differentiate 
them from the existing railings. (PPA #4) 

D. The new first floor single entrance door to the tower shall match the existing single door 
in scale and understated appearance. (PP A #5) 

The elevator towers shall be no higher than the faceted parapet which forms the roof of 
the second floor central cabana. (PP A #6) , 

E. 

F. The proposed new door in the north parapet wall shall be flush with the existing siding, 
shall match the color and texture of the adjacent siding, shall have no trim or hinges 
·exposed to the exterior, and shall have the hardware mounted below the height of the 
adjacent parapet. (PPA#8) 

.· 
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85. To retain as much of the historic landscaping character as possible, the 28" Monterey Pine tree 
located at the northeast comer of the building shall be retained. (HLAC Condition 9) 

86. The final working drawings shall reflect the understated appearance of the tower door as 
reflected in the December 2004 drawings and the applicant's April 2005 presentations to the 
HLAC. Final plans shall include the door in the same location, with the same dimensions, 
color, surface texture, and hardware as exist on the building in May 2005. No surface mounted 
lighting or signage shall be used unless HLAC grants specific approval for such details. 
(HLAC Condition 10) 

87. The existing concrete bench located north of the pool shall be retained and incorporated in all 
final working drawings for which Coastal Development Permits are issued. (HLAC Condition 
11) 

88. In order to preserve and restore the historic views from the southeastern cabanas and pool deck, 
no more than three semi-permanent umbrellas shall be installed adjacent to the La Pacifica 
ballroom. A total of five additional umbrellas may be used for specific events, but must remain 
portable and not placed in permanent ground fixtures. At no time may more than 11 umbrellas 
be used in this area south of the La Pacifica ballroom. (HLAC Condition 12) 

89. All club equipment, portable bar-b-que set up equipment, and other portable items shall be 
stored in designated storage areas, away from the space between the clock tower and the 
members' lounge, as shown on the December 2004 plans. (HLAC Condition 13) 

90. The glass guard rail to be used around the proposed restaurant roof sundeck shall not include a 
cap or separating elements between panels, to assure a seamless appearance from the club and 
beach areas. (HLAC Condition 14) 

91. 

92. 

Structures shall be designed using the California or State Historic Building Code to the 
maximum extent feasible, subject to satisfaction of the Building and Safety Division. (HLAC 
Condition 15) ,- ·-

Existing materials from the north side cabanas on the existing second story sundeck shall be 
salvaged and stored on site or incorporated into other project details as adaptive re-use of the 
specified cabana elements, as technologically feasible. 

. . 
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RE: 

County of Santa Barbara 

County of Santa Barbara 
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS 

Minute Order 

July 05, 2005 

Present: Supervisor Carbajal, Supervisor Rose, Supervisor Firestone, Supervisor 

Gray and Supervisor Centeno 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT File Reference No. 05-00556 

HEARING - Consider denial of the appeals by the Coral Casino Preservation 
Committee, and by James 0. Kahan and Jacqueline G. Roston, and uphold the 
Montecito Planning Commission's May 5, 2005 approval of the Four Seasons 
Biltmore Hotel & Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan Development Plan 
Revision, Case No. 03DVP-00000-00002, located at 1281 Channel Drive (Coral 
Casino APN 009-351-015) and 1260 Channel Drive (Biltmore Hotel 009~351-012, 
009-352-009 and 009-354-001), and uphold the Historic Landmark Advisory 
Commission's May 16, 2005 approval of the Rehabilitation Plan, Montecito area, 
First District, as follows: (EST. TIME: 3 HRS.) 

a) Accept the withdrawal of appeals by the Coral Casino Members Committee 
[Appeal Case Nos. 05APL-00000-00009 and 05APL-00000-00008] of the Montecito 
Planning Commission approval and the Historic Landmark Advisory Commission 
approval with conditions, per the Coral Casino Members Committee Letter dated 
June 7, 2005 (Attachment A to the Board Letter dated July 5, 2005); 

b) Certify the proposed final Environmental Impact Report (04EIR-00000-00006), 
provided in Attachment B of this Board Letter, and adopt the mitigation monitoring 
program contained in the Montecito Planning Commission's Action Letter dated 
May 26,_ 2005 (Attachment D to the Board Letter dated July 5, 2005); 

c) Adopt the required findings for the project, included as Attachment C of this 
Board Letter, based on both the Montecito Planning Commission approval (per MPC 
Action Letter dated May 26, 2005, provided in Attachment D) and Historic 
Landmark Advisory Commission's approval (per HLAC Notice of Action Letter, ' 
dated May 25, 2005, provided in Attachment E); 

d) Deny the appeal of the Coral Casino Preservation Committee dated M-;a)' 12, 
2005, of the Montecito Planning Commission approval with conditions ·of the Four 
Season's Biltmore Hotel & Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan Deveiopment 
Plan Revision, Case No. 03DVP-00000-00002 (Attachment F to the Board Letter 
dated July 5, 2005); 

e) Deny the appeal of the Coral Casino Preservation Committee dated May 26, 
2005, of the Historic Landmark Advisory Commission's approval with conditions of 
the Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan (Attachment G to the Board Letter 
dated July 5, 2005); -

1 Printed 71812005 
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July 05, 2005 

Present: Supervisor Carbajal, Supervisor Rose, Supervisor Firestone, Supervisor 

Gray and Supervisor Centeno 

f) Deny the appeal of James 0. Kahan and Jacqueline G. Roston dated May 16, 
2005, of the Montecito Planning Commission approval with conditions of the Four 
Season's Biltmore Hotel & Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan Development 
Plan Revision, Case No. 03DVP-00000-00002 (Attachment H to the Board Letter 
dated July 5, 2005); 

g) Deny the appeal of James 0. Kahan and Jacqueline G. Roston dated May 26, 
2005, of the Historic Landmark Advisory Commission's approval with conditions of 
the Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan (Attachment I to the Board Letter 
dated July 5, 2005); 

h) Grant a de novo approval of Development Plan 03DVP-00000-00002, based on 
Board findings and conditions of approval (Attachment C to the Board Letter dated 
July 5, 2005); 

i) Grant a de novo approval of the Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan, based 
on Board findings and conditions of approval (Attachment C to the Board Letter 
dated July 5, 2005). 

COUNTY EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION: POLICY 

County of Santa Barbara . 2 Printed 71812005 
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY 

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION 
SOUTH CENTRAL COAST DISTRICT OFFICE 
89 SOUTH CALIFORNIA STRET, SUITE 200 

VENTURA, CA 93001-4508 
VOICE (805) 585-1800 FAX (805) 641-1732 

ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, Governor 

APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

Please Review Attached Appeal Information Sheet Prior To Completing This Form. 

SECTION I. Appellant(s) 

Name: Jacqueline Roston, James 0. Kahan 

Mailing Address: 3709 Dixon Street 

City: Santa Barbara Zip Code: 

SECTION II. Decision Being Appealed 

1. Name oflocal/port government: 

County of Santa Barbara 

93105-2419 

2. Brief description of development being appealed: 

~:1UfC~~·!IA 
[Q,t~;:· ~~~L Ct7i\~~\·iiSSIOU 

Sfit!ff: S!'~Hfl:~.L CC/tST DlSTR:C1 

An apporoval of a plan for the Coral Casino which approves a new second story & other changes which: 
(1) Replaces open space on the second level with a restaurant and a kitchen, (2) Obscures the Coral Casino's 
lighthouse tower (one of its most defining architectural elements) especially when viewed from the south (beach) & 
west, (3) Alters the proportions of architect Gardner Dailey's low, linear and open design of the Coral Casino, (4) 
Numerous other changes to the Coral Casino Historic Landmark structure which destroy its architecural integrity and 
the intactness of Dailey's original design & (5) Numerous discretionary approvals to permit this plan. 

3. Development's location (street address, assessor's parcel no., cross street, etc.): 

1260 and 1281 Channel Drive, Santa Barbara (Montecito), CA93108 
APN 009-351-015, 009-351-012,009-352-009 and 009-354-001 

4. Description of decision being appealed (check one.): 

0 Approval; no special conditions 

12$1 Approval with special conditions: 

0 Denial 

Note: For jurisdictions with a total LCP, denial decisions by a local government cannot be 
appealed unless the development is a major energy or public works project. Denial 
decisions by port governments are not appealable. 

A-4-STB-05-130 
Roston & Kahan 
Appeal 
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5. Decision being appealed was made by (check one): 

Planning Director/Zoning Administrator 

City Council/Board of Supervisors 

D Planning Commission 

D Other 

6. Date of local government's decision: 

7. Local government's file number (if any): 

July 05, 2005 

03DVP-00000-00002 

SECTION III. Identification of Other Interested Persons 

Give the names and addresses of the following parties. (Use additional paper as necessary.) 

a. Name and mailing address of permit applicant: 

APPLICANT: PROPERTY OWNER: 1260 BB LLC 
Jon Dohm c/o Greg Rice 
Suzanne Elledge Planning and Permitting Ty Warner Hotels and Resorts 
800 Santa Barbara Street 1260 Channel Drive 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 Santa Barbara, CA 93108 

b. Names and mailing addresses as available of those who testified (either verbally or in writing) at 
the city/county/port hearing(s). Include other parties which you know to be interested and should 
receive notice of this appeal. 

( 1) Cynthia Ziegler, 936 Roble Lane, Santa Barbara, CA 93103-2044 

(2) David Van Hoy, 209 La Jolla Dr., Santa Barbara, CA 93109 

(3) Richard Monk, Esq., Hollister and Brace, 1126 Santa Barbara St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

(4) Richard Shaikewitz, Esq., 50 Butterfly Lane, Santa Barbara, CA 93108 
The names and addresses of the Agent for the Property Owner Applicant and Property Owner are listed in 

Section III. a. above. The architect and attorney for the Applicant for this proposed project are listed in Subsections (2) and 
(3) above. The names for two other very interested parties are listed in (1) and (4) above. The other parties are too numerous 
to list, but the County of Santa Barbara should have a complete list. 

... 

.. 
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SECTION IV. Reasons Supporting This Appeal 

PLEASE NOTE: 

• Appeals of local government coastal permit decisions are limited by a variety of factors and requirements of the Coastal 
Act. Please review the appeal information sheet for assistance in completing this section. 

• State briefly your reasons for this appeal. Include a summary description of Local Coastal Program, Land Use Plan, 
or Port Master Plan policies and requirements in which you believe the project is inconsistent and the reasons the 
decision warrants a new hearing. (Use additional paper as necessary.) 

• This need not be a complete or exhaustive statement of your reasons of appeal; however, there must be sufficient 
discussion for staff to determine that the appeal is allowed by law. The appellant, subsequent to filing the appeal, may 
submit additional information to the staff and/or Commission to support the appeal request. 

See Attacment 1(20 pages) 

.. ~ ~· .. • 
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SECTION V. Certification 

The information and facts stated above are correct to the best of my/our knowledge. 

Date: July 25, 2005 

Note: If signed by agent, appellant(s) must also sign below. 

Section VI. Agent Authorization 

1/We hereby authorize _Ja_m-=-es_O_._K--:-a_ha_n--:---:--:-----------:---------
to act as my/our representative and to bind me/us in all matters concerning this appeal. 

Date: July 25, 2005 

,. 
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Section IV. Reasons Supporting This Appeal (continued) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This appeal concerns the Coral Casino, an architectural treasure, which is located on the Pacific 
Ocean in the unincorporated Montecito area of Santa Barbara county. In addition to being an 
important coastal resource, the Coral Casino has been designated an official Historic Landmark 
by the County of Santa Barbara because of its architectural significance. The Coral Casino was 
designed by internationally recognized San Francisco architect Gardner Dailey and was 
constructed in 1937. (For more information about Gardner Dailey, please go to the website/uri 
"gardnerdailey.org" at 
http://www.gardnerdailey.org/index.htm .) 

The Coral Casino is sui generous (one of a kind) and is frequently referred to as the "Gem of the 
Pacific." Its low, linear and open International Modem design is dominated by its landmark 
lighthouse tower and a monumental front entrance. There is nothing like it in California. From a 
historic preservation perspective, the Coral Casino is the most architecturally significant 
building in Santa Barbara county that does not have a Hispanic design. 

This appeal challenges approvals of a development plan for the Coral Casino because those 
approvals do not conform with and are inconsistent with the certified local coastal plan for the 
county of Santa Barbara. This local coastal plan includes at least four major elements which are: 

1. The Santa Barbara County Coastal Plan; 
2. The Coastal Zoning Ordinance of Santa Barbara (Article II of Chapter 35 of the Santa 

Barbara County Code) which partially implemented the Santa Barbara County Coastal Plan 
(Article III is the Inland Zoning Ordinance and Article IV is the Montecito Zoning Ordinance); 

3. The Montecito Community (General) Plan which has been made part of the Santa 
Barbara County Coastal Plan in Section 4.4 of Chapter 4 of the Santa Barbara County Coast Plan 
and is contained in Exhibit G of that Costal Plan; and 

4. The Montecito Architectural Guidelines and Development Standards which were 
identified and addressed in the Montecito Community Plan (Appendix B) and approved by the 
Board of Supervisors pursuant to Sections 35-144A and 35.184.6.11 of the Coastal Zoning 
Ordinance (Article II). 

The specific standards which do not conform with or and are inconsistent with the local coastal 
plan for the County of Santa Barbara include, but are not limited to: 

1. The Cultural Resources protections contained in the of the Montecito Community Plan 
(Chapter V, Section F) which specifically identifies the Coral Casino and gives it specific 
protections. The Coastal Act specifically includes "manmade ... cultural [and] historic" 
resources. [Public Resources Code Section 30344 (b)(2)] The proposed project will destroy the 
Coral Casino's LOW, LINEAR and OPEN design and the architectural integrity of its 'original 
design. 
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2. The visual resources protections contained in Section 3.4 Chapter 3 of the Santa 
Barbara County Coastal Plan, California Public Resources Code Section 30251 and Montecito 
Community Plan (Chapter V, Section H). Section H of the Montecito Community Plan contains 
a picture of a low seawall adjacent south of Channel Drive and next to the Coral Casino and to its 
immediate west. This picture is captioned "Scenic views along Montecito's coast" and does not 
show any buildings or other structures behind the railing for the seawall. The proposed project 
will further block views from the coast. 

3. The proposed project does not conform with and is inconsistent with Section. 35-162 
(Nonconforming Buildings and Structures) of the Coastal Zoning Ordinance (Article II which 
does not allow this type of change, enlargement, expansion, extension or alteration of a non
conforming building or structure and would be in direct violation of the Coastal Zoning 
Ordinance. 

4. California Government Code § 65906 states prohibits the modifications which have 
been granted by Santa Barbara County to approve the deviations from the applicable Coastal 
Zoning Ordinance. Zoning is the most basic and fundamental of all land use restrictions and 
zoning has been accorded primacy by the California State Planning and Zoning Law 
(Government Code Code § 65000 et seq.) State law only permits deviations from zone 
requirements in very limite~ circumstances. Government Code § 65906 states: 

"Variances from the terms of the zoning ordinances shall be granted only when, 
because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape, 
topography, location or surroundings, the strict application of the zoning 
ordinance deprives such property of privileges enjoyed by other property in the 
vicinity and under identical zoning classification." 

"Any variance granted shall be subject to such conditions as will assure that the 
adjustment thereby authorized shall not constitute a grant of special privileges 
inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in 
which such property is situated." 

The facts in this case do not support granting of the limited discretionary deviations permitted 
under Government Code §65906. Any governmental authorization to deviate from the setback 
requirements established by legal zoning is a variance. It does not make any difference if it is 
called a variance, modification, deviation, reduction, waiver, development plan or anything else. 
It still must comply with the strict requirements for a variance. 

5. This project is so tainted by the numerous violations of conflict of interest laws and 
related fundamental principles that it should not be approved. The proposed project can be 
analogized to the tainted fruit of the poisoned tree. 

6. The County of Santa Barbara has failed to comply with limited, reasonable and 
legitimate requests to inspect records pursuant to the Public Records Act (Government Code 
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Section 6250 et seq.). Until the County of Santa Barbara complies with that law, this project 
should not be approved. If the proposed project is considered, there should be inferences made 
against the Applicant which would deny approval of the second story restaurant. 

2. CORAL CASINO- LOCATION AND BACKGROUND 

A. LOCATION: The Coral Casino is located on the Pacific Ocean in the unincorporated 
Montecito area of Santa Barbara county. The Coral Casino is surrounded by the following uses 
and building: 

South: Pacific Ocean and beach 
West: Seawall with railing, Channel Drive and open space (see picture in Section H of 

the Montecito Community Plan on page 123 which is captioned "Scenic views along Montecito's 
coast." THIS PICTURE DOES NOT SHOW ANY BUILDINGS OR OTHER 
STRUCTURES BEHIND THE RAILING FOR THE SEAWALL. 

North: Channel Drive which is 60 feet in width. The Biltmore Hotel is located on the 
parcels north of Channel Drive. 

East: The Bonnymede Shores condominiums which were constmcted in 1965 which 
predated the California Coastal Act (Public Resources Code §30000 et seq., added by Stats.1976, 
c. 1330, § 1.). Montecito Shores, another condominium development, is contiguous to and to the 
immediate east ofBonnymede Shores. The buildings on Montecito Shores are significantly set 
back from the mean high tide line (several hundred feet). This substantial setback probably 
resulted from the fact that Montecito Shores was developed after Bonnymede Shores at about the 
time the California Coast Act was adopted. Ocean Meadows, a planned unit development , is 
contiguous to and to the immediate east of Montecito Shores. Ocean Meadows was developed in 
the 1990s by attorney Charles Munger. Its buildings are much smaller in scale that Montecito 
Shores. Moreover, Ocean Meadows contains significant open spaces and much larger setbacks 
from the mean high tide line than Montecito Shores. 

In summary, there have not been any recent approvals of two story stmctures on parcels 
contiguous to the Pacific Ocean in the vicinity of the Coral Casino without substantial setbacks. 
That would include many miles to the west and thousands of feet to the east. Moreover, I am not 
aware of any commercial building of two stories so close to the mean high tide line that has been 
approved between Summerland and Gaviota since 1976. 

\ 
I DOUBT THAT THE COASTAL COMMISSION WOULD HAVE APPROVED THE 
DESIGN OF THE CORAL CASINO IF IT WERE SUBMITTED TODAY BECAUSE IT 
DOES NOT HAVE GREATER SETBACKS FROM THE TOP OF THE SEAWALL. 
Except for its open clock tower (which was open when it was constmcted in 1937), the railings 
and the illegally constmcted exercise facility, the constriction above the roof of the first level of 
the Coral Casino has setbacks that are significantly greater than on its southerly (Pacific) side. 
IN ADDITION TO BLOCKING THE LIGHTHOUSE TOWER, THE PROPOSED 
SECOND RESTAURANT IS NOT ADEQUATELY SET BACK BECAUSE IT BLOCKS 
VIEWS OF THE SANTA YNEZ MOUNTAINS AND THE SKY. 
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MOREOVER, (I) THE NECESSARY A \YNING TO PROTECT THE RESTAURANT'S 
PATRONS FROM THE AFTERNOON SUN, (ii) THE GLASS FOR THE THIRD LEVEL 
RAILING AND (iii) PEOPLE, FURNITURE AND UMBRELLAS ON THE THIRD 
LEVEL WILL FURTHER BLOCK VIEWS. 

B. BACKGROUND- DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION: 

In addition to being an important coastal resource, the Coral Casino has been designated an 
official Historic Landmark by the County of Santa Barbara because of its architectural 
significance. The Coral Casino was designed by internationally recognized San Francisco 
architect Gardner Dailey and was constructed in 1937. (For more information about Gardner 
Dailey, please go to the website/uri "gardnerdailey.org" at 
http://www. gardnerdailey.org/index.htm . ) 

The Coral Casino is sui generous (one of a kind) and is frequently referred to as the "Gem of the 
Pacific." Its LOW, LINEAR and OPEN International Modem design is dominated by its 
landmark lighthouse tower and a monumental front entrance. There is nothing like it in 
California. Its light and open design are particularly suited to the mild coastal climate of the 
southern California. 

It is undisputed from a historic preservation viewpoint that the Coral Casino, which is often 
referred to as the "Gem of the Pacific," is the most architecturally significant building in Santa 
Barbara county with a style that is not Hispanic or Mission Revival. It was designed by Gardner 
Dailey, an Internationally recognized architect who is considered to be one of the most prominent 
Bay area architects of the Twentieth Century. Gardner Dailey considered it to be one ofhis best 
buildings and was especially proud of it. 

For more information about the proposed project at the Coral Casino and related adverse 
impacts, go to the website/uri "club931 08.net" http:/ /club931 08.net/ . (Submitted with this 
appeal is a disc that contains the pages on the club93108.net website, but it is easier to review 
the website on the Internet. This disk also contain numerous pictures that are referred to in this 
appeal, some of which are posted on the websites. In addition to textual information, there are 
numerous pictures and graphics on those websites. By this reference, I am incorporating the 
information contai~ed in those websites into these appeals.) 

C. GARDNER DAILEY: Gardner Dailey's work is characterized by high quality in numerous 
styles. He was also noted for his talent of mixing different styles. I refer you to the biography 
section in the website at http://www.gardnerdailey.org and the attached biography which is 
marked Attachment 2. 

Among Gardner Dailey's first works were numerous mansions with a variety of styles on the 
Peninsula in the Bay area. Intel founder Gordon Moore purchased one of these great houses for 
$4,000, 000 in 2000 and has restored it. In 1929, Dailey designed the Andalusian style Allied 
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Arts Guild in Menlo Park which has also been restored. In the mid-1930s, he embraced the 
International Modem Style and the Coral Casino was the highlight of his career with that Style. 
The Coral Casino show- cased his ability to harmonize styles. The Coral Casino was designed 
with the International Modem Style, but it has a Regency Revival facade along Channel Drive. 
Dailey also designed the monumental Brazil exhibit at the 1939 World's Fair on Treasure Island 
in San Francisco Bay. 

The World War II Manila American Cemetery and Memorial is Gardner Dailey's most 
monumental work. It can be viewed at the official site at http://www.abmc.gov/ml.htm or by 
clicking on the icon next to the Slide Show at http://www.gardnerdailey.org/gallery.htm 
Everybody with whom I have spoken who has seen it has described it with awe. I urge you to 
look at it. 

D. THE 1937 APPROVAL WAS ONLY GRANTED AFTER THE APPROVAL OF A 
VARIANCE. The 1937 approval was only granted after the Board of Supervisors had issued a 
variance. This 193 7 variance might have been granted to allow Gardner Dailey to bring his 
design magic to Santa Barbara to create his Gem of the Pacific. [Gardner Dailey was considered 
one of the great American architects of his time. His work was prominently displayed at the New 
York Museum ofModem Art in its landmark exhibit "Built in the USA Since 1932." That 
exhibit also showcased other architectural luminaries such as Frank Lloyd Wright, LeCorbusier, 
Mies VanDer Rohe, Walter Gropius, Marcel Breuer, Oscar Neimeyer, Eliel and Eero Saarinen, 
Edward Durrell Stone, Philip Johnson, Gregory Ain, Richard Neutra, and other architects. (see 
Attachment 2 to this Appeal and biography at http://www.gardnerdailey.org/highlights.htm )] 

---- The variance or variances granted in 1937 were for a specific building- Gardner Dailey's Gem of 
the Pacific. Variances are not forever, especially for an e~pansion beyond the original scope of 
the original project. MOST IMPORTANTLY VARIANCEB SHOULD NOT BE CONTINUED 
TO ALLOW THE DESTRUCTION OF THE ARCHITECTURAL INTEGRITY OF A 
LANDMARK. 

E. PRIMARY ISSUE- SECOND STORY RESTAURANT IS INCONSISTENT WITH 
THE "LOW, LINEAR AND OPEN DESIGN OF THE "GEM OF THE PACIFIC" 

The primary problem with the proposed project is the second story restaurant which destroys the 
architectural integrity of Gardner Dailey's LOW, LINEAR and OPEN design. Almost 
everything that the Applicant wants can be accommodated with a design on the first floor, but the 
Applicant has not made any serious effort to create a restaurant design that is limited to the first 
floor. (see Section 3.2 of the Attachment) - :~ 

The major theme of Dailey's design was "LOW and LINEAR" (horizontality), but the proposed 
second story restaurant alters its proportions, size, bulk and scale and creates a new verticality. 
As one critic noted, the primarily one-story Coral Casino with a monumental tower will be 
turned into a two-story building with a stump. 
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The Coral Casino was designed in 1937 and was featured in The Architect and Engineer, 
(October 1938, page 46) and Architectural Forum (December 1940, pages 497-500). The picture 
in The Architect and Engineer featured the open clock tower, upper deck shade pavilion and 
lighthouse tower and emphasized the LOW, LINEAR and OPEN horizontal design. The 
Architectural Forum contained a more extensive discussion with pictures and plans. I 
particularly refer you to the aerial picture on the first page (which can be found under the link 
Architectural Publications on the website at http://club931 08.net/ ). The aerial picture indicates 
several important design elements: 

1. The prominence of the lighthouse tower, especially with the open Courtyard for the 
restaurant. 

2. Four open Courtyards: 
A. The westerly open Courtyard which was surrounded by the restaurant on three 

sides and had a monumental stairway from the Courtyard to the upper deck area. This Courtyard 
was covered but its outline and the entrance to the grand stairway is now marked by railings on 
the second story deck. · The proposed second story restaurant will cover this deck and replace the 
present light roof (not weight bearing) or roof like cover with a structural roof which would 
provide more useable area for expanded and increased uses. (The present light roof is only a 
covering which is barricaded by the railing and probably would not support any additional 
weight. In other words, this is an attempt to increase useable square footage for use of the 
restaurant and hotel. Moreover, the historic railings will be removed. The original design is still 
intact and can be restored with some relatively minor work, but the impacts of the second story 
restaurant will permanently seal the fate and complete the demise of that open Courtyard. 

B. The northeasterly Courtyard where the Raft snack bar is located. This 
Courtyard will not be impacted by the proposed project. 

C. The southeasterly Courtyard northeast of the cabanas (sometimes referred to as 
"as" or "kennel and dog run") will removed for the project. 

D. There will be no impact on the Courtyar-d for the pool. It will remain 
surrounded on three sides. 

3. An emphasis ofthe low, linear and open design except for the lighthouse tower. 

The second page of the 1940 Architectural Forum article (page 498) emphasizes the linear 
design, highlights the shade pavilion which will be obliterated by the restaurant and contains a 
site plan. The third page of the 1940 Architectural Forum article (page 499) emphasizes LOW, 
OPEN and LINEAR, highlights the shade pavilion which will be obliterated by the second story 
restaurant and contains some interior pictures. The fourth page of the 1940 Architectural Forum 
article (page 500) shows the original open Courtyard and the dining room which surrounded it 
and emphasizes LOW, LINEAR, and OPEN. 

F. INTACTNESS (INTEGRITY) 

One of the major criteria for designating a building a landmark is the degree to which it is intact. 
This is sometimes referred to as "integrity." The Coral Casino is primarily intact and later 
additions can be easily removed. Moreover, many of the subsequent additions were LOW and 
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LINEAR and consistent with the original design. The upstairs exercise facility is the most 
obvious addition which is inconsistent with the LOW, LINEAR and OPEN design. That 
exercise facility was constructed without a permit. Although an as-built permit was eventually 
granted, this exercise facility exceeds the maximum height permitted in Montecito Community 
Plan Policy CR-M-1.2 which states: 

"Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation club shall be designed in a manner 
to protect and enhance the historic use and architectural integrity of the property. 
Any renovations or new development on this property shall be constructed at 
heights that do not exceed the height of the existing structures." 

Fortunately, it can be removed easily. 

The covering (light roof) over the formerly open westerly Courtyard could be easily removed . 
This would allow the restoration of the grand or monumental stairs. It should be emphasized that 
most of the other later additions are LOW and LINEAR. 

As you can see from the pictures on the website on http://club931 08.net/, the level oflntegrity 
(intactness) at the Coral Casino is very high as confirmed by the Applicant's Historic Resources 
Study, Appendix I to proposed FEIR, pages 18-19. 

There have been repeated references to "restoring the Coral Casino to its fonner grandeur." I do 
not believe that the "Beach Club" had any "grandeur" except for the grand stairway that 
descended from the upper deck to the westerly open Courtyard. This stairway was removed 
decades ago and the Applicant has not shown any inclination to restore it. (note simulation of 
grand staircase on website in "Upper Deck pictures" link 
http://club931 08.net/MoreCora!CasinoPhotos.html and on separate pictures that will be 
submitted.) 

G. MONEY AND PROPERTY RIGHTS ARE NOT AN ISSUE 

The Applicant has repeatedly asserted that (1) it has an entitlement to construct the project as 
proposed, (2) it needs the proposed project for economic reasons and (3) its property rights for 
the Coral Casino parcel are being unjustly restricted. None of these assertions are correct. 

1. There is no such thing as an entitlement on the parcel where the Coral Casino is 
located. This parcel is located in (1) Montecito (the first portion of the County for which it 
adopted a zoning ordinance which was one of the earliest zoning ordinances in the United States 
-Miller v. Board of Supervisors) and (2) the coastal zone. This parcel is regulated by (3) the 
Coastal Zoning Ordinance (Article II), (4) Article IV zoning (Montecito), (5) the 1992 (updated 
in 1995) Montecito Community [General] Plan (which identified the Coral Casino for special 
preservation treatment), (6) the Santa Barbara County Coastal Plan, (7) the Montecito 
Architectural Design and Development Standards and (8) the California Coastal Commjssion. 
(9) The 1937 approval ofthe Coral Casino required a variance and (10) subsequent approvals 
contained numerous conditions. (11) Moreover, the Biltmore and Coral Casino have been the 
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subject of significant number of land use disputes and litigation (Hamilton v. Board of 
Supervisors (1972) 269 Cal. App.2d 64, 75 Cal. Rptr. 106; Allied Properties v. Blume (1972) 23 
Cal. App.3d 848, 102 Cal. Rptr. 259; Miller v. Board of Supervisors (1981) 122 Cal. App.3d 
539, 176 Cal. Rptr. 136) 

In an unpopulated area of the Mojave Desert there might be an entitlement, but this parcel along 
the coast in a residential neighborhood in Santa Barbara does not have an entitlement. 

2. There is no economic justification for the proposed project and this has been 
confirmed by representatives of the Applicant. I have represented people and governmental 
entities in relation to hotel food services and my expertise makes me independently concur with 
the lack of economic justification for the proposed project. -

In the County hearing where Mr. Warner challenged the amount of the tax assessment for the 
Biltmore and Coral Casino, it was reported that he said that he overpaid for the Biltmore and 
Coral Casino because he liked them so much. I do not understand that if money had nothing to 
do with the purchase of the Biltmore and Coral Casino, why money that would be generated by 
the proposed project has become so important now. Moreover, the proposed final 
Environmental Impact Report is defective and inadequate because it contained no independent 
economic study, much less. any economic study, to support the economic assertions. 

3. As a lawyer, I believe that property rights are a cornerstone to our freedoms and I have 
always been a strong supporter of property rights. However, I do not believe in unbridled 
development. It is reasonable to preserve the Coral Casino Landmark. Moreover, the Applicant 
did a DUE DILIGENCE review prior to purchasing the Biltmore and Coral Casino and should 
have known the degree of regulation that would be entailed. It unreasonable for the Applicant to 
claim its property rights for the Coral Casino are being restricted, especially when the unique 
character of its property rights are being protected by the Coastal Commission which does not 
sanction others buildings of the existing or proposed size to be built so close to the mean high 
tide line. 

H. THE SECOND STORY "RESTAURANT" DESIGN ALLEGEDLY APPROVED BY 
GARDNER DAILEY IS BOGUS: I did not want to address this matter, but the Applicant 
continues to allege that Gardner Dailey approved the design of a second story restaurant for the 
Coral Casino in 1951, but that restaurant was never built. There is no credible evidence that 
Gardner Dailey had anything to do with the design of a "public dining [area] and bar" on the 
second story deck [see permit included with Susan Elledge letter (FEIR, Appendix U, Letter A). 
The 1951 restaurant story is BOGUS for many reasons, some of which are as follows: 

1. The permit does not refer to a restaurant. The permit refers to a "public dining (area) 
and bar." 

2. The drawing on the permit refers to a small portion of the Upper deck when the Open 
Courtyard still existed. 

3. The permit lists the second deck area as 4,000 square feet. The proposed dining area 
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and bar were a small portion of Upper Deck which I guess to be less than 1,000 square feet. 
4. THE 1951 PERMIT FOR THE "DINING AREA AND BAR" SHOWED THAT 

IT WAS PROPOSED TO BE LOCATED TO THE REAR OF THE SECOND LEVEL 
DECK, NAMELY IT HAD A MUCH GREATER SETBACK THAN THE PROPOSED 
RESTAURANT. 

5. THE 1951 PERMIT FOR THE "DINING AREA AND BAR" ONLY SHOWED 
A FOOTPRINT FOR A PROPOSED LOCATION, BUT DID NOT SHOW ANY 
ELEVATIONS OR EVEN A ROOF OR COVERING FOR THE "DINING AND BAR 
AREA." 

6. No kitchen was provided for the "dining" area. 
7. Charles Porter was a lowly designer who worked for Gardner Dailey for a short period 

of time and never had any significant authority in the firm. 
8. Architect Russell Levikow was a close associate of Dailey and he sent a letter to 

Chairman Robert Meghreblian of the Montecito Planning Commission which was dated April 
25, 2005. This letter explained Porter's lowly position and explained the reasons that Gardner 
Dailey would never have authorized Porter to submit a design for him. 

10. Gardner Dailey did not promote Charles Porter and expressed his pleasure about 
Porter's departure from Dailey's firm. 

The only reasonable conclusion is that Charles Porter acted on his own and proposed something 
that Dailey would never have approved. 

I. THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT GARDNER DAILEY APPROVED ANY FIXED 
COVERING OF THE WESTERLY COURTYARD: There is no evidence that Gardner 
Dailey approved any fixed covering of the westerly Courtyard. A fixed covering would have 
been inconsistent with Dailey's original design that was characterized by openness. Dailey 
implemented his emphasis of openness is many ways, one of which was having numerous sliding 
doors that could be opened in nice weather. 

Because the.covering of that open Courtyard was so inconsistent with Dailey's design and is 
forming the basis for increasing the useable square footage at Coral Casino by construction of a 
weight bearing roof that will have multiple uses, I searched the County files on several occasions 
for permits and plans that would show that Dailey approved the covering. However, I found no 
such documentatiol,l. Out of frustration, I made two requests for such records pursuant to the 
Public Records Act (Government Code Section 6250 et seq.), but the County did not produce 
such records. The County responded that I should search for the records and told me where I 
should go. The Public Records Act requires that the County produce such records, if they exist. 
The only reasonable conclusion is that the plans do not exist. 

The covering of the Courtyard was a significant change to Gardner Dailey's original design. 
That covering is easily reversible at this time, but not after the proposed project is constructed. 
The only evidence that has been produced to support the assertion that Dailey approved the 
covering of the open Courtyard has been a permit that listed Gardner Dailey as the architect 
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(FEIR, Appendix U. Letter A), but that could have referred to the original construction in 1937. 
DAILEY DID NOT SIGN THIS PERMIT nor have I seen any evidence that he authorized the 
covering of the open Courtyard. 

The light roof (not weight bearing roof) or other covering that was installed in 1958 is not a 
justification to create more useable space for the proposed second story restaurant. The County's 
refusal to comply with the Public Records Act alone subjects any approval to a legal challenge. 
Hence, the proposed project should be referred back to the Planning Department and Montecito 
Planning Commission for further review. 

3. MONTECITO COMMUNITY PLAN- CULTURAL & HISTORIC RESOURCES 

The Montecito Community Plan was adopted in 1992 and it is part of the Santa Barbara County 
Coastal Plan. The proposed project does not conform with and is inconsistent with the 
Montecito Community Plan in several ways. 

1. PROTECT AND PRESERVE TO MAXIMUM EXTENT FEASIBLE AND ENHANCE 
ARCHITECTURAL INTEGRITY OF THE CORAL CASINO, A HISTORIC BUILDING: 

Montecito Community Plan Goal CR-M-1.1 states: 
"Preserve and Protect Properties and Important Structures With Historic 
Importance to the Montecito Community to the Maximum Extent Feasible." 
(emphasis added) 

The Coral Casino is specifically designated as one of those structures. In fact, it is the only 
historic structure that is specifically identified in the Montecito Community Plan. 

Montecito Community Plan Policy CR-M-1.2 states: 
"Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation club shall be designed in a manner 
to protect and enhance the historic use and architectural integrity of the 
property. Any renovations or new development on this property shall be 
constructed at heights that do not exceed the height of the existing structures." 

' 
Montecito Commdnity Plan Goal CR-M-2 further gives further emphasis to preservation to the 
"maximum extent feasible" when it restates the standard as "Preserve And Protect Those 
Cultural Resources of Special Significance To The Maximum Extent Feasible." 

The proposed second story restaurant is not preservation to the maximum extent feasible or even 
true historic preservation. Moreover, the proposed plan does not enhance the architectural 
integrity of the Coral Casino. To the contrary, the proposed plan destroys the architectural 
integrity of the Coral Casino. Therefore, it is inconsistent with the Montecito Commu~ity Plan. 

2. ALTERNATIVES WHICH WOULD HAVE PLACED THE NEW RESTAURANT ON 
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THE FIRST FLOOR COULD BEEN SELECTED: There are many alternatives which would 
satisfy the Applicant's objectives which would not require a second story restaurant and comply 
with the LOW, LINEAR and OPEN design. The Levikow alternative does this, but there are 
several other reasonable design alternatives which would add even more additional square 
footage. The Applicant owns a significant amount of property to the west of the Coral Casino 
and south of Channel Drive. The Applicant could expand into that area which would give much 
more square footage for the restaurant, kitchen and reception area. Moreover, there are at least 
three major basements in the Coral Casino which are below surface grade and could be used for 
some of the functions that the Applicant claims to need. A separate west entrance for the 
restaurant and ballroom could be constructed which would not detract from Dailey's 1937 grand 
entrance. 

Another addition could be made if the Applicant wants to remove the addition to La Perla and La 
Perla Circle. Then retractable walls could be installed which would go from the reduced lounge 
area to the clock tower. These could be closed for the additional seating in inclement weather or 
in the evening when ·no view would be obstructed. This would be in keeping with Dailey's grand 
design. 

I have made repeated compromise offers to the Applicant since late 2001, but all of my efforts 
have been rebuffed. I gave. a verbal offer to compromise to Craig Stevenson of Keystone 
(predecessor to Ty Warner Hotels and Resorts) in late 2001 and made repeated offers to Greg 
Rice, David Van Hoy, Richard Cremieux (Ty Warner's attorney in Chicago) and Richard Monk, 
but I never received apy positive response or even a counteroffer. [See Attachment 3 (my letter to 
Greg Rice, dated March 24, 2002), page 3, first full paragraph through page 4. The second story 

-~ restaurant has been the problem since 2001 and the numerous meetings never changed the 
impacts of the second story restaurant. THERE MIGHT HAVE BEEN MORE THAN 100 
MEETINGS BUT THE APPLICANT NEVER CHANGED ITS DESIRE FOR A SECOND 
STORY RESTAURANT. 

I made the suggestion almost four years ago to Keystone (predecessor to Ty Warner Hotels and 
Resorts) that it could do an authentic restoration and transfer the square footage that it eliminated 
from the Coral Casino to north of Channel Drive (Biltmore side) so that it would comply with the 
FAR (Floor Area Ratio) on the north side of Channel Drive. I even suggested the Biltmore might 
receive a bonus density for doing an authentic restoration. But the Applicant has not pursued that 
alternative. 

3. ALL INDEPENDENT EXPERTS ARE OPPOSED TO THE PROPOSED PLAN. All 
independent preservation experts( who were not paid for an opinion) are opposed tb the proposed 
plan. These experts include five architects who specialize in historic preservation [State Historic 
Preservation Officer (SHPO) Milford Wayne Donaldson (a Schwarzenegger appointee), George 
HoMsey (a partner of the late Bay Area architect Joe Esherick), J. Russell Levikow (Dailey's last 
practicing architect), Taylor Louden and lone Stiegler (immediate past President of the California 
Preservation Foundation). Some of the other non-architect professional and preservation 
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organizations that have expressed their opposition to the second story restaurant and support for 
true architectural preservation include Dr. Knox Mellon (former SHPO appointed by Governors 
Jerry Brown and Gray Davis), the National Trust for Historic Preservation (two letters, the most 
recent of which was signed by Dr. Knox Mellon, Mike Buhler (attorney for the National Trust) 
and Cindy Heitzman (Executive Director of the California Preservation Foundation), another 
letter from the National Trust for Historic Preservation, the California Preservation Foundation, 
Dave Weinstein (an architectural journalist who specializes in California architecture and has 
written about Gardner Dailey in the San Francisco Chronicle and elsewhere - see article which 
has a link on gardnerdailey.org at http://www.gardnerdailey.org/projects.htm ), architectural 
historian Augustus Higginson, Dr. Jarrell Jackman [Phd., History; Executive Director of the 
Santa Barbara Trust for Historic Preservation; President of the California League of Park 
Associations and a former member of Santa Barbara Historic Landmark Advisory Commission 
("HLAC")] and others individuals and preservation entities. 

Supporting the proposed plan·are four so-called architectural historians who have all been paid 
by the Applicant. None of these hired historians are architects. The so-called architectural 
historian whom the County retained to review the project was not an architect. NONE OF THE 
ARCHITECTURAL H~STORIANS WHO SUPPORTED THIS PROJECT ARE 
LICENSED TO PRACTICE ARCHITECTURE OR ARE EVEN ARCHITECTS. These 
lack of qualifications should be considered when evaluating their opinions and should·be reason 
enough to disregard their opinions. 

If this were not enough, the opinions of the four so-called architectural historians who have all 
been paid by the Applicant cannot be considered independent experts because of an inherent 

·-./ conflict of interest. The Bible described this lack of independence with the statement: 
"No man may serve two masters, for either he will hate one and love the other; or 
else he will hold to the one and despise the other·." -Matthew 6:24, Luke 16:13 

There is no reason that this wisdom should be ignored. In the last two millenniums, we have 
become more aware of and sophisticated about conflicts, but the fundamental wisdom of the 

~ Bible still applies. 

Moreover, the so-called architectural historian that the County retained to review the project did 
not comply with the state mandated requirements that consultants must file Statements of 
Economic Interest because the County of Santa Barbara does not require consultants to file 
Statements of Economic Interest. (see Section 8 of this Attachment for more for more details). 

The sanction in this appeal should be to disregard his input on this matter. . . 

When weighing the input in this appeal, the Commission should consider that the individuals, 
experts and organizations that have opposed the second story restaurant are independent. The 
questions should be asked why do so many prominent preservationists and preservation 
organizations oppose the second story restaurant? The answer is that they believe in true 
architectural preservation and believe that the Coral Casino is an important building of statewide 
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concern to preserve. 

4. THE PROPOSED PLAN VIOLATES HEIGHT THE RESTRICTIONS IN THE 
MONTECITO COMMUNITY PLAN AND IS INCONSISTENT WITH SAID PLAN: 
Montecito Community Plan Policy CR-M-1.2 states: 

"Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation club shall be designed in a manner 
to protect and enhance the historic use and architectural integrity of the property. 
Any renovations or new development on this property shall be constructed at 
heights that do not exceed the height of the existing structures." 

Policy CR-M-1.1 uses the plural when it states" heights that do not exceed the height of the 
existing structures." This means all heights along each point of the structure. In essence, it 
establishes a vertical building envelope as the Coral Casino existed in 1992 when the Montecito 
community Pl~m was adopted. To decide otherwise, would render that section meaningless. If 
one is to select points higher than the vertical building envelope, why not select the top of the 
tower as the height of the building? This absurd example shows the unrealistic interpretation by 
County staff and the approvals that were given. 

If the Montecito Community Plan intended a simple height limitation, it could have selected a 
specific single height limitation but it did not elect to take a simplistic solution. It wanted to 
protect the entire building by not allowing it to be expanded outside of the vertical building 
envelope that existed in 1992 which was primarily designed by Gardner Dailey. 

5. PROTECTION OF VISUAL RESOURCES: The proposed project does not conform with 
and is inconsistent with the provisions that provide for protection of visual resources in the 
County Coastal ~Ian, the Montecito Community Plan and Public Resources Code §30251. 
Section 3.4.1 ofthe County Coastal Plan recognizes that Public Resources Code §30251 
establishes the Coastal Act's policies for protection of visual resources and quotes it as follows: 

"The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and protected 
as a resource of public importance. Permitted development shall be sited and 
designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to 
minimize the alteration of natural land forms, to be visually compatible with the 
character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to restore and enhance 
visual quality in visually degraded areas. New development in highly scenic 
areas such as those designated in the California Coastline Preservation and 
Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of Parks and Recreation and by local 
government shall be subordinate to the character of its setting." (emphasis added) 

Section 3.4.2 states: 
"The scenic resources of Santa Barbara's coastal zone are of incalculable value to 
the economic and social well-being of Santa Barbara County. The beauty ofth~: · 
Santa Barbara Coastline is world-renowned; it is the basis of the County's strong 
tourist and retirement economies and is a source of continuing pleasure for the 
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local populace." 

In relation to the views proposed project, the Surfrider Foundation has commented on the 
importance of maintaining views from the beaches and surf. 

Under Section 3.4.3, Policy 4-5 states: 
"Blufftop structures shall be set back from the edge sufficiently far to insure that 
the structure does not infringe upon views from the beach except in areas where 
existing structures on both sides of the proposed structure already impact views 
from the beach. In such cases, the new structure shall be located no closer to the 
bluffs edge than adjacent structures." 

,, ·- .... - ... - ..... - .. -

Although some might not consider the seawall to be a bluff, it has the same practical effect as a 
bluff, i.e. it blocks views. There are no structures to the west of the Coral Casino and between 
the seawall and Channel Drive. Therefore, the in-fill exception should not apply to allow higher 
structures such as the second story restaurant. In other words, new construction should not be 
allowed to further degrade views. 

Section H.l of the Montecito Community Plan characterizes Montecito as semi-rural areas mixed 
with open space. 

Section H.2 of the Montecito Community Plan establishes goals and policies for Montecito. 
Goal VIS-M-lstates: 

"Protect The Visual Importance OfThe Santa Ynez Mountain Range And Ocean 
Views As Having Both Local and Regional Significance And Protect From 
Development Which Could Adversely Affect This Quality." 

PolicyVIS-M-1.3 states: 
"Development of property should minimize impacts to open space views as seen from 

public roads and viewpoints." 

The proposed project would create a second story closer to the Pacific will impact the public's 
view of the landmark lighthouse tower and Santa Ynez Mountains from certain locations for 
those walking along the beach and in the surf. 

6. ARTICLE II ALLOWS BUILDINGS/STRUCTURES TO CONTINUE TO BE USED 
AFTER ENACTMENT OF MORE RESTRICTIVE ZONING REGULATION, BUT 
PROHIBITS ENLARGEMENTS, EXTENSIONS OR EXPANSIONS OF 
NONCONFORMING STRUCTURES/BUILDINGS: 

The proposed project is inconsistent with and does not conform with the standards in Sec. 35-162 
(Nonconforming Buildings and Structures) of the Coastal Zoning Ordinance. The facts do not 
permit the proposed project to be constructed as a legal nonconforming structure. The staff 
reports merely concluded that the proposed project qualifies to receive an exemption as a 
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nonconforming structure. Conclusionary statements about authorization as a non-conforming use 
do not justify the proposed project. 

It is undisputed that the Coral Casino's building is a legal nonconforming structure. (see 
Appendix J ofBoard Agenda Letter, ~taffReport, p. 32, discussion of setback requirements and 
reference to definition in Article II, Section 35-58). CONCERNING SETBACKS, THE STAFF 
REPORT STATES THAT "PORTIONS OF THE BUILDING [THE CORAL CASINO 
BUILDING/STRUCTURE] ARE CONSIDERED NONCONFORMING." The Building does 
not comply with the requirements of existing zoning law. 

·The relevant portions of Coastal Zoning Ordinance (Article II) are set forth below: 

DEFINITIONS (Article II, Section 35-58) 

"NONCONFORMING STRUCTURE: A building or structure, the setbacks, 
height, or location ofwhich was lawful prior to the adoption of this Article or any 
amendments hereto, or previously adopted County Zoning Ordinances and which 
does not conform to the present regulations of the zoning district in which it is 
situated." 

NONCONFORMING STRUCTURES AND USES, DIVISION 10, 

Article II, Sec. 35-60 (Purpose and Intent) states in, relevant part, that: 
"It is further the intent of this Article, subject to only very limited exceptions as 
specified to prevent nonconforming uses and structures from being enlarged, 
expanded or extended, or being used as grounds for adding other structures or 
uses prohibited elsewhere in the same district." 

Sec. 35-162 (Nonconforming Buildings and Structures) states, in relevant part, that: 
"If a building or structure is conforming as to use but nonconforming as to 
setbacks, height, lot coverage, or other requirements concerning the building or 
structure, such structure may remain so long as it is otherwise lawful, subject to 
the following regulations." 
1. Struptural Change, Extension, or Expansion. A nonconforming 

building or structure may be enlarged, extended, moved, or 
structurally altered provided that any such extension, enlargement, 
etc., complies with the setback, height, lot coverage, and other 
requirements ofthis Article." 

The County has very limited exceptions, if any, which allow nonconforming buildings and 
structures to be enlarged or extended. ARTICLE 2 REQUIRES THAT THE EXCEPTIONS 
FOR A NONCONFORMING BUILDING OR STRUCTURE BE CONSTRUED VERY 
NARROWLY. The proposed reconstruction will enlarge the nonconforming building/structure. 
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The reconstruction of the portions of the building/structure within the setback areas will not 
comply with the setback requirements. 

The existing Tower does not comply with the height limit in 35-81.9 (See Staff Report, p. 32), 
but the Staff Report states that it is considered nonconforming. However, additional facilities 
will be constructed within the portions of the Tower located within the Setback area (stairs, etc.). 
This will also be an enlargement within the setback area. 

Leading authorities on Land Use and Zoning have discussed the principles underlying 
nonconforming buildings and structures. It has been stated that the provisions of most local 
ordinances allow repairs, but extensive repairs are not usually allowed. Nonconforming 
structures represent conditions which should be reduced to conformity as is compatible with 
justice. In other words, continued use of a nonconforming structure is permitted with the goal of 

. eventually making the property conforming. This is because the presence of any nonconforming 
structure endangers the benefits to be derived from a Comprehensive Zoning Plan. California law 
contemplates the eventual termination of nonconforming structures: If the County had wanted to 
do so, it could have established a time period to eliminate (amortize) nonconforming 
buildings/structures. Instead, it allowed them to be continued, but not expanded or given an 
extended life. 

THE ADDITIONS CONTEMPLATED FOR THE PROPOSED PROJECT ARE 
INEXTRICABLY INTERWOVEN WITH THE NONCONFORMING PORTIONS OF THE 
BUILDING. MOREOVER, IT IS NOT CLEAR WHAT NONCONFORMING PORTIONS OF 
THE STRUCTURE WOULD HAVE TO BE RECONSTRUCTED TO ALLOW THE 
ADDITIONS. ANY SUCH RECONSTRUCTION WOULD EXTEND THE LIFE OF THE 
NONCONFORMING PORTIONS OF THE BUILDING WHICH WOULD BE A SEPARATE 
VIOLATION OF ARTICLE II AND UNIVERSALLY RECOGNIZED PRINCIPLES 
RELATING TO CONTINUANCE OF NONCONFORMING STRUCTURES. 

Moreover, there will be major reconstruction on the east side of the Coral Casino which will 
significantly expand and extend the life of the building. 

MOST SIGNIFICANTLY THE PLANS THAT THE APPLICANT HAS SUBMITTED DO 
NOT CLEARLY\SHOW THE SPECIFICS OF THE PROPOSED PROJECT. HOW CAN 
SOMETHING BE APPROVED WHEN IT IS NOT SPECIFICALLY IDENTIFIED 
WHAT IS BEING APPROVED? THE ANSWER IS THAT THE UNKNOWN SHOULD 
NOT HAVE BEEN APPROVED. 

The proposed project requires multiple discretionary decisions which should not be granted to 
destroy the architectural significance of a Landmark. Moreover, State law prohibits some of 
these discretionary decisions. · 

' 

7. THE MODIFICATIONS GRANTED ARE PROHIBITED BY STATE PLANNING 
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LAW: The proposed project requires multiple discretionary decisions which should not be 
granted for a Landmark. Moreover, State law prohibits some of these discretionary decisions. 

1. VARIANCE IS REQUIRED BY STATE LAW: Zoning is the most basic and 
fundamental of all land use restrictions. Zoning has been accorded primacy by the California 
State Planning and Zoning Law (Government Code Code Section 65000 et seq.) State law only 
permits deviations from zone requirements in very limited circumstances. California Government 
Code § 65906 states: 

"Variances from the terms of the zoning ordinances shall be granted only when, 
because of special circumstances applicable to the property, including size, shape, 
topography, location or surroundings, the strict application of the zoning 
ordinance deprives such property of privileges enjoyed by other property in the 
vicinity and under identical zoning classification. 

Any variance granted shall be subject to ·such conditions as will assure that the 
adjustment thereby authorized shall not constitute a grant of special privileges 
inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the vicinity and zone in 
which such property is situated." (Adopted by Added by Stats.l965, c. 1880) 

Any governmental authoriz;ation to deviate from the setback requirements established by legal 
zoning is a variance. It does not make any difference if it is called a variance, modification, 
deviation, reduction, waiver or anything else. It still must comply with the strict requirements for 
a vanance. 

2. THE NECESSARY FACTS DO NOT EXIST TO JUSTIFY THE GRANT OF A · 
VARIANCE FOR THIS PROJECT: The State law es~ablishes very strict standards and 
requirements for granting variances. Even if a variance were granted in this matter, facts do not 
exist which would support the granting of a variance. However, if there were a desire to consider 
the grant of a variance, fundamental principles of due process require that it would have to be 
referred back to the Montecito Planning Commission for review. 

3. THE EASTERLY ELEVATION OF THE CORAL CASINO IS NOT MINOR: 
The changes on the east side or the Coral Casino are significant. The proposed closing of the 
enclosed Courtyard, alley or runway is a significant addition. Gardner Dailey's architectural 
detailing of the easterly elevation would be eliminated by the proposed project. The proposed 
project has an expansions along the eastern facade for additional storage space. 

8. THE (PROPOSED) FINAL EIR AND THE STAFF REPORT ARE TAINTED BY 
NON-COMPLIANCE WITH THE FAIR POLITICAL PRACTICES ACT: Th'e approvals 
for the proposed plan were inconsistent with and did not conform to State law. The consultants 
hired by the County for this project were directly involved in made discretionary decisions which 
led to the approval the proposed project. The members of the County Historic Landmarks 
Advisory Commission ("HLAC") gave discretionary decisions which formed some of the basis 
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for the approval of the proposed project by the Board of Supervisors. However, neither the 
members of the HLAC nor the above referenced consultants were required to comply with the 
minimal reporting requirements of State law. 

The (Proposed) Final EIR and the Staff Report are tainted by apparent non-compliance with the 
Fair Political Practices Act. I AM NOT ASSERTING THAT THERE IS ANY CONFLICT, 
BUT THERE HAS NOT BEEN COMPLIANCE WITH THE LAW. THE SANCTION 
SHOULD BE TO GRANT THE APPEAL AND DENY THE PROPOSED PROJECT. 

The County did not comply with the California Political Reform Act (Government Code Sections 
81000-91015). Government Code Section 87100 states: 

"No public official at any level of state or local government shall make, 
participate in making or in any way attempt to use his official position to 
influence a governmental decision in which he knows or has reason to know he 
has a financial interest" 

The Act requires every public official to disclose his/her economic interests who could 
foreseeably be affected by his/her duties. (Sections 87200-87313). Moreover, there are specific 
restrictions relating to members of non profit organizations. Section 82048 defines a public 
official and it states: "Public official" means every member, officer, employee or consultant of a 
state or local government agency." (Emphasis added) Regulation Section 18701 clarifies some 
important definitions ofPublic Official and states as follows: 

"(a) For purposes of Government Code Section 82048, which defines 'public 
official,' ·and Government Code Section 82019; which defines 'designated 
employee,' the following definitions apply: · 

(1) 'Member' shall include, but not be limited to, salaried or 
unsalaried members of committees, boards or commissions with 
decisionmaking authority. A committee, board or commission 
possesses decisionmaking authority whenever: 

- (A) It may make a final governmental decision; 
(B) It may compel a governmental decision; or it 
may prevent a governmental decision either by 
reason of an exclusive power to initiate the decision 
or by reason of a veto that may not be overridden; or 
(C) It makes substantive recommendations that are, 
and over an extended period of time have been, 
regularly approved without significant amendment 
or modification by another public official or 
governmental agency. 

(2) 'Consultant' means an individual who, pursuant to a contract 
with a state or local government agency: 

(A) Makes a governmental decision whether to: 

*** 
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3. Issue, deny, suspend, or revoke 
any permit, license, application, 
certificate, approval, order, or similar 
authorization or entitlement; 

*** 
(B) Serves in a staff capacity with the agency and in 
that capacity participates in making a governmental 
decision as defined in Regulation 18702.2 or 
performs the same or substantially all the same 
duties for the agency that would otherwise be 
performed by an individual holding a position 
specified in the agency's Conflict of Interest Code 
under Government Code Section 87302. 

Deputy County Counsel Jennifer Klein stated in writing that the County does not require 
Consultants of the Planning and Development Department to comply with the Fair Political 
Practices Act and disclose financial interests. (Klein letter, dated April 6, 2005, to James Kahan 
in response to request for Public Records pursuant to the California Public Records Act, p.3, 
Request 13 -14). Likewise, the County does not require the members ofthe HLAC to file 
Statements ofEconomic Interests. 

The County of Santa Barbara requires entry level planners to report and file Statements of 
Economic Interest. However, the County does not require land use consultants who have greater 
discretion and make significant discretionary land use decisions to report and file Statements of 
Economic Interests. This failure to require senior decision makers to report and file makes a 
mockery of the California Conflict oflnterest laws and fundamental principles related to 
conflicts of interest. Hence, input by these non reporting individual s should be ignored and set 
aside. 

9. CONCLUSION: The Coral Casino is an architectural treasure that is a valuable coastal 
resource. The Coral Casino has been viewed by people from all parts of California and other 
parts of the world. The preservation of this architectural treasure is a matter of statewide 
concern. 

Buildings are defenseless from development pressures. The proposed project and this appeal are 
a good example of why the Coastal Act was adopted. Buildings are even more defenseless than 
animals, because animals can run but buildings cannot. Architecturally significant buildings 
deserve protection and the Coral Casino is one of the more significant. 

The Coral Casino needs and deserves protection by the Coastal Commission. The Coastal 
Commission has not approved developments similar to the proposed project between , -

t 

Summerland and Gaviota. And there is no reason to change the Coastal policies for this project. 
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This Appeal should be granted for numerous reasons, some of which are set forth herein. There 
are more than adequate grounds for the Coastal Commission to stop the proposed project. 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Attachments (2) 
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Gardner Dailey Biography- Second Bay Region Style/Tradition & Diversity of Work 

1. DIVERSITY AND PROMINENCE 

Gardner Dailey was one of the two most prominent architects in the San Francisco Bay area 
from the late 1920's until his death in 1967. The other leading architect for that period was 
William Wurster. [insert link http://www.ced.berkeley.edu/cedarchives/profiles/wurster.htm] 

They were both born in 1895 and their careers had some striking similarities. They were the two 
leading proponents ofthe Second Bay Region Style, the term which was first coined by Lewis 
Mumford who was considered the leading architectural critic ofhis time. Mumford (1895-1990) 
was internationally renowned for his writings on architecture, environmentalism, cities, regional 
planning, technology, and modem life. He was called "the last of the great humanists" and his 
contributions mark him as one of the most original voices of the twentieth-century. 

Dailey worked with many other styles which were very different from the Second Bay Region 
Style. If one reads much about Gardner Dailey, they will recognize his brilliance and 
prominence in the San Francisco community and his contributions to the architecture, art and 
design world. He soared with the eagles and produced a remarkable body of work, both in its 
quality and diversity. 

Gardner Dailey was a very accomplished architect/designer who created masterpieces in a 
variety of different styles. These styles included thick -walled Andalu<;ian, Monterey tradition, 
California ranch house, Anglo-Colonial Revival, Regency Tradition of England, Streamline 
Modeme, International Style, Second Bay Region Style/Tradition, Regency Revival and 
elements taken from Japanese architecture. (David Gebhard, in "an everyday modernism: the 
houses of William Wurster", 1995, Marc Treib, ed., pp.164-174) Dailey also successfully 
combined a variety of styles. And his major buildings on the campus at Berkeley are another 
example of a different style. Dailey won awards for Tolman Hall and his interior of Hertz Hall is 
particularly beautiful, warm, comfortable and functional. The quality and diversity of Dailey's 
work is even more impressive because he produced so much work from a relatively small office. 

2. EARLY CAREER SHOWED DIVERSITY 

Dailey's early arch~tectural work included mansions in San Francisco and on the Peninsula. In 
1929, he designed the Allied Arts Guild in Menlo Park which David Gebhard described as thick
walled Andalusian (which some have called a subcategory of Mission Revival or 
Mediterranean). The Allied Arts Guild has gone through a major restoration. For more 
information, go to its website at http://www.alliedartsguild.org/. Some of the neighbors in 
Menlo Park are concerned about the expanded uses of the Allied property. Numerous neighbors 
of Allied and "Save Allied Arts Guild" have complained about the expanded uses. See website 
at http://www.savealliedarts.com/maps.htm. They also filed a lawsuit entitled "Allied Arts 
Neighbors v. City of Menlo Park which is now pending before the Court of Appeal 

3. INTERNATIONAL STYLE MODERN 
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In the mid thirties, Dailey started working with the International Style and was one of the two 
leading proponents ofthe Second Bay Region Style. There were great similarities between the 
approaches to modem architecture in southern (Schindler, Neutra, Ain, etc.) and northern 
California (Dailey, Wurster, Esherick, etc.) The northern Californians used more natural 
materials such as wood in contrast to the southern Californians who used more metal and steel. 
Dailey was particularly noted for his entrances and use of wood when he designed in the Second 
Bay Region Style. 

4. DAILEY AT MOMA- 1944 "Built in the US since 1932" 

Gardner Dailey's work was shown nationally at the New York Museum ofModem Art in its 
landmark exhibit "Built in the USA Since 1932." The catalog for that exhibit devoted at least 
four full pages to Gardner Dailey. That exhibit showcased Dailey along with other architectural 
luminaries such as Frank Lloyd Wright, LeCorbusier, Mies VanDer Rohe, Walter Gropius, 
Marcel Breuer, Oscar Neimeyer, Eliel and Eero Saarinen, Edward Durrell Stone, Philip Johnson, 
Gregory Ain, Richard Neutra, and several other architects who designed houses in what came to 
be known as the Second Bay Region Style (William Wurster, John Funk, Vernon Demars). 

5. DAILEY AT THE SAN FRANCISCO ART MUSEUM ("SFMA")- 1949 "Domestic 
Architecture of the San Francisco Bay Region" 

The next most important architectural exhibit involving Dailey was a landmark exhibition in 
1949 at the San Francisco Museum of Art (now SFMOMA) which was .entitled "Domestic 
Architecture of the San Francisco Bay Region." The catalog for that important exhibition 
indicates that it displayed at least 52 houses (and multiple housing units), but the book only 
contains illus.trations for 17 of those houses and only one of those 52 is a Dailey house designed 
for L. E. David in Ross, California with Thomas Church as the landscape architect. (Celebrated 
landscape architect Lawrence Halprin worked for landscape architect Thomas Church until 
Halprin opened his own office in 1949. Therefore, it is quite possible that Halprin worked on the 
David house. The cooperation among the Bay area architects are admirable.) 

Lewis Mumford, the leading architectural critic ofhis time (1895-1990), authored a major 
portion of"Domestic Architecture ofthe San Francisco Bay Region" and coined the descriptive 
term known as the\ "Second Bay Region Style." William Wurster and Gardner Dailey were also 
named as authors of portions of "Domestic Architecture of the San Francisco Bay Region." 

Gardner Dailey was not a man who sought the limelight and did not seek to influence the 
composition ofthe exhibition to promote himself or display his work. Despite his deep 
involvement with the San Francisco Museum of Art and his contributions to "Domestic 
Architecture of the San Francisco Bay Region," only one of Dailey's houses was selected for 
display at the exhibition. It should be remembered that Dailey was one of three members on the 
Jury of Selection for the exhibition and he was the Secretary of the San Francisco Museum of 
Art when W. W. Crocker was the Chairman and its Board members included Mortimer 
Fleishshacker, Robert Gordon Sproul (president of the University of California), J.D. 
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Zellerbach, Mrs. Hervey Parke Clark, Mrs. Peter Folger, Mrs. E. S. Heller, Mrs. W. S. Heller 
and Mrs. Charles 0. Martin. Dailey served on the Board of SFMOMA for more than 20 years 
and was a powerful influence on it. This is most significant because William Wurster and 
Gardner Dailey were at that time the undisputed leaders of the Second Bay Region 
Style/Tradition and displays of several houses designed by Dailey would have been appropriate 
and perhaps more representative. 

6. DAILEY AT THE SAN FRANCISCO MUSEUM OF MODERN ART ("SFMOMA") -1995 

The San Francisco Museum ofModern Art (SFMOMA) was inaugurated in 1935 [then called 
the San Francisco Museum of Art (SFMA)]. Since then, SFMOMA "has been committed to the 
presentation and interpretation of both historical and new architecture" and has held many 
landmark exhibitions relating to architecture. ("an everyday modernism: the houses of William 
Wurster", 1995, Marc Treib, ed., Director's Forward and Acknowledgments, p. 6) An 
exhibition entitled "an everyday modernism: the houses of William Wurster" was presented in 
1995 (the centenary of the births ofboth William Wurster and Gardner Dailey) and it was the 
first major exhibition presented by SFMOMA's Department of Architecture and Design in the 
inaugural year of SFMOMA's new building. Marc Treib recognized that it was appropriate to 
hold a Wurster exhibition because he was being forgotten and it might be "because the 
architectural ideas and features central to his manner [style] might have become so common in 
California houses today, both architect designed and mass market." (Id., p. 8) Gardner Dailey's 
architectural ideas and features have become very common to California. Professor Treib's 
Introduction provides_much information and raises some very provocative questions. It is 
difficult to understand why SFMOMA (or any other equivalent facility) has not held a similar 

-~ exhibit for Gardner Dailey because Wurster and Dailey had so much in common and they were 
undisputably the leading architects in the Bay Area of the.ir period from the late 1920s through 
mid 1960s. 

7. OTHER RECOGNITION 

The 2004 Annual Preservation Conference, sponsored by the California Preservation Foundation 
at the Presidio in San Francisco presented an educational session entitled "Forgotten Modern 
Masters, Vanishing Legacy of the Second Bay Region Style" which stressed the importance of 
Dailey. 

Much of the drawings, pictures and documents relating to his work have been saved in the 
Design Archives of the College ofEnvironmental Design at the University of California, 
Berkeley. http:/ /www.ced. berkeley.edu/cedarchives/about.html ,_ 

Its List of Collections contain many renowned architects and landscape architects. 
http://www.ced.berkeley.edu/cedarchives/listcoll.html 

Clicking on an architect or landscape architect takes one to resources and brief information about 
that architect. 
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Its resources and information about Dailey contain some brief biographical information and a 
picture of his Brazil Building at the 1939 World's Fair in San Francisco Bay. 
http://www.ced.berkeley.edu/cedarchives/profiles/dailey.htm 

Architectural historian Pamela Post's dissertation (published in 2000) was entitled "East meets 
west, the model homes at the 1939-1940 New York and San Francisco World Fairs." William 
Wurster and Gardner Dailey were among the architects whose works were most prominently 
displayed on Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay and elsewhere in the Bay area. Her 
dissertation gives prominent recognition to Gardner Dailey. 

8. AMERICAN BATTLE MONUMENTS COMMISSION ("ABMC") 

Dailey was a pilot in World War I and was awarded a Purple Heart for an injury that he received 
when he was a pilot arid his airplane crashed. This injury left him blind in his right eye. A 
legacy of his patriotism exists at the American Cemetery and Memorial in Manila and at the 
West Coast Memorial at the Presidio in San Francisco. · 

After World War II, Dail~y designed the magnificent Manila American Cemetery and Memorial 
for the American Battle Monuments Commission (AMBC). In 1948, the Government ofthe 
Philippines granted permission to the United States to establish a memorial cemetery on part of 
the former reservation (152 acres) ofFort William McKinley. After a tremendous amount of 
grading and landscaping, the cemetery and memorial were completed and dedicated in 1960. 

In addition to the spectacular monument/building, it contains the largest number of graves for 

... 

~ United States military dead in World War II (17,206) as well as inscriptions of the names of 

---

36,282 missing in action. · 

The ABMC web site is http://www.abmc.gov/ 
and Manila Cemetery & Memorial's website is http://www.abmc.gov/ml.htm 

For more details, download the booklet referred to at the bottom ofthe page for the Manila 
Cemetery and Memorial because it gives a much more detailed and interesting discussion of this 
cemetery and memorial. Not only did Gardner Dailey design the buildings, he also designed 
most ofthe landscape. (booklet, p. 11) 

Dailey also participated in the design of another very important memorial for the ABMC. 
Hervey Parke Clark designed the World War II West Coast Memorial which is located in the 
Presidio in San Francisco. Celebrated landscape architect Lawrence Halprin desjgned the 
landscaping for the West Coast Memorial and its lettering was based upon the work of Gardner 
Dailey. http://www.abmc.gov/wc.htm 

At the time of the submittal, the American Battle Monuments Commission (ABMC) required 
that submittals contain full size drawings of the lettering. Hervey Parke Clark submitted 
lettering done by Gardner Dailey and that lettering is prominently included in the Memorial that 
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was constructed. The Architecture and Design Collection at the University of California at Santa 
Barbara has an original of that submittal (approximately 10 feet by 18 inches). 
http://www. uam. ucsb.edu/Pages/adc front.html 

http://www.uam.ucsb.edu/Pages/adc.html 

It was generous of Dailey to assist another architect who was a competitor for this important 
Memorial and commission. Lawrence Halprin was the landscape architect for this Memorial. 
(For more about Halprin, see information on Architectural Links) 

The design ofthe West Coast Memorial was approved by the ABMC in 1957 and General of the 
Army George Marshall (chairman ofthe ABMC) said that construction would start shortly 
thereafter. The monument was dedicated in 1960 by numerous luminaries including Fleet 
Admiral Chester Nimitz. 

10. FINAL YEARS 

After World War II, Gardner Dailey started designing larger civic and institutional projects for 
the University of California, Stanford University and many others. 

11. SOME HIGHLIGHTS OF PROJECT INDEX AT BERKELEY'S COLLEGE OF 
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN (CED) 

The CED Project Index contains a listing of 312 projects by Dailey. 
http://vvww.ced.berkeley.edu/cedarchives/pindex/dailev.xls But it does not contain all of 
Dailey's projects. Some of Dailey's more significant projects are listed below with their number 
on the Index. · 

1. Pacific War Memorial [include link] http://www.abmc.gov/ml.htm 

6. Allied Arts Guild [include link] http://www.alliedartsguild.org/ 

7. Allied Properties (Mar Monte Hotel in Santa Barbara) 

19. Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) Lake Merritt station and Administration Building 

20-25. Projects for several Bechtel family members 

26. Bergeron's Trader Vic's restaurant in San Francisco 

27. Berliner home (Sausalito) 

29. Coral Casino (Santa Barbara) 

34. Brazil Pavilion 

Page 5 of6 
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43. Cadet Basic School (US Merchant Marine in San Mateo) 

50-52. Clift Hotel Additions 

74-79. Del Monte Properties 

85. De Young Memorial Museum, Brundage Collection, San Francisco 

110. Ernest Gallo 

120. Golden Gate International Exhibition (GGIE), Brazil Pavilion 

119-121. Haas family 

145-154. Industrial Indemnity 

186-196. Matson Company projects in San Francisco and Honolulu which included the Royal 
Hawaiian, Moana, Pricess Kaiulani and Surfrider Hotels and offices 

229. American Red Cross 

232. William P. Roth 

239-241. San Francisco Park and Playground Commission 

251. Sir Francis Drake Hotel 

256-251. Stanford University 

273-284. University of California (Berkeley and Davis) 
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Mr. Greg Rice 
Keystone Advisors, Inc. 
1189 Hill Road 
Santa Barbara, CA 93108 

Mr. David Van Hoy 

JAMES 0. KAHAN 
3709 MAGNOLIA LANE 

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA 93105-2462 
TELEPHONE {805) 682-2972 
FACSIMILE {805) 682-8914 

E-MAIL jok1@.att.net 

March 24, 2002 

Lenny, Yates, Van Hoy Architecture 
15 West Mason Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

Re: Biltmore remodel 

Dear Greg and Dave: 

I had a long talk with Greg on March 22 and he made several comments to me which got me 
thinking about what would be required for me to support the proposal by Keystone. I want to 
concentrate on what can be done in the future rather than dwelling on what has occurred in the past. 1 

I think that I have developed a "win win" solution that will benefit all parties concerned- the 
neighbors (especially at Bonnymede and Montecito Shores and along Hill Road and Channel Drive), 
The owner of the Biltmore, The Four Seasons, Club members and the public in general. 

This design solution is very simple, especially in light ofthe amount of money that the owner 
of the Biltmore has spent and will have to spend in the future. I disagree with the assumption that 
the vehicular entrance to the Biltmore should be on the Pacific Ocean side of the Biltmore. It would 
make more sense to have the vehicular entrance on the north side. 2 In some instances that cannot 
be done.3 The best way to do this reorientation would be to relocate portions of Hill Road to the 
north and nearer to 

1
the railroad tracks. In addition, this reorientation and relocation will eliminate 

1 In Septembe! 2000, I said I would support the remodel plan (including the restaurant) if 
two general conditions were met. First, the privacy of the Club was protected for the members. 
Second, there be an enforceable agreement that would protect members from unreasonable increases 
of fees. Neither of these conditions were met to my satisfaction. 

2 The Ritz Carlton at Laguna Niguel, Bacara, Fess Parker's Double Tree Resort and other 
properties on the Pacific Ocean in California all orient their vehicular entrances away from the 
ocean. They have decided not to waste water views on vehicles. 

3 The Albergo Splendido in Porto fino had no option because ofthe location ofthe limited 
access. 
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much controversy about the project and should result in obtaining approvals at an earlier date. 

Some ofthe advantages for The Four. Seasons and the owner of the Biltmore resulting from 
the reorientation of the entrance and the relocation of Hili Road would be: 

1. The problems relating to the number of vehicular trips on Channel Drive would be 
eliminated. 

2. Removing vehicles from the front of the Biltmore would be more aesthetically pleasing 
than what presently exists or is proposed. 

3. There would be no need to construct massive underground parking facilities in front of 
the Biltmore. Problems with the water table would be avoided. Moreover, the openings to the 
underground facilities would not create eyesores.4 

4. Air and pollution would be reduced because of shortened trips, more efficient handling 
of vehicles and a variety of other reasons. 

5. The relocation of Hili Road in a straighter line and the vacation of its present easement 
would result in a net gain of useable space for the Biltmore. 

6. Hill Road would no longer bisect the Biltmore property which also would give the 
Biltmore more useable space. 

7. The owner ofthe Biltmore already owns most, if not all, ofthe property that it needs for 
the relocation. Ifthe owner of the Biltmore could not acquire property that it needs for relocation 
of Hill Road, the County could use its power of eminent domain. 

8. It would be easier to restrict access to the portions of Hill Road that are westerly of the 
Biltmore. The neighbors would be very happy about this control. I am certain that you could develop 
something that the neighbors would unanimously support. 

9. It would seem to me that problems concerning the water table relating to underground 
parking structures north ofHill Road (at a higher elevation) would not be as severe as the problems 
for underground parking structures adjacent to Channel Drive. 

10. The underground parking facilities north of Hill Road could be built higher in relation 
to the existing grade. Landscaped berms or mounding could be placed adjacent to it. This could 
offer the benefit of screening noise from both the railroad and freeway. 

11. It might be possible to have an above ground parking facility between Hill Road and the 
railroad tracks. Depending on the design and landscaping, this could offer the benefit of screening 
noise from both the railroad and freeway. 

12. The construction could be done in phases so as to minimize the impacts on the Biltmore 
and Coral Casino. After the relocation of Hill Road, the vacation of portions of existing Hill Road 
and completion of the parking facilities, construction on the Biltmore, Coral Casino and Breakers 
could start. This could be done in phases to lessen the risk that this project might becol,lle another 
disaster like the Miramar. · · 

4 At one ofthe meetings that the Member Committee had with both of you, Susette Naylor 
observed that the openings would be unsightly from the street, especially for the westerly facility. 
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13. It is also possible the width of the sidewalks along Channel Drive can be reduced and 
the fire hydrants be removed from in middle of the sidewalk in front of the Biltmore. Depending on 
the design, the easement for Channel Drive might be able to be reduced from its present 60 feet 
which would give the Biltmore more useable land. 

14. There have been safety problems along portions of Channel Drive. These adverse 
vehicular and pedestrian safety conditions would be mitigated by the reorientation of the entrance 
and relocation of Hill Road. 

15. Objections from the Fire Department concerning congestion on Channel Drive would 
be eliminated. 

16. Landscaping could be done on the Pacific Ocean side ofthe Biltmore which would make 
it muck more attractive. Asphalt and concrete paving are not particular attractive. 

17. The Biltmore would become a much more attractive facility when it is not forced to 
design around automobiles and other vehicles. You should try to move automobiles away from the 
Pacific. The result would be a more bucolic experience on the Pacific Ocean side of the Biltmore. 

18. This proposal would be more consistent with the Montecito General Plan. 
19. This proposal would save money in the long run. Approval would be expedited because 

so many objections would be eliminated. 

I would recommend against the proposed second story restaurant at the Coral Casino for a 
variety of reasons. First, its size and design are inconsistent with Gardner Dailey's original design. 
Second, although the "great view" from the second story restaurant is one of the justifications that 
has been given, this assertion lacks merit. I suggest that you compare the view in the proposed 
restaurant to what exists at Miro (Bacara), Citronelle, the Harbor Restaurant, Longboard's Grill, 
Moby Dick or Brophy Brothers. It is my opinion that the view in the proposed restaurant will not 
be as good as those in the aforementioned restaurants. Another spectacular local restaurant view is 
from the Montecito Country Club.5 Third, a second story restaurant at the Coral Casino would be 
inconsistent with a variety oflaws and regulations. As I discussed with Dave, there are a variety of 
zoning problems. Moreover, it would be inconsistent with the Montecito Architectural Guidelines 
and Development Standards. There are also other problems. Fourth, there is too much opposition 
to the restaurant to justify complicating the approval process with this issue. Fifth, it is not 
economically justified. I discussed some of my reasoning with Richard Cremieux and Pam Greacen 
when we met last year. Sixth, I do not understand why you want to spend the mo~_y on three new 
kitchens at the Coral Casino. ~ ~ 

When I met with Greg in late 2000 or early last year, I made the suggestion that the ballroom 
(La Pacifica) not be touched and that its development rights be transferred to build a real ballroom 
on the Biltmore side of the street. I never heard anymore about my suggestion. 

5 Access to the Montecito Country Club is not from its side facing the Pacific Ocean. 
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Since my the previously mentioned conversations, I have learned much about the history of 
the design ofthe Coral Casino. Alex Cole did a superb research job. Her speaking with me was very 
informative. I prefer the original design with the circular restaurant and open courtyard as contrasted 
to the existing ballroom situation. I suggest that you speak with Alex to determine what she would 
prefer. 

The proposals I have made enhance the operation of the Biltmore, beautify it and reduce 
intensification of uses from what has been proposed. I believe that you might have considered these 
alternatives that I have proposed, but I do not understand why you have not selected them for the 
project, especially in light of all of the benefits that they contain. The owner of the Biltmore spent 
a very large sum of money to purchase the Biltmore and intends to spend a large amount of money 
on the remodel. The cost, if any, of the proposed changes is relatively small in relation to the costs 
of the projected project. . 

You are going to have a lot of problems obtaining approvals for the project as recommended. 
It would save a lot of time and money if you could get virtually unanimous approval ofthe proposed 
project. I think that the suggestions contained in this letter would go a long way toward obtaining 
approval from all elements of the community. Objections from residents ofBonnymede should be 
eliminated. The ·residents on Hill Road should be pleased with the method you develop to control 
access. Members of the community should be happy because Channel Drive would be less 
congested. Finally, many of the objectors at the Coral Casino would be happy with what you are 
doing and would not oppbse what you are attempting to-do:-

Michael Corrigan and I would like to meet with you about access and privacy issues. 

I hope that you . find the suggestions contained ·herein to be helpful. If you have any 
questions, do not hes~tate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

James 0. Kahan 

xc: Michael Corrigan 
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Jul 26 2005 12:48PM 

3709 DIXON STREET 
(FORMERL. Y MAGNOLIA lANE) 

SANTA BARBARA, CALIFO~NIA 
93105-2419 . 

California Coastal Commission 
South Central Coast Office 
89 California St. , Suite 200 
Ventura, CA 93001 

Attention: Shrum Gray 

JAMES 0. KAHAN 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 

July 26, 2005 

TRANSMITTED VIA FACSIMILE TO (805) 641-1732 

Re: Coral Casino Appeal -Jacqueline Roston & James 0. Kahan 
Filed July 25~ 2005 · 
Supplement (amendment) to appeal- Coastal access issues 

TELEPHONE (605) 682-2972 
FACSIMILE (805) 682·8914 
E-MAIL jol<@kahansb.com 

This letter will serve to add additional substantial issues concerning Coastal Access to the 
referenced Appeal. 

First, the proposed new second story restaurant will draw additional customers and people. The 
present restaurant at the Coral Casino is only open for lunch on three days (Wednesday, Thursday 
and Friday) and dinner for two or three evenings. The proposed restaurant is scheduled to be 
open for breakfast, lunch and dinner. In addition, the proposed restaurant will have a new 
additional kitchen on the second level which will be added to at least one kitchen will remain on 
the first level. Moreover, the second story restaurant will have more square footage and seating 
than the existing restaurant. The Application for the development refers to relocating La Perla 
restaurant. However, the only relocation is for some of the seating area. THE PROPOSAL IS 
FOR A NEW RESTAURANT, NOT A RELOCATION. 

> 

The proposed second story restaurant (at least twenty one mealtimes per week, more seating and 
square footage and an additional new kitchen) dwarfs the existing restaurant with only five or 
six mealtimes shorter mealtimes per week. 

The Applicant asserts that the restaurant will only be open to Coral Casino members, their guests 
and hotel guests. However, Coral Casino members will be given guests passes that others can 
use. This expanded use will create more demand for parking. This additional demand for 
parking will further restrict parking for the popu1ar beaches in the immediate area. This 
restriction will impair access to the beach and other coastal resources and does not conform to 
Coastal Access policies, 

Second, ramp that is proposed to be constructed to the immediate west of the Coral Casino does 
not conform to Coastal Access policies in several ways. The ramp will not be built entirely 

p. 1 
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behind the existing seawall and will extend into the existing beach area. The removal of this 
beach area would also restrict access to coastal resources because this beach area would no 
longer exist. Such removal would not conform to Coastal Access policies. 

Even if the ramp were built entirely behind the existing seawall, it might still impair Coastal 
Access because a portion of the significant, substantial and long viewing area along that 
balustrade (railing) above the seawall would be removed. However, if the ramp were built· 
several feet behind the balustrade and a continuous viewing area remained, access to the coastal 
views might not be impaired. 

If you have nay further questions. do not hesitate to contact me. 

Respectfully submitted, 

.Tames 0. Kahan 

JK:ac 
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ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, Govwnol 

APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

Please Review Attached Appeal Information Sheet Prior To Completing This Form. 

SECTION I. Appellant(s) 

Name: Coral Casino Preservation Committee 

Mailing Address: P. 0. Box 2148 

City: Santa Barbara ZipCode: 93120 Phone: 805-962-7878 

SECTION II. Decision Being Appealed 

1. Name oflocal/port government: Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors 

2. Brief description of development being appealed: 
"Four Seasons Biltmore Hotel and Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation 
Plan and Development Plan Revision'' 

3. Development's location (street address, assessor's parcel no., cross street, etc.): 
1260 and 1281 Channel Drive, Santa Barbara, CA 
APN 009-351-015, 009-351-012, 009-352-009, and 009-354-001 

4. Description of decision being appealed (check one.): 

0 Approval; no special conditions 

~ Approval with special conditions: 

0 Denial 

t~J .. l '-' •·;··· )LJI''"i ,__...,_ ..• ;..) '· """· Y-

rt.UIUHIJIA 
COASTAl CL:MM!SSIOrl 

ti~~iU. D~~T~I\~ ~gf\n ~!~HH~i· 

Note: For jurisdictions with a total LCP, denial decisions by a local government cannot be 
appealed unless the development is a major energy or public works project. Denial 
decisions by port governments are not appealable. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY COMMISSION: 

APPEAL NO: 

DATE FILED: 

DISTRICT: 

EXHIBIT3 ,,,r A-4-STB-05-130 
CCPC Appeal 



APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT (Page 2) 

5. Decision being appealed was made by (check one): 

0 Planning Director/Zoning Administrator 

[iJ City Council/Board of Supervisors 

0 Planning Commission 

0 Other 

6. Date of local government's decision: July 5, 2005 

7. Local government's file number (if any): Case No. 03DVP-00000-0002 

SECTION III. Identification of Other Interested Persons 

Give the names and addresses of the following parties. (Use additional paper as necessary.) 

a. Name and mailing address of permit applicant: 
Ty Warner Hotels and Resorts 
1260 Channel Drive 
Santa Barbara, CA 93108 

Suzanne Elledge Planning & Permitting 
800 Santa Barbara Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

b. Names and mailing addresses as available of those who testified (either verbally or in writing) at 
the city/county/port hearing(s). Include other parties which you know to be interested and should 
receive notice of this appeal. 

... 

NOTE: The Planning Department of the County of Santa Barbara has a list for notice 
(1) of hearings regarding this project. These are the names available to us. 

(2) 

(3) 

Jarrell C. Jackman, Ph.D. 
5060 B Calle Real 
Santa Barbara, CA 93111 

Roberta Deering Executive Director 
California Preservation Foundation 
1611 Telegraph Avenue, Suite 820 
Oakland, CA 94612 

Sue Adams, HLAC 
123 E. Anapamu Street 
Santa Barbara, CA 93101 

(4) J. Russell Levikow FAIA 
442 Post Street, 7th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94102 

_The County of Santa Barbara has a list of interested parties 
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT (Page 3) 

SECTION IV. Reasons Supporting This Appeal 

PLEASE NOTE: 

• Appeals of local government coastal permit decisions are limited by a variety of factors and requirements of the Coastal 
Act. Please review the appeal information sheet for assistance in completing this section. 

• State briefly your reasons for this appeal. Include a summary description of Local Coastal Program, Land Use 
Plan, or Port Master Plan policies and requirements in which you believe the project is inconsistent and the reasons 
the decision warrants a new hearing. (Use additional paper as necessary.) 

• This need not be a complete or exhaustive statement of your reasons of appeal; however, there must be sufficient 
discussion for staff to determine that the appeal is allowed by law. The appellant, subsequent to filing the appeal, 
may submit additional information to the staff and/or Commission to support the appeal request. 

SEE ATTACHED SECTION IV WITH ATTACHMENTS 



APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT (Page 4) 

SECTION V. Certification 

The information and facts stated above are correct to the best of my/our knowledge. 

Coral Casino Preservation Committee 
See attached for names of appellants 

Signature of Appellant(s) or Authorized Agent 

Date: July 26, 2005 

Note: If signed by agent, appellant(s) must also sign below. 

Section VI. Agent Authorization 

I/We hereby authorize ___ N_/_A _____________________ _ 

to act as my/our representative and to bind me/us in all matters concerning this appeal. 

Signature of Appellant(s) 

Date: 

.. 
' 



APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT for the Four Seasons Biltmore Hotel and Coral Casino 
Historic Rehabilitation Plan Development Plan Revision by the Coral Casino 
Preservation Committee. Appellants are: 
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APPEAL FROM COASTAL PERMIT DECISION OF LOCAL 
GOVERNMENT-SECTION IV, Reasons Supporting This Appeal 

I. No one is Against an Authentic Rehabilitation Project 
The applicant has the resources and the obligation as the current steward of this 
treasured County Historic Landmark to maintain the building. No appellant is 
opposed to an authentic rehabilitation that does not increase the commercial use 
of the facility at the beach. 

II. This Project is an Alteration and Expansion of a County Landmark 
on the Coast, with elements of Rehabilitation 

This project proposes to demolish and remove a significant amount of original, 
historic fabric from a County Historic Landmark in order to construct a new 
restaurant on the roof of the building. 

NOTE: Please see Attachment la Applicant's ArchitecfPeter Marino & 
Assoc's presentation of Original/Existing/Proposed (1) Bird's Eye View from 
Beach, (2) Bird's Eye View From Channel Drive, and (3)View from Beach 
(Public View) ' 

III. The Elements of the Proposed Project. that Cause the Damage to 
Historic Fabric and the Intensification of Commercial Use in a 
Residential Neighborhood are the new Restaurant and Tower Door 

No one is opposed to the rehabilitation of the building proposed by this project. 
However, we are opposed to the construction of a new restaurant on the roof of 
the landmark and the creation of a new door in the base of the tower. 

IV. The Proposed Project Does Not Conform to the Local Coastal Plan 
(LCP) Nor the Incorporated Montecito Community Plan (MCP) 

A. Public Access to the Coast (Butterfly Beach), Traffic & P~rJdng 

1. Both the LCP and the MCP have as a goal a bike lane for Channel 
Drive-"At such time as the County is able to provide an equivalent 
amount of public parking elsewhere in the vicinity, parking on one 
side of Channel Drive shall be eliminated in order to accommodate 
bicycle lanes. " MCP p. 86 
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We expect that the additional traffic and parking demand caused by this new 
restaurant will prohibit the realization of this goal, as eliminating parking on one 
side of Channel Drive would become impossible. 

2. Has the County addressed the traffic and circulation problems 
resulting/rom the erosion and closure of Channel Drive 
in the 1980s? The Montecito Community Plan states this was to be done in 
1992-1993. If this has not been done, how can increased commercial usage 
be permitted with the resulting additional traffic and parking demand? 

Traffic and parking has been a problem in this beach neighborhood since the 
1970s. In the 1980s, Channel Drive was closed due to cliff erosion, aggravating an 
already congested street system. There now is only one way in to this entire beach 
neighborhood, with resulting congestion, public safety risks and public beach 
access impacts. 

3. "The location and amount of new development should maintain 
and enhance public access to the coast ... " LCP p. 13 

The proposed new first class restaurant does not maintain and enhance public 
access to Butterfly Beach. The current low-key Club dining room op~rates only 2 
to 3 nights per week for dinner and only 3 days for lunch. The proposed 
restaurant will have the capacity to operate 7 days a· week, 3 meals a day, with two 
seatings for dinner. The patrons for this proposed facility will compete with the 
public for limited parking spaces to access the beach. Additionally, how many 
members of the general public will be able to afford to eat in this proposed "first 
class" Four Seasons restaurant? 

4. "The Coastal Act requires that coastal areas suited for water
oriented recreational activities are protected for such uses ... 
3. 7.4. Policies. Local policies and recommendations are intended to provide 
the framework or implementation of the 
Coastal Act goal of providing maximum opportunities for 
Access and recreation ... " LCP p. 83 

Butterfly Beach is a very popular swimming beach in Santa Barbara County, with 
gentle waves and enough beach to enjoy, even at high tides. Access to the beach is 
illusory without parking and the proposed first class restaurant's patrons will 
compete with the public for limited parking spaces. 
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5. "Montecito Planning Area, Policy 7-10: The County shall provide 
increased opportunities for beach access and recreation in the 
Montecito planning area ... " LCP p. 89 

Again, parking demand will increase with the construction of the proposed new 
first class restaurant. 

... ··-- ~. -- -···--....-

6. " ... commercial development should be limited to the amount needed to serve 
the greater Montecito community and additional tourist facilities should not be 
developed." MCP p.21 

This is very clear. The proposed project is a commercial hotel restaurant, 
connected to and run by the Four Seasons Biltmore Hotel across the street. This 
proposed second floor restaurant is a tourist facility. 

Olive Mill Road is the only road into this entire beachside neighborhood and is 
often already gridlocked due to multiple, simultaneous events at the Club and the 
hotel. Adding an additional commercial facility will impact road capacity and will 
not increase opportunities for beach access for the general public. 

Santa Barbara County follows the unfortunate practice ofallowing applicants to 
select specialized consultants, manage their work product and pay for their services 
directly. The County then accepts this work product for decision-making purposes. 
Without impugning any consultants' professional ethics, we believe this puts 
consultants in a difficult position. The traffic analysis in this case was contracted 
and paid for by the applicant directly and convinced the local decisonmakers that 
this proposed project would not negatively impact traffic and parking. We 
requested that the County obtain its own, independent traffic analysis, which they 
declined. 

B. Historic Resources 

The Coral Casino Beach and Cabana Club was designed in 1937 by the important 
architect, Gardner A. Dailey F AlA. It was unanimously designated a County 
Historic Landmark in 2002 both by the County Historic Landmarks Commi~sion 
and by the County Board of Supervisors. c 

1. "Goal CR-M-1: Preserve and Protect Pr_operties and Structures with 
Historic Importance in The Montecito CQJnmunity to the Maximum 
Extent Feasible," MCP p. 120 
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2. "Policy CR-M-1.2: Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation 
club shall be designed in a manner to protect and enhance the historic 
use and architectural integrity of the property MCP p. 120 

Feasibility 
This landmark can feasibly be preserved and protected. No substantial evidence 
was presented by the applicant during the hearings that the two Alternatives 
deemed Environmentally Superior Alternatives by the EIR are infeasible. The 
applicant has stated that economic considerations are not an issue for this project. 
The applicant claims the Alternatives do not meet all of the goals ofthe project, 
but the applicant does not have the right to define the project's goals so narrowly 
that feasible alternatives are eliminated. The applicant's stated reason for 
requesting the restaurant addition is to provide a better view for patrons of his first 
class restaurant. Should a historic resource be degraded for the benefit of the 
views of a few privileged individuals? Please see Attachment 1 for an 
illustration of the Levik<;>w/Coral Casino Preservation Committee Alternative, 
identified by the County's independent historic consultant as one of the 
Environmentally Superior Alternatives. 

Architectural Integrity 
The proposed project does not protect or enhance the landmark's architectural 
integrity. Quite the opposite would be achieved. While the project does propose 
to remove some later additions, this is in exchange for irreversibly demolishing or 
removing substantial amounts of original, historic fabric to construct a non-original 
addition on the rooftop ofthe building. 

The Final EIR states the proposed project would result in a Class I Impact on the 
historic resource~ of the building-significant, unavoidable, adverse impacts. This 
Class I impact derives from the project's non-compliance with the Secretary of the 
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. The project does not comply with the 
Standards due to its unnecessary destruction of original, historic fabric. Please see 
Attachment 2 (Coral Casino Preservation Committee's Letter to the Historic 
Landmarks Advisory Council Regarding Non-Compliance with the Secretary of 
the Interior Standards) for an explanation of how this project does not comply with 
the Standards. 

These Standards were adopted recently by the County Historic Landmarks 
Advisory Commission (HLAC) to use in their review of proposed alterations to 
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landmark buildings. During the HLAC's deliberations on this project however, the 
Commission chose to ignore these Standards, or any standards, on which to base 
their decision. No consistent criteria were used, so it is assumed that each 
Commissioner relied upon personal and arbitrary considerations. · 

As discussed above, under Public Access to the Coast, Traffic and Parking, the 
applicant contracted with and managed the work product of three local historical 
consultants. All three support their client's proposal. Fortunately, the County 
hired an independent, objective architectural historian. The County's architectural 
historian reported the Class I Impact and the Non-Compliance with the Secretary 
of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. 

In addition to the County's architectural historian's negative review of the 
proposed project, statewide preservation organizations and professionals have 
written the County to express their concerns that the proposed project damages too 
m~ch original material and does not comply with the accepted Standards: 

a. Two State Historic Preservation Officers 
b. The National Trust for Historic Preservation 
c. The California Preservation Foundation 
d. Taylor Louden AlA, Historical Architect 
e. And Others. Please see Attachment 3 (Letters from Preservation 

Organizations and Preservation Professionals) 

C. Visual Impacts 

1. Any renovations or new development on this property shall be 
constructed at heights that do not exceed the height of existing 
structures. " MCP p. 120 

The authors of the MCP were very specific about this particular property; in fact, 
the Coral Casino is one of only two properties singled out for special, tailored 
protection. The authors purposefully wrote "heights (plural) that do not exceed the 
height (singular) of existing structures (plural)." This was done because the Coral 
Casino is an unusual building with its irregular shape and multiple facades. By this 
language the authors intended to preserve the original profile. There is no original 
structure at the height where the applicant proposes to construct the restaurant 
addition, therefore, the proposed project does not comply with this policy of the 
MCP. 

/o , IS" 
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The fact that the County Staff Planners chose to define an arbitrary point on the 
building as the "height of existing structures,"( which would allow this restaurant to 
be constructed,) does not override the more protective language of the MCP. 

2. "Introduction-Policy 1-2: Where policies within the land use plan 
overlap, the policy which is the most protective of coastal resources shall 
take precedence. " LCP p. 11 

3. "3.4.1. Coastal Act Policies. 30251. The scenic and visual qualities of 
coastal areas shall be considered and protected as a resource of public 
importance. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to 
protect views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas ... " LCP 
p.33 

4. "Policy 4-4: In areas designated as urban on the land use plan maps and 
in designated rural neighborhoods, new structures shall be in 
conformance with the scale and character of the existing community. " 
LCP p. 36 

5. "Policy 4-5: .. . further bluff setbacks may be required for oceanfront 
structures to minimize or avoid impacts on public views from the beach. " 
LCP p. 36 

6. "Goal VIS-M-1: Protect the Visual Importance of the . .. Ocean Views 
As Having Both Local and Regional Significance and Protect from 
Development Which Could Adversely Affect this Quality. " MCP p. 124 

7. "Policy VIS-M-1.3.1: Development ofproperty should minimize impacts 
to open space views as seen from public roads and viewpoints. " MCP p. 
124 

For 67 years, the public walking along popular Butterfly Beach has ha~ an 
unaltered view of this original landmark. Please refer to Attachment 4 (Visual 
Impacts of the Proposed Project- six photographs) for illustrations of the visual 
impact on the public's view of the landmark. The proposed addition of a 
commercial restaurant facility is not in character with the existing residential 
neighborhood. The proposed addition on the roof of the landmark alters the 
original size, scale and proportion of Dailey's design. 
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D. Increased Commercialization in a Residential Neighborhood 

1. "Visitor-Serving Commercial Development Policy 7-28: Visitor
serving commercial recreational development that involves the 
construction of major facilities, i.e . .. . restaurants, should be located 
within urban areas, and should not change the character or impact 
residential areas . .. " LCP p. 98 

The mass, bulk, and scale of this development and the expanded use by the hotel 
will forever change the character of this property. There are no controls or 
restrictions on the hotel usage of this second floor restaurant. The Four Seasons 
could have events in the ballroom and second floor restaurant simultaneously with 
normal private member and hotel use of the Raft Restaurant and the pool. 

2. " ... commercial development should be limited to the amount 
needed to ~erve the greater Montecito community and additional -
tourist facilities should not be developed . .. "MCP p. 21 

The second floor restaurant will be advertised by the Four Seasons as a hotel 
facility. Again there-are no restrictions preventing rental of the second floor 
restaurant as an event site. 

3. "Land Use-Commercial: Goal- Strive to Ensure that all Commercial 
Development and Uses Respect the Scale and Character of 
Surrotjnding Residential Neighborhoods" MCP p. 51 

A quiet second floor deck with simple private cabanas will be replaced by a more 
heavily used second floor restaurant. The intended use of a small scale fire exit 
door in the first floor of the Tower results in the building having three·entrances 
with two of them facing Channel Drive. 

E. Precedent --~ 

Both CEQA and the MCP require protection of this historic landmark to the 
maximum extent feasible. The appellants advocate for the "environmentally 
superior alternative" as identified in the EIR. There is no dispute that Warner's 
plan as approved by the Board of Supervisors ofthe County of Santa Barbara will 
result in a Class I impact to historic resources. The approved plan violates the 
MCP height limit for this particular property. 
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The Class I impact to historic resources and the inconsistencies with the MCP/LCP 
are caused by one element of the plan: the placement of a new restaurant on the 
second floor which requires removal of the historic fabric. This in tum requires the 
placement of a new private deck at a height in excess of the MCP limits for this 
building. 

The Board of Supervisors' overriding Class I impact and violating the MCP sets a 
precedent for future projects. 

The County of Santa Barbara has failed to comply with the requirements of its own 
coastal zoning ordinance, that project impacts must be mitigated to the maximum 
extent feasible. Feasibility is defined in CEQA and in the Coastal Act and its 
definition does not include the enhancement of private views. Warner's 
representatives do not claim that the "environmentally superior alternatives" are 
infeasible, but state that Mr. Warner will not build them. 

Feasibility is defined in the Coastal Act and in CEQA as: capable ofbeing 
accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking 
into account economic, environmental, social and technological factors. Pub. Res. 
Code Section 21061.1, See also Pub. Res. Code Section JO 108 

There is no credible evidence that a rehabilitation project incorporating either of 
the "environmentally superior alternatives" is infeasible. The statement that 
"according to the applicant, the proposed plan is necessary to provide the type of 
amenities the owner and Coral Casino members 'desire"' is not evidence of 
infeasibility. The threat to allow this landmark to deteriorate ("the building could 
face increasing deferred mitigation" Staff Report p. 21) if every single 'desire' is 
not approved is not evidence of infeasibility. 

The proposed findings and statement of overriding considerations approving the 
plan are not supported by evidence as required by CEQA, the LCP, MCP, and the 
certified Coastal Zoning Ordinance. 

Upholding approval of approval by the Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors 
sets a precedent that destroys the integrity of the MCP. 
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ATTACHMENT 1 

One of the "Environmentally Superior Alternatives" 

The Levikow/Coral Casino Preservation Committee Alternative 
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VICINITY MAP # 1 

PACIFIC OCEAN 

Figure 1 
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EXHIBIT 5 
A-4-STB-05-130 
Location Map 
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Ms. Shana Gray, Coastal Planner 
California Coastal Commission 
South Central Coast Area Office 

N 
P E R 

89 South California Street, Suite 200 
Ventura, CA 93001 

Ef QIE 
• II 

M I T T I N G 

• • 
27 July 2005 

CALIFORNIA 
COASTAL COMMISSION 

SOUTH (,ENTRAL COAST DISTRICT 

Re: Appeals of Local Government Approvals to California Coastal Commission 
Cor~l C::tsi110 Beach ar1d Cabru1a C.lub, lvio:1tecito 1\..rca 
Santa Barbara County 

Dear Shana: 

We were disappointed, though not surprised, that an appeal was filed
1 i~ response to the Santa 

Barbara County Board of Supervisor's unanimous approval of the Coral Casino Historic 
Rehabilitation Plan ("CCHRP"). 

Throughout our lengthy and comprehensive local approval process, these two appellants, the 
Coral Casino Preservation Committee ("CCPC") and James Kahan and Jacqueline Roston, have 
consistently opposed our plan. Each and every local agency and commission charged with 
reviewing and approving the CCHRP have carefully considered the contentions of these 
appellants and have determined that they are without merit. As a result, on July 5, 2005 the 
Board of Supervisors ofthe County of Santa Barbara unanimously approved the CCHRP. 

The purpose of this letter is to briefly respond to the issues raised in the appeal documents and to 
state the basis for our position that the Coastal Commission should find that "no substantial 
issue" exists with respect to this project's conformance with the certified Local Coastal Plan 
("LCP") and Montecito Community Plan ("MCP"), and that the Coastal Commission therefore 
should decline to take jurisdiction over the coastal development permit for the CCHRP. 

Appellant's Contentions and Project Reviews/Approvals by Santa Barbara County 

The appellants contend that the CCHRP does not protect the historical and architectural integrity 
of the Coral Casino; does not protect the visual resources ofthe community; increases 
commercialization in the area; and, does not conform to the LCP or the MCP. The appellants 
raise several issues relative to these basic objections in their appeal letters to the Coastal 
Commission. 

1 We note that although two appeal documents were filed, there is functionally only one appeal since both 
documents were signed by the same person, Jacqueline Roston. 

EXHIBIT 9 
800 SANTA BARBARA STREET, SANTA BARBARA, CALli A-4-STB-05-130 
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The project applicants disagree emphatically with these contentions. More significantly, the 
Board of Supervisor's final action on this project represented the culmination of numerous 
reviews and approvals by all agencies and commissions charged with protection ofthis historic 
resource, consistency with the MCP, and with protection and enhancement of coastal resources. 

The summary below represents the local reviews and approvals granted by Santa Barbara County 
agencies and quasi-judicial entities: 

• Montecito Board of Architectural Review ("MBAR") 

The MBAR is charged with reviewing projects located within the Montecito area and 
ensuring that they are: physically designed in a manner that is compatibie with the 
surrounding built environment and are architecturally consistent with the MCP and the 
Montecito Architectural Guidelines and Standards (the "Guidelines"). 

The appellants contend that the project, specifically the relocated 2nd floor restaurant, is 
not compatible with the structure and is visually incompatible with the surrounding area. 

The MBAR disagreed with this assertion and supported the project. In fact, in granting 
Preliminary Approval ofthe project's design elements ("Final Approval" in Santa 
Barbara County is not granted until working drawings are reviewed), the MBAR found 
that the 2nd floor restaurant is visually compatible with the existing landmark, that the 
plan as proposed is consistent with the MCP, and that the design meets the intent of the 
Montecito architectural standards and guidelines. 

• Montecito Association C"MA") 

MA is a private, citizen advisory committee charge,d with the protection, preservation and 
physical enhancement of the Montecito community. The MA reviews all development 
proposals in the community and makes specific, written recommendations as to denial or 
support of community projects to the MPC and the Board. 

The appellants contend that the project is inconsistent with the LCP and the MCP, 
specifically as they relate to the protection and preservation of historic resources and as to 
the specific height approved for the Coral Casino structure. 

The MA disagreed with these assertions and unanimously recommended that the MPC 
and Board approve the project. In granting approval to the CCHRP and recommending 
that both the MPC and the Board approve the project, the MA found that the project is 
consistent with the MCP (including the project's 2nd floor restaurant and the roof deck's 
architectural projection) and is consistent with the LCP. Under separate cover, we will 
provide you with a detailed explanation as to the project's consistency with the height 
limitations imposed on the Coral Casino structure, as contained in both the LCP and the 
MCP. • 
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• Santa Barbara County Historic Landmarks Advisory Committee ("HLAC") 

The purJ>ose of the HLAC is to promote the economic welfare and prosperity ofthe 
county by preserving and protecting those places, sites, buildings, structures, works of art 
and other objects having a special historic or aesthetic character or interest, for the use, 
education and view of the general public and to remind the citizens of this county and 
visitors from elsewhere of the background of the county. 

The appellants contend that the HLAC erred when it approved the CCHRP on May 16, 
2005. The appellants basic contention is that preservation of the Coral Casino can only 
occur without any expansion of the building's physii..ai footprint. ·The CCPC dtfincs this 
as "authentic rehabilitation" in their CCC appeal letter. More specifically, the appellants 
contend that the relocation of the existing restaurant from the first floor to a new, second 
floor location significantly diminishes the building's historical character. 

The HLAC disagreed with these assertions, approved the project, and recommended that 
the MI;>C and Board approve the project. In reaching their conclusion, the HLAC 
considered hours of testimony from historical experts, including a comprehensive review 
of three historical reports prepared and submitted to the HLAC and County staff from 
three independent historical consultants. Each of these consultants independently 
determined that the CCHRP preserves and protects the Coral Casino and its historic 
landmark status and integrity. 

Finally, the County of Santa Barbara hired a fourth, independent historic resources 
professional to analyze the CCHRP. This consultant concluded that although historic 
fabric of the structure would be removed during the rehabilitation, the project could be 
completed with the structures historic integrity in tact. In fact, during the hearing process 
at the MPC, this expert was asked whether, after the completion of the project, the Coral 
Casino would be eligible for National Historic status. This expert answered in the 
affirmative. 

• Montecito Planning Commission ("MPC") 

The MPC is the lead planning agency in the County of Santa Barbara charged with 
approving the CCHRP, which was reviewed appropriately as an Amendment of an 
existing Development Plan (98-DP-031). As the lead planning agency, the MPC must 
make Findings of Approval that consider a wide range of planning, coastal, 
environmental and community issues, including but not limited to: consistency with the 
LCP; consistency with the MCP; consistency with environmental guidelines and policies 
of the County of Santa Barbara; consistency with the Montecito Architectural Guidelines 
and Development Standards (the "Guidelines"); and, consistency with and conformity to 
all requirements of Article II, Chapter 35, the Coastal Zoning Ordinance. The MPC 
carefully considered all aspects of the CCHRP at threenoticed public hearings. 

,_....__ 
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The appellants contend that the MPC erred when it approved the CCHRP. In their 
appeals, the appellants contend, among other things, that the project does not meet 
setback requirements; cannot he expanded because the building is "non-conforming"; 
and, does not comply with the LCP or MCP. The appellants also assert that "all 
independent experts are opposed to the proposed plan." (Kahan appeal, p. 11) 

, Ji -. • •~ .. • ~t~IJ~!.r 

The MPC carefully considered all the evidence, testimony, and pubic record on the 
CCHRP, and approved the project on May 5, 2005. The MPC found that the project does 
comply with the LCP and the MCP; does comply with the Guidelines; and, does meet all 
the requirements imposed by Article II, Chapter 35. 

With respect to the appellanis assenion that "ail independent experts are opposed to the 
plan" the MPC and the Board considered these remarks and found them to be misleading 
and inaccurate. Accordingly, both agencies approved the project. A fuller response to 
the appellants' assertion regarding the "independent experts" is set forth in a separate 
letter from Alexandra Cole, architectural historian, which clarifies the positions of these 
other experts. 

• Santa Barbara County Board of Supervisors ("the Board") 

Decisions of the MPC may be appealed to the Board, and the CCHRP was appealed to 
the Board by the CCPC and Mr. Kahan and Ms. Roston. On July 51

\ the Board 
considered the two appeals at a noticed public hearing. After considering the pubic 
record and public testimony, the Board unanimously dismissed both appeals and 
approved the CCHRP. 

Analysis of Consistency with LCP Policies 

The Coral Casino property is located within the Urban Area of the County's Land Use Element 
map and includes a Coastal Land Use designation and Montecito Community Plan designation of 
Resort/Visitor Serving Commercial. The current uses of the club are consistent with these 
designations. \ 

The project's location within the MCP area and Montecito Overlay District requires a finding to 
be made that the project is consistent with the MCP. As discussed in Section 6.2 of the April 20, 
2005 MPC Staff Report provided to you by Laura Bridley, the MBAR, MA, HLAC, MPC and 
the Board all detem1ined that the project was consistent with all policies and guidelines of the 
MCP. 

The HLAC, the MPC and the Board concurred that the CCHRP was consistent with the County's 
Comprehensive Plan, the MCP, the Coastal Zoning Ordinance, the LCP and the Coastal Act. In 
making this determination, these decision-making bodies reviewed and analyzed approximately 
sixty (60) policies, guidelines and standards. 
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Of particular relevance to the California Coastal Commission, the HLAC, the MPC and the 
Board found that the HRP is consistent with the following policies: 

• Coastal Act Policy 30251: the project protects the scenic and visual qualities of coastal 
areas. 

• MCP Policy B10-M-1.16: all existing specimen trees shall be protected from damage or 
removal by development to the maximum extent feasible. 

• Coastal Land Use Plan Policy # 7-2: all development between the first public road and 
the ocean shall grant a vertical access easement to the beach area. 

• MCP Policy N-M-1.1: noise-sensitive uses shall be protected from significant noise 
impacts. 

• MCP Development Standard FD-M-4. 5.1: new development shali correct adverse 
drainage impacts to surrounding areas and properties. 

• MCP Policy PRT-M-1.6: new development shall not adversely impact existing 
recreational facilities and uses. 

• MCP Policy P RT-M-1. 6.1: in approving new development, the County shall make the 
finding that the development will not adversely impact recreational facilities and uses. 

Additionally, all agencies cited above found that the project to be consistent with the height 
restrictions imposed specifically on the Coral Casino facility by the policies of the MCP. 
Specifically, the language of the MCP states that new heights cannot exceed the height of the 
existing structures. Policy CR-M-1.2 states: 

"Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation club shall be designed in a manner to 
protect and enhance the historic use and architectural integrity of the property. Any 
renovations or new development on this property shall be constructed at heights that do 
not exceed the height of existing structures. " (Emphasis added) 

Under separate cover, you will receive a letter from David VanHoy, project architect. His letter 
explains why each and every agency found that the CCHRP is consistent with the height 
limitation imposed by MCP Policy CR-M-1.2. 

The Project Enhances and Protects Coastal Access and Recreational Opportunities 

Contrary to the appellants'. contentions, coastal access, visitor serving uses and protection of 
coastal resources are all enhanced by the implementation of the CCHRP. 

Coastal Access 

The CCHRP includes several specific improvements to coastal access-the replacement of the 
beach access stairway in front of the Coral Casino; the construction of a new, fully ADA 
accessible stairway and ramp adjacent to Channel Drive; and, the dedication of a vertical beach 
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access easement over the new ramp which intersects with an existing dedicated lateral beach 
access so as to improve public access to Butterfly Beach. 

These improvements are described in the project description and in the project plans. 
Additionally, the applicants have committed in writing to the County of Santa Barbara that the 
new access ramp will be included in the first requested building permit filed with the County for 
the HRP. This commitment will ensure that this significant public benefit is realized early on in 
the project's construction period. 

Visitor Serving Uses 

The issue of traffic and parking \vas considered by U1e decision-makers and described in detail in 
the FEIR. The protection of existing beach parking for Butterfly Beach and Hammonds Meadow 
has been a concern of the applicants and residents for years. The Coastal Commission studied 
this issue in depth prior to approving Coastal Development Permit No. 4-82-5. 

Since that permit was considered, the hotel has made significant improvements to parking 
supply, circulation and management, including providing additional parking spaces in all hotel 
lots, staggering of schedules and events; avoiding peak summer hours for larger events held at 
the Coral Casino, employee incentive transportation management programs and the use of valet 
parking. 

,, Although the CCHRP proposes an increase in floor area to accommodate the relocated 
restaurant, the use of the Coral Casino remains virtually unchanged. The only changes are to 
allow visitors of hotel guests the ability to dine in the main restaurant and to formally recognize 
use ofthe Coral by reciprocal club members. These two changes only result in the addition of20 
average daily vehicle trips, and I peak hour trip. The parking demand cited by the FEIR only 

.-- increases by I space. Moreover, with the above mentioned parking improvements and the 
- project condition of approval (Condition No. I9) requiring valet parking, the hotel now has an 

onsite parking supply of 504 spaces. 

Peak parking demand only occurs 3-5 times annually. when the hotel experiences I 00% 
occupancy while large events are scheduled at the Coral Casino. During these times, an 
afternoon parking demand of 432 and an evening demand of 56 I is identified in the FEIR. 
Consequently, the afternoon demand, when beach access parking can be at its peak,_ can be 
adequately accommodated on the hotel property without the need to use Channel Drive. parking. 
In the evening, as beach parking demand has subsided, the minimal overflow parking that occurs 
during these rare occasions can be accommodated along Channel Drive. 

Finally, to ensure to the greatest extent feasible that beach parking is protected, the applicant has 
agreed to five (5) mitigation measures imposed by the County: 
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• Continued compliance with existing conditions that limit use and membership; mandate 
the amount of parking; require valet parking; and prohibit special events in parking areas 
during peak periods. 

• Implementation of a construction management plan. 
• Limitation on indoor and outdoor seating at relocated restaurant. 
• Implementation of long term operational parking plan. 
• Requirement to provide compliance reports to County of Santa Barbara 

Protection of Coastal Resources 

The CCHRP also enhances coastal resources and water quality in particular, in several 
significant ways. First, the new drainage and surface water runoff plans captures runoff to the 
beach area, improving the water quality and cleanliness of the ocean. This is accomplished by 
the installation of state-of-the-art filters on catch basin and other drainage systems, and by 
directing runoff to the Montecito Sanitary District's storm water drains rather than allowing this 
water to simply sheet flow to the beach area. 

Second, the new lighting system will reduce offsite lighting that potentially affects beach users 
and ocean wildlife. Finally, all antiquated roof equipment, such as air conditioning units, will be 
replaced by modem equipment, thereby reducing offsite noise impacts. 

Conclusion 

The County approved Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan followed over 4 years of 
meetings and County hearings. During these proceedings, all issues relative to local policies, 
ordinances, guidelines and standards were carefully and thoughtfully considered. Additionally, 
as required by law, all Coastal Act policies, guidelines and standards were also carefully 
considered and deliberated. 

On May 5th, the Montecito Planning Commission approved the CCHRP. On appeal, the Board 
of Supervisors considered the project on July 5th, and unanimously rejected all assertions by the 
same appellants that are now appealing their decision to the Califomi~ Coastal Commission~ 
The MPC and Board rejected these appeals because the CCHRP includes conditions and 
mitigation measures that ensure, to the greatest extent feasible, that the Coral Casino's historical 
landmark status will be protected and preserved while providing significant community and 
visitor serving benefits. 

For these reasons, the Coastal Commission can make the finding that "no substantial issue" 
exists with respect to this project's conformity with the certified Santa Barbara County Local 
Coastal Plan and that public access and recreational opportunities in the immediate beach areas 
are not only preserved, they are in fact, enhanced by the project. 

As such, we believe the Coastal Commission should decline to take jurisdiction over the coastal 
development permit for the project. 
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Thank you, Shana. Please contact me at (805) 966-2758 should you have any questions. 

Cc: Gary Timm, Coastal Commission 
Greg Rice, TWHR 
Bill Medel, TWHR 
Richard Monk, Hollister and Brace 
Steve Goggia, County of Santa Barbara Plannmg and Development 
Laura Bridley, County of Santa Barbara Planning and Development 
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July 27, 2005 

;..b. Shana Gray 
Caliiornia Coa~tal Commission 
~uuth Central Coast Area Office 
:-ilJ South California Strel't, Suitc 200 
\ ·entura, C·\ 'nOOl 

R~·: '-;t,lk l'rL•-.en·.1ti•.ll1 ()rg.miz<1li<>ns- '-.·,,J".i! t_",1<I·:·' I ii·.tnri·,· ]{,·l:.lhiiLilh•n l'!.·II; 
,\1':\ OillJ-:;:;·:o.-oJ:>, l2~>dt..·!l.~rllh'il'lril•.·, \l••llt•· it.• \r,·.r 

S,mta Barb.u.t Ct>unt\' 

As the architectural historian asst•datcd \\'ith the Coral ClSino pr•)il'(l sin<v 2Ull0, I \\'i-.h 
to comm"'nt on the information put ft•rward by Cynthia Zi,~gl"'r ,1t th,• llnard n( 

Supl~rvisors' mt•t•ting on July 5, 2005- which was rcitcratl•d in the appL•.tl to the 
.California Coastal Commission on the Coral Casino Historil· Rd1abilitation Plan. \Is. 
Ziegler and her t•pposition group ha\'c, (m sc\'eral occasions, made false claims that 
C;1litornia prl's,•n·ation oq.;<mizations \\'l'rt' on record a-. opposing tlw propo<;ed pr<)ject. 
I 1\'i..;h 1<1 ,,,mnwnt <'11 lwr r.·m,1rk'i. 

\t ,~,, r••rni in tinw 11.1'> !r~t· '\;,l!it'!1,l! Tr:h~ hlJ' l !i·.~··ri: l''\"·•'l'',-,):;,P) 1\J' tlw ( .:::··,,!'')!:! 

1 1 !\",~·:·\-,i~!t'!l 1 ~'tll1d.lli,l!i v't~r\•o.;-.,~·~f \'}~f...,·-l~~til\:1 t11 ::1~' ( tl!."l~ ( ·.t<n .. l I fi~..ot~lri. 

Rch.1~'ilit.1tinn f'bn, n<•r ha\·e thl'\' ''"f'l'''""'··d ''!'l''"'ititm ''11 tlw fmdinl> fpr <'I ,·nidiP;~ 
conc;id,•rations on the Cbso.; I imp.Kt. 

The opponent group solicited these agencies for ,~omnwnt on the DEIR ior thl·lli!>tllfic 
Rehabilitation Plan, at which point both agencies submitted letters expressing that Class 
I impacts should be avoided or allowed if overriding considerations were found. 
Neither agency felt that they had enough information to support an alternative, and 
neither agency has made any further comment since submitting their letters to the DEIR 
in October of 2004. 

Following comments made by Cynthia Ziegler at the Montecito Association Land Use 
Committee on April 7, 2005, where she suggested that the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation and the California Preservation Foundation were in opposition, I made 
calls to the various groups whose letters she had quotcd. I first callt•d Cindy lll'itzman, 
Presidmt of the California Preserv.:~tion Founlbtion in 0.1kland on .. \pril R, 2003, to ask 
her about hcr comments concerning the Cor;.1l C.:~sino. These comments, specificillh· 

:'l'l Fi;c .\ll'ntll'. S:mt:I flarhar:1. C.\ •.>3101 
ldcplwnc nnd F:\X ( l\05) <)(>'.l-41 ~(\ :\c:.:olc:'i'<i c:s.c:nm 
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( i• .. \ l'l'. \ 

.1lidrl''>'i,·,l h• tlw [)FIR, 1n•r,• tound in ,1 ldln d.tkci ( '1, l<>l•c•r W. ::'.Otll, 1\ hi<h ,.,!J,· -.ii;llt'd 
joint! y with :\ lich.1d 13uhkr. Rq.;ion.ll .·\ttorm:y. the\ \'eslt:m ofiiCl' l•f the :\.ttiun.d !rust 
for lli'>toric Presl•n·ation, and with Knox \It-lion, forntt•r C,J! iforni.1 Statt• H i,.,toric 
l'n:,.,cr\'ation Oificcr. 

In our tl~lephonc e<•m·er~.ltit•n, \I;.. I kit<"lll.lll indic.tlt:d th.1t she llL'\Tr O!-'Pused the 
prtlposcd project in tlt,tt ll'tkr but was nll'rl'ly n·sponding to \\'hat she pl~n:ei1·cd a~ 
ddicicncics in the DEIR which concl·nwd unans\\'erL•d questions and isSUL'S tl\'L'r the 
extl'nt of tlw impacts fnlln the proptlSl'd dc,.,ign sc!tl'llle ir1\'oh·inr, rep.1ir,., and "ldsmic 
upl~rades, \\'hich \\'l'rL' not e\'l'll c.1p.1hll' of bl'ing a<><>csq•d Jt tlw tinll'. Shl' Jlso ielt that 
tlw .lltcrn:1tin•s h.1d not sufiicit•nth' h·vn .~cldrv····t·d fpr hl'r lP dl'tvrmint' ._, h,·tlwr Pr llPl 

tht•\· \\'c·n· supcrinr hcc,ltJSt' tlwir imr.l<l'i h.1d n,•t l•t•,·n .~cJ,·qu.1kh d,•uikd. 

L-l li.~.· t\·tt-)l"Y·r l~, 2i1t·q l~:tll'L <h.· .1n~..i tl·~~-' ~\~ h :· !\·.~·· .· .. r· . :·. ~ i'.i!lh'!i.:,·~..i t:L1! :;h 

( 'nunt~· hirl' tl qu.ditivd hi .... tnri .. · rl·~ ... )lJ !'(l'' rr ... ,f ......... ...,: ... 11 :.:! ~\ 1 ... it'\\,.:\ 'f, .I t'l'\ \: ... 1t t>l t ·!.: :l d! J•J 
bl· I"'l'l''-\L'Ilt tll1-·~itedurin~~dl'n·hllilit)n llrh1 \-t\!1'"'~rt:-.·til'!l .:. t:\ !~i .. ·~, i1'i-., l':1'· l"l'l'P 

,h·c·'''lll'li..,Jwd tllrnu(~h nliti;~.Jti<'lllllt'.l"lli'l . .., i:1 tl:t· II II·:. I:,, .. ::•;•!: •. m! J,.b ;,;:,·,: .: thtt,·.: 

41r .. ·hitl·t:tUI\1I fin11 in ~t111 Fr .. 1nci~L·o, .\rchitL'~.·tuLll f\t''-,tlt:r,·l''-> ( d'1':i~,· h)'"!~.._·\ t·!t 1 i~ tht· 
prutt><.:ol pl,m and O\'l'rscc construction. 

The second letter cill'd by ~Is. Ziegler canw from ~I. \\"ayrw Dunaldsnn, St,llt• lli-;toric 
Prescr\'ation Officer, which \\'<IS datl•d October 1-1, 200L Again, this letter was in 
rt'"f'nnst· to tlw J)!'ll~ .. 1nd nwn·ly 'il.1lt'd th.1tlw .,,~n't'd \1·dh tlw )~t·rwr,11 findin)~" of tlw 
nr:m th.1t th~· pwject 1\'0lll~l re~,;ult in ,1 Cbs" I imp,lCt bL'(,lUSl' th~· pwject doe~ not 
,·"niPrm [,, tlw '""-'<'l'l'IM\. nl tlw lntt-ri,,r·-; .;;t.md.1rd->. ,mel th.:Jt tlw t1,·n .1l!t-rn.1li~t•-; 

.:ppl'.1l'~'d t•• .:c•nl<.•rm ltl th~· 'X·crl't.Hy·~ <.;t,lllcidrcb. It·, illif'<'rt,lllt :o 11<'k' tl1.1t in the· 
-...:!l'"'·[i:~·n: h,·.-~r:n::--- l..,t.(\n\· th~.· \ltll\li\·!t\ 1 1 1 !:;:·~:-::·1_· l tl:i\l~~i .... · .. !.•;i :::~ .. : l~'.,·! ! .... +,1:·i. 

l ,1l~ ... :n~~;~·k~ :\ ... h·i,,)r~ c·l,:l~l~li'"' ... ;~\:1, :lli-... {. ·;,p ...... l :-~1}'-'·· i '.\ .~ ... ~11 l:t•ll !··~- l't<:: l···''.Ji,· ..... !!)· 

To my knowledge, none of the <Jbon• prL'St'n·atitm )~l'l'llf'S h.1\·e r,•sp<,ndl'd [,, tlw ITlR 
or to the revised prujcd which canll' out of that docunu.·nt ll'ilh it~ \'cHiuu~ mitigation 
measures. I, therefore, have come to the conclusion that their comments must be limited 
to the review of the DEIR and not be constrUl'li as opposing thl' wrrently proposed 
project with its adjustments, conditions, and mitigation measures added in respt.'Ct to 
the DEIR, public comment, and agency approval findings. 

If you h~ve questions, please call me at 805-969-4183. 
I 

Sincerely, 



Cc: Gary Timm, C,lliforni,l Coastal C1mmissinn 
Laura Bridlcy, Santa Barbara County 
Grq; Rilt', T\\'1 IR 
Bill :\hl••l, T\\'HR 
Richard \tonk. Hollister and Br,KL' 
D,1\"id \'ani loy, D,n-id Vanii<'Y :\r,hit.•ct~ 
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26 July 2005 

Ms. Shana Gray 
California Coastal Commission 
South Central Coast Area Office 
89 South California Street, Suite 200 
Ventura, CA 93001 

Rc: Height Compliancy- Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan 
APN 009-353-015, 1260 Channel Drive, Montecito Area 
Santa Barbara County 

Dear Ms. Gray: 

209 La Jolla Drive 
Santa Barbara 
California 93109 
(805) 729 3184 
david@vanhoy.com 

My name is David VanHoy and I am one of the architects for the Coral Casino Historic 
Rehabilitation Plan. I apologize for piecemealing information to you in response to the 
two appeals filed against the Santa Barbara County's approvals of plan, but I understand 
that you are on a very tight deadline, and I wanted to address concerns brought up in the 
appeals related to height of the sundeck railing. 

As you know, the Historic Rehabilitation Plan has received approvals by every review 
agency to date including the Montecito Association Land Use Committee, the Montecito 
Association Board, the Montecito Board of Architectural Review, the Montecito Planning 
Commission, th~ Historic Landmarks Advisory Committee, and the Santa Barbara 
County Board of Supervisors. 

The more specific determination of all of the aforementioned agencies was to ascertain 
compliance with the Montecito Community Plan. Each agency adopted specific findings 
as part of their approvals that the Historic Rehabilitation Plan is compliant, particularly in 
relation to height of the proposed relocated restaurant and sun deck. 

The design of the relocated restaurant matches the height of the existing second fl9or at 
the Coral Casino, therefore the only element of the Historic Rehabilitation Plan that 
comes into question on height compliance is the upper 18 inches of the 42 inch · 
transparent glass safety railing on the rooftop sundeck. 

Although the local coastal ordinance limits heights to 35 feet, the language of the 
Montecito Community Plan is ambiguous when defining building height restrictions for 
the Coral Casino. It states: 



"Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation club shall be designed in a 
manner to protect and enhance the historic use and architectural integrity of the 
property. Any renovations or new development on this property shall be 
constructed at heights that do not exceed the height of existing structures. " 

Montecito Community Plan Policy CR-M-1.2: 

The Montecito Community Plan restricts the heights of the new additions to the Coral 
Casino to the height of the existing structures, which could be considered the height of 
the existing tower (69'10") the height of the tower parapet (45') or the height of the 
building parapet (22'8.5"). Even if the height limit is established by the building parapet 
height, rooftop/safety railings are considered "architectural projections" that are exempt 
from height r~strictions. During agency review meetings, several prominent Montecito 
architects submitted letters and testified that in their many years of practice in Montecito 
railings are always exempted when calculating the height of a building. Copies of their 
letters are enclosed. 

Height exceptions established in the Coastal Zoning Ordinance are outlined as followed: 

"Chimneys; elevator and stair housings; television receiving antennae sets; flag 
poles; monuments; oil and gas derricks; church spires; and similar 
architectural features and similar structures may be up to 50ft in height. " 

Costal Zoning Ordinance, Section 35-127. 

More specific criteria established by other California coastal communities in their Local 
Coastal Plans state: 

"Architectural features such as, but not limited to, cupolas, weathervanes, open 
protective railings for stairways, and other decorative roof-top features of an 
open nature, and solar equipment, but excluding parapet walls, may be 
permitted in excess of permitted height limits subject to the approval of a 
modification permit. " 

Article 20.65.070 - Exceptions to Height Limits 

The mandate of the Montecito Association is to insure compliance with the Montecito 
Community Plan. The Montecito Association Board voted unanimously to approve the 
Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan. In addition, the Montecito Planning 
Commission, and both the Historic Landmarks Advisory Commission and the Santa 
Barbara County Board of Supervisors through their certification of the Montecito 
Planning Commission Findings, found the heights established in the Historic 

: Rehabilitation Plan to be compliant with the Montecito Community Plan. 

During their review, the Montecito Planning Commission deliberations centered upon the 
use of the rooftop sundeck and resulted in restrictions against the use of umbrellas and 
use after sunset. The findings made by the Montecito Planning Commission state: 
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The Montecito Planning Commission approved the findings that the sun deck 
railing is consistent with Montecito Community Plan policies requiring that 
building modifications be compatible with historic use and architecture. 

Montecito Planning Commission Findings for Approval I.a.8 

Enclosed, please find exhibits pertaining to the height ordinance included in the 
Montecito Community Plan and the existing and proposed height elevations at the Coral 
Casino. The graphics also illustrate that neither the sundeck nor the railing can be seen 
by the public from Channel Drive. 

In closing, as an architect I find it ironic that the same group that filed this appeal sat 
back and watched numerous non-historic additions made to this property over the past 
three decades without comment. 

The opposition to this historic rehabilitation is a fear of public use of this facility - that is 
if the Coral Casino is improved that more hotel guests and more community groups will 
use it. Those who filed this appeal from the start of this five-year process have had one 
single desire and that is to eliminate public use of what they consider their private club. 
The Biltmore Hotel constructed the Coral Casino in 1937 as a hotel amenity, a venue for 
public events and as a swim club. Since the property owner does not propose to change 
the hotel guest and public historic use of the facility, this very small group continues to 
fight. 

Fortunately the vast majority of club members understand that the public, through hotel 
guest and community events, has the right to use the Coral Casino and welcome the 
improvements and the public. The height issue is just another in a continued presentation 
of red hearings to oppose public use and attempt to privatize the Coral Casino. 

Thank you for your time in reviewing these matters. Please contact me at (805) 729-3184 
should you have any questions or would like additional information relative to the Coral 
Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan. 

Sincerely, 

0 

David Van Hoy, Architect 

Cc: Mr. Gary Timm 
Ms. Laura Bridley 



... ;· Coral Casino Historic Rehabilitation Plan 
has been designed well within all height limits: 

The height of the replacement restaurant at the Coral Casino is 
well within the community height limits. as well as within the 
existing heights of the property under any definition. including the 
most conservative -the existing building parapet at22 feet..B.5 

inches. 
The transparent. non-reflective glass raiHng. at under 25 feet. is 
considered an archttectural projection in the local coastal plan
the same as the existing 69 foot tower spire and the existing 45 

foot spire walkWaY and railing. 

The following illustrates the Montectto Community Plan and 
Local Coastal Plan. the heights today as defined and how the 

p'an is we\\ within any definition of height \imit. 
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Montecito Community Plan 
Policy CR-M-1.2: 
Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation club shall 
be designed in a manner to protect and enhance the 
historic use and architectural integrity of the 
property. Any renovations or new development on this 
property shall be constructed at heights that do not 
exceed the height of existing structures. 
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Cross-Section View Study 
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Montecito Community Plan 
Policy CR·M-1.2: 
Improvements to the Coral casino recreation club shall 
be designed in a manner to protect and enhance the 
historic use and architectural Integrity of the 
property. Any renovations or new development on this 
property shall be constructed at heights that dO not 
exceed the height of existing structures. 

ARCHITECTURAL 
PROJECTION: 
Spire Height 

= 69' 10" 
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ARCHITECTURAL 
PROJECTION: 
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Montecito Community Plan 
Policy CR·M-1.2: 
Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation club shall 
be designed in a manner to protect and enhance the 
historic use and architectural integrity of the 
property. Any renovations or new development on this 
property shall be constructed at heights that do not 
exceed the height of existing structures. 
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Montecito Community P\an 
Policy CR .. M .. 1.2: 
Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation club shall 
be designed in a manner to protect and enhance the 
historic use and architectural integrity of the 
property. Any renovations or new development on this 
property shall be constructed at heights that do not 
exceed the height of existing strUctures. 

ARCHITECTURAL 
PROJECTION: 
Spire Height 

= 69' 10" 

Glass Safety 
Railing is 

Architectural 
Projection 

= 24' 3" 
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Montecito Community Plan 
Polley CR·M-1.2: 
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Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation club shall 
be designed in a manner to protect and enhance the 
historic use and architectural integrity of the 
property. Any renovations or new development on this 
property shall be constructed at heights that do not 
exceed the height of existing structures. 
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ARCHITECTURAL 
PROJECTION: 
Spire Height 

= 69' 10" 
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Sec. 35-127. Heigbt. \. ChimneY" elevator and stair housings; television receiving antennae tOr individual 

receiving sets: flag JlOles; monuments: oil and gas derricks: church spires; and 

similar arcbitectun'l feanue" and sUnilar ~maY be up to fifty (SO) feet in 

Glass Safety 
Railing is 

Architectural 
Projection 

= 24' 3" 
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height in all mne districts where such excess heights arc not prohibited by the f 

AitPOrl Approach or \1 C, VieW Corridor OVerlaY District. rA~.,J,J by Qnl. 4263. 6124197! 

2. Antennas and the support strUCtures (e.g.. tattice tower. or similar suucture) used for 

the commercial reception and nansmission of communication signals (e.g., radio. 

television) and atnateur "barn" radiOS may be up to fifty (50) feet in height. These 

facilities maY exceed fifty (50) feet up to a maximum of sevency-fwe (75) feet in 

height where technical requirements dictate, un!e.s prohibited by the f Airport 

Approach Area OVerlay District· (Add<d by 0>-d. ;263. 61!4191! 

3. specific exceptions to this 1\lnitation for the height of temporarY drilling rigs to 

, .... 

explore and produce offshore oil and/ot gas reservoirs from onshore sites maY be 

until cessation of drilling in accordance with an approved plan that 

__ ....... tnr_ the 
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Cross-Section.:S'i.ew Study 

Improvements to the Coral Casino recreation Club shall 
be designed in a manner to protect and enhance the 

from ct\annel Drive 

historic use and architectural integrity of the 
property. Any renovations or new development on this 
property shall be constructed at heights that do not 
exceed the height of existing structures . 

.,. l.a.B: 

I' 

i [ .1 
! 

The Montecito Planning Commission 
approved the findings that the sundeck railing 
is consistent with Montecito Community Plan 
policies requiring that building modifications be 
compatible with historic use and architecture. 
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Umbrellas are restricted from use on the 
sundeck. Original canopy chairs will be 
recreated to provide individual sunshade. 
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